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Nomenclature
t time
Γptq Family of oriented surfaces
ν Normal to the surface Γptq
Γk : Γptkq Surface at time tk
N ptq Neighborhood of the surface Γptq
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FSptq
vFS,pt Velocity of a material point on the free surface
H¯ Non scaled thin-film height
H Scaled thin-film height
H Vertical lenght scale
L Horizontal lenght scale
 : HL    1
K¯ Non scaled curvature tensor of the surface Γptq
K Scaled curvature tensor of the surface Γptq
K : tr pKq Trace of K (Mean curvature of the surface Γptq)
K2 : tr pK2q Trace of K2
K3 : tr pK3q Trace of K3
RH¯ : p Id H¯K¯q1
RH : p Id HKq1
∇Γ Non scaled surface gradient
∇Γ Scaled surface gradient
BΓ
Bt 
B
Bt   vΓ ∇ Material derivativePFS,ν : p Id ν b pν  RH∇ΓHqq Projection operator onto the free surface tangent plane
in the direction of the surface normal ν
Pe Peclet number
∇FS Non scaled free surface gradient
∇FS Scaled free surface gradient
∆Γ Scaled surface divergence (Laplace-Beltrami operator)sKFS Non scaled free surface mean curvature
KFS Scaled free surface mean curvature
Πeq Equilibrium concentration of surfactant
Π¯8 Surfactant concentration in the maximum packing limit
x  Πeq
Π¯8
Surfactant coverage
R Universal gas constant
Ta Absolute temperature in Kelvin
Π Surfactant concentration on the free-surface
v
Nomenclature
γ¯0 Surface tension of the clean surface (Π  0)
vFS Dimensionless velocity of the fluid particle on FSptq
vRFS Relative velocity of the fluid particle at the free surface
vΓ Velocity of a substrate material point
vΓ,ν : vΓ,ν  ν
vΓ,tan : vΓ  νvΓ,ν
γ Surface tension
g Unit gravity vector
gν : g  ν
gtan : g  pg  νqν
A Dimensionless Hamaker constant
B0 Bond number
C 1 Inverse capillary number
φ : AH3 Disjoining pressure
η  H 12H2K   162H3
 K2 K2 Fluid density above the substrate Γptq
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General introduction
In the present thesis, we are devoted to the design and analysis of finite volume schemes for time-
dependent partial differential equations (PDEs) on evolving surfaces as well as the modeling and
simulation of surfactant driven thin film flow on moving curved surfaces; thus our work is divided
into two main parts. The first part “Finite volume method on evolving surfaces” discusses two fi-
nite volume schemes for the simulation of time-dependent convection-diffusion and reaction problem
while the second part “Modeling and simulation of surfactant driven thin-film flow on moving sur-
faces” deals with a reduced model for a coupled free boundary problem from fluid dynamics and its
simulation via the schemes defined in the first part.
The finite volume method has become one of the most popular simulation tools for PDEs during the
last two decades. The method has been extensively studied mathematically and has been applied
to complicated problems and to challenging situations such as simulation on strong anisotropic and
nonconformal meshes. We refer to the symposium reports Finite Volumes for Complex Applications
I-VI for the advances in the field. The main attractions of the method reside in its local conservation
properties, its ability to be applied on general meshes, the good adaptation to convection dominated
problems and the fact that it is relatively easy to implement. Unfortunately, the application of finite
volume method for direct simulation of PDEs on curved surfaces is less understood and is a recent
field of investigation. So far, only few research works have been devoted to this issue. Let us point
out for example [19] where the authors discuss a finite volume formulation for diffusion problems on
spherical domains. Here the authors formulate a finite volume scheme on logically rectangular grids
based on a local parameterization of the sphere. This work is later extended in [18] to convection-
diffusion-reaction problems on surfaces having curved or spherical domains. We would also like
to mention [33, 76, 34] where the authors successively study the finite volume method for diffu-
sion problem on the sphere, then on general surfaces and later the fourth orther partial differential
equation on general surfaces. In these works, the curved surface is approximated by Voronoi meshes
which are based on a particularly good triangulation of the surfaces; the vertices of the triangulation
being bounded to the surface. Similar to these works, existing paper that come to our knowledge
discussing finite volume on surfaces rely on particular polygonization of the substrate (surface) and
for those treating diffusion problems, they concentrate on isotropic diffusion. In the first part of the
present work, we discuss two finite volume methods for the simulation of PDEs on curved surfaces
among which one is devoted to the simulation on general polygonal approximation of surfaces. The
first method (Chapter I) has been already published in SIAM Journal of Numerical Analysis [86].
It extends a finite volume method by Eymard, Gallouët, and Herbin in [45] on evolving curved
surfaces. We consider the parabolic problem
9u  u∇Γ  v ∇Γ  pD∇Γuq  g on Γptq, (0.1)
a sequence of triangular surfaces approximating the time-dependent curved surface Γptq at different
time steps with nodes living on the respective smooth surfaces, and derive a finite volumes scheme
based on the two points flux approximation discussed in [45]. By 9u  ddtupt, xptqq we denote the
(advective) material derivative of the scalar density u, ∇Γ  v the surface divergence of the vector
field v, ∇Γu the surface gradient of u, g a source term, and D a symmetric and elliptic diffusion
tensor on the tangent bundle of Γptq. We assume a Lagrangian representation of the surface where
the approximated surface at a time step tk 1 is obtained by evolving the node of the approximated
surface at the previous time step tk with the surface velocity, and study the Eulerian evolution of
u on the evolving triangular representation of Γptq. The triangular surfaces are assumed to be so
vii
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close to the respective curved surfaces that the orthogonal projection of meshes on the respective
continuous surfaces define an evolving curved mesh. Then our finite volume scheme is derived
by approximating the integral of (0.1) on the path of each evolving curved cell using the Leibniz
integral formula for the parabolic part and the divergence theorem on curved surfaces for the space
integration of the diffusive part. An implicit discrete time integration is considered for both diffusive
and source terms. The derived scheme is implicit, stable and convergent. We also extend the scheme
to the convection-diffusion and reaction problem
9u  u∇Γ  v ∇Γ  pD∇Γuq  ∇Γ  pwuq  gpuq on Γ  Γptq, (0.2)
where w is an additional tangential velocity on the surface, which transports the density u along the
moving interface Γptq and the reaction term g now depends on u. We discretize the additional ad-
vection term using the first order upwinding procedure similar to the one used on flat surfaces. The
advantage here is that we work on the surface without any attempt to use a particular parameteriza-
tion of the surface, nor computing any geometric feature of the surface; thus the method is suitable
for any curved surface. The limits of the method resides on the choice of triangles center points
where the unknowns are located. In fact, these points have to satisfy a particular perpendicularity
condition introduced on each cell by the tensor D1 which can be satisfied for strong anisotropic
tensors only if care has been taken during the construction of the mesh. Also, in real world ap-
plications, many meshes are generated either from scanning devices or from meshing tools and are
not necessarily triangular. Furthermore such processes are error prone and the obtained meshes are
rarely satisfactory; thus they most often go through a remeshing machinery for optimization which
increases the error on the vertices coordinates. In the context of moving surfaces, we will also notice
that for surfaces described implicitly through PDEs as for interface flows, meshes automatically
contain error from their numerical computation. Thus, a more rigorous analysis of schemes designed
for direct simulation of PDEs on surfaces should take into account such uncertainty. These lacks are
taken into account in Chapter II where we derive a new finite volume scheme for general polygonal
surfaces based on a proper reconstruction of the gradient of u around vertices of the mesh. Here we
subdivide our finite volume cells into subcells attached to vertices and assume a linear reconstruction
of our function u on subcells; thus constant gradient reconstruction on subcells. The gradient re-
construction on subcells incorporates already the flux continuity through edges, and the integration
mentioned above gives the finite volume scheme. We introduce for (0.2) a second order upwinding
based on our gradient reconstruction. In fact after we have constructed the gradient on the subcells,
we define using the minmod procedure, a new piecewise constant gradient of minimum norm that
approximates the gradient of the u on cells. The values on edges are then chosen using the Taylor
formula and the upwinding procedure. The obtained finite volume is suitable for discretization on
any evolving curved surface. No surface parameterization is needed, nor any geometric quantity.
In the second part, we first model in Chapter III the coupled surfactant driven thin film flow on
an evolving surface using lubrication approximation. A thin film flowing on an evolving curved
surface is considered, on top of which a layer of surfactant diffuses. Such a system is present in
the mammalian lungs. The thin film is represented by the lining while the surfactant is represented
by lipid monolayers. The surfactant plays an important role in the respiratory system. During the
expiration phase for example, it lowers the surface tension to prevent the surface to collapse and also
facilitate the inspiration. A lack of surfactant would require a lot of energy to reopen the alveoli and
alow the ventilation. Let us mention too that often, the lung of prematurely born infants cannot
produce enough surfactant to regulate the respiratory system; this leads to the so called respiratory
distress syndrome (RDS) often cured by surfactant replacement therapy (SRT) which consists of
installing the surfactant in the trachea of the patient where the substance is transported in the
large airways. We refere to [15, 63, 66, 78] for more reading in the topic of lung surfactant. Thin
films occur also in engineering (aircraft de-icing films), in geology (lava) amongst other. In order
to describe the evolution of such a fluid, we rewrite the momentum incompressible Navier-Stokes
equation in a curvilinear coordinate system attached to the substrate using some basic tensor cal-
viii
culus. This operation leads to the expression of the velocity component of the fluid particle tangent
to the substrate as an ordinary differential equation of its height, that we later solve using power
series at the lubrication approximation order (Op2q); the quantity  represents the ratio between
the substrate tangential length scale and the height scale and is assumed to be very small. The final
equation which expresses the height’s evolution of the film is obtained by rewriting the conservation
of mass in the curvilinear coordinate system using the derived equation of the velocity component
parallel to the substrate. We chose a surfactant diffusion equation model adopted by Stone in [113]
to describe the evolution of the surfactant on the free surface interface. Previous work in this domain
include the work of Roy, Roberts and Simpson in [107], which models the thin film on static curved
surface using center manifold theory and computer algebra. Howell in [67], models thin film on
evolving curved surfaces. In fact, he is only able to derived equations specific to particular phases
of the evolution corresponding to the status of the surface. The most recent work in the domain is
probably the work of Uwe Fermum, who in his PhD thesis [48] derived an equation describing the
evolution of the film density on the evolving curved surface using a weak formulation. Our model
here coincides with the model in [107] on fixed surfaces and is more precise than the model in [67]
when applicable. Finally in Chapter IV we extend our finite volume method described in Chapter II
for the simulation of the fourth order system of degenerated equations obtained here. In particular
we combine the operator splitting procedure adopted in [62], the convection splitting procedure in
[57] with our finite volume methodology to derive a conservative and less dissipative scheme for
the simulation of a fourth order problem. The surfactant equation is transformed to a convection
diffusion equation on a ghost free surface displacing only in the normal direction, and an appropriate
projection of the scheme in Chapter II on the free surface ensures it discretization. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no work treating this simulation in the literature. We end the thesis with
a concluding remark. Let us mention that in order to keep the chapters self-contained, we will be
repeating some important notions.
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Part I
Finite volume method on evolving
surfaces
1

1 A convergent finite volume scheme for
diffusion on evolving surfaces
1.1 Introduction
In many applications in material science, biology and geometric modeling, evolution problems do
not reside on a flat Euclidean domain but on a curved hypersurface. Frequently, this surface is itself
evolving in time driven by some velocity field. In general, the induced transport is not normal to the
surface but incorporates a tangential motion of the geometry and thus a corresponding tangential
advection process on the evolving surface. In [37] Dziuk and Elliot proposed a finite element scheme
for the numerical simulation of diffusion processes on such evolving surfaces. In this chapter, we
pick up the finite volume methodology introduced by Eymard, Gallouët, and Herbin in [45] on fixed
Euclidean domains and discuss a generalization in case of transport and diffusion processes on curved
and evolving surfaces. The general motivation for a finite volume formulation is the potential of a
further extension to coupled diffusion and dominating nonlinear advection models. Here, we restrict
to linear transport.
Applications of the considered model are the diffusion of densities on biological membranes or
reaction diffusion equations for texture generation on surfaces [120]. Frequently, partial differential
equations on the surface are coupled to the evolution of the geometry itself. Examples are the
spreading of thin liquid films or coatings on surfaces [107], transport and diffusion of a surfactant
on interfaces in multiphase flow [73], surfactant driven thin film flow [60] on the enclosed surface
of lung alveoli coupled with the expansion or contraction of the alveoli, and diffusion induced grain
boundary motion [17]. In this chapter, we assume the evolution of the surface to be given a priori
and study the finite volume discretization of diffusion on the resulting family of evolving surfaces
as a model problem. The evolving surfaces are discretized by simplicial meshes, where grid nodes
are assumed to be transported along motion trajectories of the underlying flow field. The approach
applies to evolving polygonal curves and triangulated surfaces. In the presentation we focus on the
case of moving two-dimensional surfaces. Finite volume methods on curved geometries have been
discussed recently in [19, 33], but to the best of our knowledge they have so far not been analyzed
on evolving surfaces.
An alternative approach would be to consider a level set representation via an evolving level set
function. In this case, projections of the derivatives onto the embedded tangent space provide a
mechanism for computing geometric differential operators [10] on fixed level set surfaces. Finite
elements in this context are discussed in [16], a narrow band approach with a very thin fitted mesh
is presented in [30], and in [56] an improved approximation of tangential differential operators is
presented. Furthermore, in [38] a finite element level set method is introduced for the solution of
parabolic PDEs on a family of evolving implicit surfaces.
Our finite volume method is closely related to the finite element approach by Dziuk and Elliott
[37]. They consider a moving triangulation, where the nodes are propagating with the actual motion
velocity, which effectively leads to space time finite element basis functions similar to the Eulerian-
Lagrangian localized adjoint method (ELLAM) approach [65]. We consider as well a family of
triangulated surfaces with nodes located on motion trajectories where the triangles are treated as
finite volume cells. The resulting scheme immediately incorporates mass conservation. An overview
on computational approaches which use moving meshes to solve PDEs is given in [89]. Here, the
moving mesh reflects the Eulerian coordinates underlying the evolution problem but on a fixed
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computational domain.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.2, the mathematical model is discussed, and
in Section 1.3 we derive the finite volume scheme on simplicial grids. Discrete a priori estimates
consistently formulated in terms of the evolving geometry are established in Section 1.4. In Section
1.5 we state and prove the main convergence result. Finally, Section 1.6 discusses an operator
splitting scheme for the coupling of diffusive and advective transport so far not encoded in the
surface motion itself, and in Section 1.7 numerical results are presented.
1.2 Mathematical model
We consider a family of compact, smooth, and oriented hypersurfaces Γptq  Rn (n  2, 3) for
t P r0, tmax s generated by an evolution Φ : r0, tmax s  Γ0 Ñ Rn defined on a reference surface Γ0
with Φpt,Γ0q  Γptq. Let us assume that Γ0 is C3 smooth and that Φ P C1pr0, tmax s, C3pΓ0qq. For
simplicity we assume the reference surface Γ0 to coincide with the initial surface Γp0q (cf. Figure
1.5).
We denote by v  BtΦ the velocity of material points and assume the decomposition v  vnν vtan
into a scalar normal velocity vn in direction of the surface normal ν and a tangential velocity vtan.
The evolution of a conservative material quantity u with upt, q : Γptq Ñ R, which is propagated
with the surface and simultaneously undergoes a linear diffusion on the surface, is governed by the
parabolic equation
9u   u∇Γ  v  ∇Γ  pD∇Γuq  g on Γ  Γptq , (1.1)
where 9u  ddtupt, xptqq is the (advective) material derivative of u, ∇Γ  v the surface divergence
of the vector field v, ∇Γu the surface gradient of the scalar field u, g a source term with gpt, q :
Γptq Ñ R, and D is a diffusion tensor on the tangent bundle. Here we assume a symmetric,
uniformly coercive C2 diffusion tensor field on whole Rn to be given, whose restriction on the
tangent plane is then effectively incorporated in the model. With a slight misuse of notation, we
denote this global tensor field also by D. Furthermore, we impose an initial condition up0, q  u0
at time 0. Let us assume that the mappings pt, xq Ñ upt,Φpt, xqq, vpt,Φpt, xqq, and gpt,Φpt, xqq are
C1pr0, tmax s, C3pΓ0qq, C0pr0, tmax s, C3pΓ0qq, and C1pr0, tmax s, C1pΓ0qq regular, respectively. For
the ease of presentation we restrict here to the case of a closed surface without boundary. Our
results can easily be generalized to surfaces with boundary, on which we either impose a Dirichlet or
Neumann boundary condition. For a discussion of existence, uniqueness, and regularity of solutions
we refer to [37] and the references therein.
1.3 Derivation of the finite volume scheme
For the ease of presentation, we restrict ourselves to the case of two-dimensional surfaces in R3. A
generalization of the numerical analysis presented here is straightforward. We consider a sequence
of regular surface triangulations interpolating Γptkq for tk  kτ and kmax τ  tmax (cf. Dziuk and
Elliott [37] for the same setup with respect to a finite element discretization). Here, h indicates the
maximal diameter of a triangle on the whole sequence of triangulations, τ is the time step size, and
k is the index of a time step. All triangulations share the same grid topology, and given the set of
vertices x0j on the initial triangular surface Γ0h, the vertices of Γ
k
h lie on motion trajectories. Thus,
they are evaluated based on the flux function Φ, i.e., xjptkq  Φptk, x0j q (cf. Figure 1.1). Single
closed triangles or edges of the topological grid Γh are denoted by S and σ, respectively. Upper
indices denote the explicit geometric realization at the corresponding time step.
Thus, a closed triangle of the triangulated surface geometry Γkh is denoted by S
k. We assume that
the triangulations Γkh are regular; i.e., there exist constants c, C ¡ 0 such that ch2 ¤ mkS ¤ Ch2
for all S and all k, where mkS denotes the area of S
k. As in the Euclidean case discussed in [45],
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Figure 1.1: Sequence of triangulations Γkh interpolating a fourfold symmetric object in its evolution.
we also assume that for all time steps tk, where k  0, . . . kmax , and all simplices Sk  Γkh there
exists a point XkS P Sk and for each edge σk  BSk a point Xkσ P σk such that the vector
ÝÝÝÝÑ
XkS X
k
σ is
perpendicular to σk with respect to the scalar product induced by the inverse of the diffusion tensor
on the triangle Sk at the point Xkσ , i.e., DpXkσq1pXkS Xkσq  V  0, (1.2)
where V is a vector parallel to the edge σk. Furthermore, we assume that these points can be
chosen such that for two adjacent simplices Sk and Lk the corresponding points on the common
edge σk  SkXLk coincide (cf. Figure 1.2). The point Xk 1S at the following time step need not be
the consistently transported point XkS under the flow Φ. It will turn out that for the error analysis
the later stated condition (1.16) is sufficient. This allows us to choose the points XkS in a way that
fulfills these requirements without changing the grid topology between time steps, as described in the
paragraph after equation (1.16). For a later comparison of discrete quantities on the triangulation Γkh
Sk Lk
XkLXkS
σ
Xkσ
Figure 1.2: A sketch of the local configuration of points XkS , X
k
L, and X
k
σ on two adjacent simplices
Sk and Lk, which in general do not lie in the same plane.
and continuous quantities on Γptkq we define a lifting operator from Γkh onto Γptkq via the orthogonal
projection Pk onto Γptkq in direction of the surface normal ν of Γptkq. For sufficiently small h this
projection is uniquely defined and smooth; we also assume it to be bijective. By Sl,k : PkSk we
define the projection of a triangle Sk on Γptkq and by Sl,kptq : Φpt,Φ1ptk, Sl,kqq the temporal
evolution of Sl,k, which we will take into account for t P rtk, tk 1s. Furthermore, we can estimate the
relative change of area of triangles by mk 1S  mkS
 
1 Opτq for all simplices Sk and all k because
of the smoothness of the flux function Φ.
Based on these notational preliminaries, we can now derive a suitable finite volume discretization.
Thus, let us integrate (1.1) on tpt, xq | t P rtk, tk 1s, x P Sl,kptqu:» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptq
g da dt  τmk 1S Gk 1S , (1.3)
where Gk 1S  gptk 1,Pk 1Xk 1S q. Using the Leibniz formula ddt
³
Sl,kptq
u da  ³
Sl,kptq
9u u∇Γ v da
5
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(cf. [37]), we obtain for the material derivative» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptq
9u  u∇Γ  v da dt 
»
Sl,kptk 1q
u da
»
Sl,kptkq
u da
 mk 1S uptk 1,Pk 1Xk 1S q mkSuptk,PkXkSq . (1.4)
Next, integrating the elliptic term again over the temporal evolution of a lifted triangular patch
and applying Gauss’s theorem we derive the following approximation:
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptq
∇Γ  pD∇Γuq da dt 
» tk 1
tk
»
BSl,kptq
D∇Γu  nBSl,kptq dl dt (1.5)
 τ
¸
σBS
mk 1σ λ
k 1
S|σ
uptk 1,Pk 1Xk 1σ q  uptk 1,Pk 1Xk 1S q
dk 1S|σ
,
where nBSl,kptq is the unit outer conormal on BSl,kptq tangential to Γptq, σk 1 an edge of Sk 1, mk 1σ
the length of σk 1, dk 1S|σ : }Xk 1S Xk 1σ }, and λk 1S|σ : }Dk 1S|σ nk 1S|σ }. The discrete diffusion tensor
is defined by Dk 1S|σ :
 
P k 1S
T DpXk 1σ qP k 1S , where P k 1S is the orthogonal projection onto the
plane given by Sk 1 and nk 1S|σ is the unit outer conormal to S
k 1 on the edge σ. Indeed, the orthog-
onality assumption (1.2) implies that pXk 1σ Xk 1S q is parallel to Dk 1S|σ nk 1S|σ . Hence, ∇Γu nBSl,kptq
can consistently be approximated by the difference quotient λk 1S|σ
uptk 1,Pk 1Xk 1σ quptk 1,Pk 1Xk 1S q
dk 1
S|σ
.
Alternatively, one could introduce a diffusion tensor Dk 1S :
 
P k 1S
T DpXk 1S qP k 1S on trian-
gles and modify (1.2) and the definition of λk 1S|σ accordingly. We will comment on this alternative
approach in the context of the convergence analysis in Section 1.5.2.
Now we introduce discrete degrees of freedom UkS and U
k
σ for upPkXkSq and upPkXkσq, respectively.
The values UkS are the actual degrees of freedom; they will be compiled into a function U
k that is
constant on each cell Sk and is an element of the discrete solution space Vkh which is defined in (1.8)
below. The Ukσ are only auxiliary degrees of freedom; cf. (1.6). Then the discrete counterpart of the
continuous flux balance»
Sl,kptqXLl,kptq
pD∇Γuq|Sl,kptq  nBSl,kptq da  
»
Sl,kptqXLl,kptq
pD∇Γuq|Ll,kptq  nBLl,kptq da
on Sl,kptq X Ll,kptq for two adjacent simplices Sk and Lk is given by
mk 1σ
Uk 1σ  Uk 1S
dk 1S|σ
λk 1S|σ  mk 1σ
Uk 1σ  Uk 1L
dk 1L|σ
λk 1L|σ
for the edge σk  Sk X Lk. Let us emphasize that this flux balance holds independently of the tilt
of Sk and Lk at σk. Hence, we can cancel out the degrees of freedom
Uk 1σ 
Uk 1S d
k
L|σλ
k
S|σ   Uk 1L dkS|σλkL|σ
dkL|σλ
k
S|σ   dkS|σλkL|σ
(1.6)
on edges and based on the approximations for the parabolic term in (1.4) and the elliptic term in
(1.5), we finally obtain the finite volume scheme
mk 1S U
k 1
S mkSUkS  τ
¸
σBS
mk 1σ Mk 1σ
Uk 1L  Uk 1S
dk 1S|L
 τmk 1S Gk 1S , (1.7)
whereMkσ :
λkS|σλ
k
L|σ d
k
S|L
dkL|σλ
k
S|σ   dkS|σλkL|σ
, dkS|L : dkS|σ   dkL|σ .
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This requires the solution of a linear system of equations for the cellwise solution values Uk 1S for
k  0, . . . kmax  1 and for given initial data U0S at time t0  0.
Remark. Different from the finite volume method on Euclidean domains in [45], all coefficients
depend on the geometric evolution and thus in particular change in time. A comparison of the
discrete and continuous solution requires a mapping from the sequence of triangulations tΓkhu onto
the continuous family of surfaces tΓptqutPr0,tmax s.
Figure 1.3: On the left an isotropic mesh for a torus is shown together with a zoom in with indicated
points XkS on the triangles and X
k
σ on edges. On the right an anisotropic mesh corre-
sponding to an anisotropic diffusion tensor D  diag p 125 , 1, 1q is rendered together with
the corresponding zoom. One observes in the blow up of the anisotropic mesh geometry
a transition from the strongly anisotropic regime close to the center plane of the torus
on the right and the more isotropic mesh on the left.
Figure 1.3 shows two different triangulations of a (rotating) torus (cf. Figure 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9
below for corresponding numerical results). In the first case the underlying diffusion is isotropic;
hence an isotropic mesh is used for the simulation of the evolution problem. In the second case
an anisotropic diffusion tensor D  diagp 125 , 1, 1q is taken into account. To enable the definition of
consistent triangle nodes XkS and edge nodes X
k
σ , an anisotropic mesh has been generated. Even
though D is constant on R3,3, the induced tangential diffusivity varies on the surface. This variation
is properly reflected by the generated mesh. We refer to Section 1.7 for some remarks on the mesh
generation.
Let us associate with the components UkS on the simplices S
k of the triangulation Γkh a piecewise
constant function Uk with Uk|Sk  UkS , and let
Vkh :
!
Uk : Γkh Ñ R
 Uk|Sk  const @ Sk  Γkh) (1.8)
be the space of these functions on Γkh. Analogously, we denote by G
k the corresponding piecewise
constant function with Gk|Sk  GkS . On the function space Vkh , we can define a discrete energy
seminorm based on a weighted sum of squared difference quotients.
Definition 1.3.1 (Discrete energy seminorm) For Uk P Vkh we define
}Uk}1,Γk
h
:
 ¸
σSXL
mkσMkσ
 
UkL  UkS
2
dkS|L
 1
2
. (1.9)
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Before we prove suitable a priori estimates, let us verify the existence and uniqueness of the discrete
solution.
Proposition 1.3.2 The discrete problem (1.7) has a unique solution.
Proof The system (1.7) has a unique solution Uk 1 if the kernel of the corresponding linear operator
is trivial. To prove this, we assume Uk  0 and Gk 1  0 in (1.7); then multiply each equation
by the the corresponding Uk 1S for the triangle S
k 1  Γk 1h . Summing up over all simplices and
taking into account the symmetry of the second term in (1.7) with respect to the two simplices Sk
and Lk intersecting at the edge σk 1  Sk 1 X Lk 1 we obtain
}Uk 1}2L2pΓk 1h q   τ}U
k 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
 0,
from which Uk 1  0 follows immediately.
l
Indeed, Proposition 1.3.2 is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.4.1 to be proved in the next section.
1.4 A priori estimates
In what follows we will prove discrete counterparts of continuous a priori estimates. They are related
to the discrete energy estimates given in [45] in the case of finite volume methods on fixed Euclidean
domains.
Theorem 1.4.1 (Discrete L8pL2q, L2pH1q energy estimate) Let tUkuk1,...kmax be the discrete
solution of (1.7) for given discrete initial data U0 P V0h. Then there exists a constant C depending
solely on tmax such that
max
k1,...kmax
}Uk}2L2pΓkhq  
kmax¸
k1
τ}Uk}21,Γk
h
¤ C

}U0}2L2pΓ0hq   τ
kmax¸
k1
}Gk}2L2

. (1.10)
Proof As in the proof of Proposition 1.3.2, we multiply (1.7) by Uk 1S for every cell S
k P Γkh and
sum over all Sk P Γkh to obtain (again using the symmetry of the second term in (1.7))
¸
S

mk 1S
 
Uk 1S
2mkSUkSUk 1S 	  τ ¸
σSXL
mk 1σ Mk 1σ
 
Uk 1L  Uk 1S
2
dk 1S|L
 τ
¸
S
mk 1S G
k 1
S U
k 1
S , (1.11)
which leads to
}Uk 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
  τ}Uk 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
¤ }Uk}L2pΓk
h
q max
S

mkS
mk 1S
 1
2
}Uk 1}L2pΓk 1
h
q   τ}Gk 1}L2pΓk 1
h
q}Uk 1}L2pΓk 1
h
q.
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Then, by Young’s inequality and the estimate maxk maxS
 mkS
mk 1
S
 1
 ¤ C τ , one obtains
1
2
}Uk 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
  τ}Uk 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
(1.12)
¤ 1
2
}Uk}2L2pΓk
h
q  
C
2
τ}Uk 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
  1
2
τ}Gk 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
.
Using the notation ak  }Uk}2L2pΓk
h
q
and bk  }Gk}2L2pΓk
h
q
, one can deduce from
ak ¤ ak1   Cτak   τbk that
ak ¤ p1 Cτq1pak1   τbkq ¤    ¤ p1 Cτqkpa0   τ
k¸
j1
bjq .
Since
p1 Cτqk 

1 Ctk
k

 kCtkCtk
is bounded from above by 2eCtk for sufficiently small τ , we immediately get the desired bound for
}Uk}2L2pΓkhq:
}Uk}2L2pΓkhq ¤ 2e
Ctk

}U0}2L2pΓ0hq   τ
k¸
j1
}Gj}2L2

.
We sum (1.12) over k  0, . . . kmax  1 and compensate the terms }Uk}2L2pΓk
h
q
on the right hand
side for k  1, . . . kmax  1 with those on the left, and using the already established estimate for the
L2 norm gives the bound for
°kmax
k1 τ}Uk}21,Γk
h
.
l
Theorem 1.4.2 (Discrete H1pL2q, L8pH1q energy estimate) Let tUkuk1,...kmax be the discrete
solution of (1.11) with given initial data U0. Then there exist a constant C such that
kmax¸
k1
τ}Bτt Uk}2L2pΓkhq   maxk1,...kmax }U
k}21,Γk
h
¤ C

}U0}2L2pΓ0hq   }U
0}21,Γ0
h
  τ
kmax¸
k1
}Gk}2L2pΓkhq

, (1.13)
where Bτt Uk : U
kUk1
τ is defined as a difference quotient in time.
Proof We multiply (1.7) by Bτt Uk 1 for every triangle Sk P Γkh and sum over all simplices to obtain
τ
¸
S
mk 1S

Uk 1S  UkS
τ
2
 
¸
σSXL
mk 1σ Mk 1σ

dk 1S|L

Uk 1L  Uk 1S
dk 1S|L
2


Uk 1S  Uk 1L
dk 1S|L
 
UkS  UkL


¸
S
 
mkS mk 1S

UkS

Uk 1S  UkS
τ

  τ
¸
S
mk 1S G
k 1
S

Uk 1S  UkS
τ

.
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Using the notation
akS|L :
b
dkS|Lm
k
σMkσ

UkS  UkL
dkS|L

, bk 1S :
b
mk 1S

Uk 1S  UkS
τ

,
ckS|L :
gffedkS|Lmk 1σ Mk 1σ
dk 1S|Lm
k
σMkσ
,
this can be written as
τ
¸
S
 
bk 1S
2   ¸
σSXL

ak 1S|L
	2
 ak 1S|L ckS|LakS|L



¸
S

mkS
mk 1S
 1
 b
mk 1Sb
mkS
b
mkSU
k
Sb
k 1
S   τ
¸
S
b
mk 1S G
k 1
S b
k 1
S .
Noting that

ak 1S|L
	2
 ak 1S|L ckS|LakS|L ¥
1
2

ak 1S|L
	2


akS|L
	2

  p1 ckS|Lq


ak 1S|L
	2
2
 

akS|L
	2
2

and ¸
σSXL

akS|L
	2
 }Uk}21,Γk
h
,
¸
S
 
bkS
2  }Bτt Uk 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
,
we apply Cauchy’s inequality and Young’s inequality, and we finally obtain
τ }Bτt Uk 1}2L2pΓk 1h q  
1
2
}Uk 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
 1
2
}Uk}21,Γk
h
¤ Cτ

}Uk 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
  }Uk}21,Γk
h
   }Uk}L2pΓkhq   }Gk 1}L2pΓk 1h q}Bτt Uk 1}L2pΓk 1h q	. (1.14)
Here, we have taken into account that |1  ckS|L| ¤ Cτ and |1  m
k
S
mk 1
S
|
b
mk 1
S?
mk
S
¤ Cτ . Next, as in
Theorem 1.4.1 we apply Young’s inequality, sum over all time steps and obtain
kmax¸
k1

τ
2
}Bτt Uk}2L2pΓkhq  
1
2
}Uk}21,Γk
h
 1
2
}U0}21,Γ0
h


¤ C
2
τ
kmax¸
k1

}Uk}21,Γk
h
  }Uk1}2
1,Γk1
h
  }Uk1}2L2pΓk1h q   }G
k}2L2pΓkhq
	
. (1.15)
Finally, an application of Theorem 1.4.1 leads us to the desired estimate.
l
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1.5 Convergence
In this section we will prove an error estimate for the finite volume solution Uk P Vkh . At first,
we have to state how to compare a discrete solution defined on the sequence of triangulations Γkh
and the continuous solution defined on the evolving family of smooth surfaces Γptq. Here, we will
take into account the lifting operator from the discrete surfaces Γkh onto the continuous surfaces
Γptkq already introduced in Section 1.3. As for the error analysis of a finite element approach in
[37], we use a pull back from the continuous surface onto a corresponding triangulation to compare
the continuous solution uptkq at time tk with the discrete solution Uk 
°
S U
k
S χSk , where χSk
indicates the characteristic function of the triangle Sk. In explicit, we consider the pull back of the
continuous solution u at time tk under this lift ulptk, XkSq : u
 
tk,PkpXkSq

and investigate the
error ul
 
tk, X
k
S
 UkS at the cell nodes XkS as the value of a piecewise constant error function on
the associated cells Sk.
Obviously, the consistency of the scheme depends on the behavior of the mesh during the evolution
and a proper, in particular, time coherent choice of the nodes XkS . Let us assume that
|Υk,k 1pXkSq Xk 1S | ¤ Chτ , (1.16)
where Υk,k 1pXkSq denotes the point on Sk 1 with the same barycentric coordinates on Sk 1 as the
node XkS on S
k. (cf. (1.19) below). This condition is obviously true for XkS being the orthocenter
of Sk, which is admissible for D  Id on acute meshes. In case of an anisotropic diffusivity or
nonacute meshes, one chooses nodes XkS close to the barycenters in the least square sense, given the
orthogonality relation (1.2). Algorithmically, a mesh optimization strategy enables a corresponding
choice of nodes (cf. Section 1.7).
Finally, the following convergence theorem holds.
Theorem 1.5.1 (Error estimate) Suppose that the assumptions listed in Section 1.2 and 1.3 and
in (1.16) hold, and define the piecewise constant error functional on Γkh for k  1, . . . kmax
Ek :
¸
S
 
ul
 
tk, X
k
S
 UkSχSk
measuring the defect between the pull back ulptk, q of the continuous solution uptk, q of (1.1) at
time tk and the finite volume solution Uk of (1.7). Thus, the error function Ek is actually an
element of the same space Vkh of piecewise constant functions on Γkh as the discrete solutions Uk;
cf. (1.8). Furthermore, let us assume that }E0}L2pΓkhq ¤ C h. Then the error estimate
max
k1,...kmax
}Ek}2L2pΓkhq   τ
kmax¸
k1
}Ek}21,Γk
h
¤ C ph  τq2 (1.17)
holds for a constant C depending on the regularity assumptions and the time tmax .
This error estimate is a generalization of the estimate given in [45], where the same type of first
order convergence with respect to the time step size and the grid size are established for a finite
volume scheme on a fixed planar domain. As usual in the context of finite volume schemes, the
convergence proof is based on consistency estimates for the difference terms in the discrete scheme
(1.7). In the context of evolving surfaces considered here, these consistency errors significantly rely
on geometric approximation estimates. Thus, Section 1.5.1 we first investigate a set of relevant
geometric estimates. Afterwards, in Section 1.5.2 these estimates will be used to establish suitable
consistency results. Finally, the actual convergence result is established in Section 1.5.3.
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1.5.1 Geometric approximation estimates
In this paragraph, we first extend the definition of the projection Pk to a time continuous operator
Ppt, q which, for each t P r0, tmax s, projects points orthogonally onto Γptq (cf. Figure 1.5.1). This
operator is well defined in a neighborhood of Γptq.
Φpt, p0q
Φpt, p1q
Ppt,Xptqq
Φpt, p2q
Xptq
Figure 1.4: In a sketch we depict here a fan of evolving triangles, the transported vertices Φpt, p0q,
Φpt, p1q, and Φpt, p2q of one specific moving triangle Skptq, and the projection Ppt,Xptqq
of a point Xptq in Skptq onto Γptq.
We denote by p0, p1, p2 the vertices of a triangle Sk, and we consider ξ0pxq, ξ1pxq, ξ2pxq the
barycentric coordinates of a point x on Sk; i.e., x  ξ0pxqp0   ξ1pxqp1   ξ2pxqp2 and ξ0pxq  ξ1pxq 
ξ2pxq  1. Furthermore, let us now introduce the time continuous lift
Ψkpt, q : Sk ÝÑ Sl,kptq, x ÞÝÑ Ψkpt, xq  Φpt,Φ1ptk,Pkpxqqq (1.18)
and the discrete surface evolution
Υkpt, q : Sk ÝÑ Skptq, x ÞÝÑ
2¸
i0
ξipxqΨkpt, piq, (1.19)
which will be used to go back and forth between evolving domains Γptq and the evolving discrete
surface Γhptq, where Skptq is the triangle generated via the motion of the vertices p of Sk along the
trajectories Φp, pq and Γhptq the time continuous triangular surface consisting of these simplices.
Let us remark that Υk,k 1pXkSq in condition (1.16) equals Υkptk 1, XkSq. Figure 1.5.1 depicts a
Sk
Φ1ptk, q
Γ0 Γk Γtk 1
Φptk 1, q
Skptk 1q
Figure 1.5: A single triangle and the nearby surface patch are shown in the initial configuration and
at two consecutive time steps.
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sketch of the involved geometric configuration. It is also important to notice here that the smoothness
of these functions depends only on the regularity of Φp, q.
We now introduce an estimate for the distance between the continuous surface and the triangula-
tion and for the ratio between cell areas and their lifted counterparts.
Lemma 1.5.2 Let dpt, xq be the signed distance from a point x to the surface Γptq, taking to be
positive in the direction of the surface normal ν, and let ml,kS denote the measure of the lifted
triangle Sl,k, ml,kσ the measure of the lifted edge σl,k. Then the estimates
sup
0¤t¤tmax
‖ dpt, q ‖L8pΓhptqq¤ Ch2 , sup
k,S
1 ml,kSmkS
 ¤ Ch2 , supk,σ
1 ml,kσmkσ
 ¤ Ch2
hold for a constant C depending only on the regularity assumptions.
Proof Notice that the function dpt, q is zero at vertices of the triangulation. Thus the piece-
wise affine Lagrangian interpolation of dpt, q vanishes, and the first estimate immediately fol-
lows from standard interpolation estimates. Using the smoothness of d and the fact that, be-
cause of the regularity of the mesh, the normal direction on each triangle differs from the normals
to the respective curved triangle only to the order h, we deduce from ∇Γptqdpt, q  0 on Γptq
that }∇Skptqdpt, q}L8pΓhptqq ¤ Ch, where ∇Skptqdpt, q is the component of ∇dpt, q tangential to
Skptq. For the second estimate, we fix a triangle Sk and assume without any restriction that
Sk  tpξ, 0q | ξ P R2u. Furthermore, we extend the projection Pk onto a neighborhood of Sk in the
following way:
Pkextpξ, ζq  pξ, 0q   pζ  d ptk, pξ, 0qqq∇dT ptk, pξ, 0qq .
Obviously, Pkext  Pk on Sk. From |d ptk, pξ, 0qq| ¤ Ch2 and |∇Skd ptk, pξ, 0qq| ¤ Ch, we deduce
that  det  DPkextpξ, 0q 1 ¤ Ch2 ,
where DPkext denotes the Jacobian of Pkext. Hence, taking into account that the third column of the
Jacobian BζPkextpξ, 0q  ∇dT ptk, pξ, 0qq has length 1 and is normal to Γptkq at Pkpξ, 0q, we observe
that
det  DPkextpξ, 0q controls the transformation of area under the projection Pk from Sk to Sl,k,
which proves the claim.
The third estimate follows along the same line as the second estimate based on a straightforward
adaptation of the argument.
l
Next, we control the area defect between a transported lifted versus a lifted transported triangle.
Lemma 1.5.3 For each triangle Sk on Γkh and all x in S
k the estimatePpt,Υkpt, xqq Ψkpt, xq ¤ Cτ h2
holds for a constant C depending only the regularity assumptions. Furthermore, for the symmetric
difference between Sl,kptk 1q and Sl,k 1 with A4B : pAzBq Y pBzAq one obtains
Hn1  Sl,kptk 1q4Sl,k 1 ¤ Cτ hmk 1S ,
where Hn1 is the pn  1q-dimensional Hausdorff measure of the considered continuous surface
difference.
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Proof At first, we notice that the function Ψkpt, q defined in (1.18) parametrizes the lifted and then
transported triangle Sl,kptq over Sk and Ppt,Υkpt, qq with Υkpt, q defined in (1.19) parametrizes
the transported and then lifted triangle Ppt, Skptqq over Sk . These two functions share the same
Lagrangian interpolation Υkpt, q for any t , which implies the estimatePpt,Υkpt, xqq Ψkpt, xq ¤ βptqh2
for every x P Sk. Here, βptq is a non negative and smooth function in time. From Sl,kptkq  Sl,k
one deduces that βpq can be chosen such that βptq ¤ C|t  tk| holds. Furthermore, Cτh2 is also
a bound for the maximum norm of the displacement function Ppt,Υkpt, qq  Ψkpt, q on edges σk.
Thus, taking into account that hmkσ ¤ CmkS , we obtain as a direct consequence the second claim.
l
Based on this estimate, we immediately obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1.5.4 For any triangle Sk on Γkh and any Lipschitz continuous function ωpt, q defined
on Γptq one obtains
»
Sl,kptk 1q
ωptk 1, xq da
»
Sl,k 1
ωptk 1, xq da
 ¤ Cτ hmk 1S
for a constant C depending only on the regularity assumptions.
1.5.2 Consistency estimates
Next, with these geometric preliminaries at hand, we are able to derive a priori bounds for various
consistency errors in conjunction with the finite volume approximation (1.7) of the continuous evo-
lution (1.1).
Lemma 1.5.5 Let Sk be a triangle in Γkh and t P rtk, tk 1s. Then for
R1
 
Sl,kptq  : »
Sl,kptq
∇Γptq 
 D∇Γptqupt, q da

»
Sl,kptk 1q
∇Γptk 1q 
 D∇Γptk 1quptk 1, q da
we obtain the estimate
R1  Sl,kptq  ¤ C τ p1  C h2qmk 1S .
Proof We recall that ∇Γptqupt, xq  ∇uextpt, xq  p∇uextpt, xq  νpt, xqq νpt, xq, where uextpt, q is
a constant extension of upt, q in the normal direction νpt, q of Γptq. Any continuous and differen-
tiable vector field vpt, q on Γptq can be extended in the same way for each component. Then we
obtain for the surface divergence of vpt, q at a point x on Γptq the representation ∇Γptq  vpt, aq 
tr pp Id νpt, xq b νpt, xqq∇vextpt, xqq . Thus, we deduce from our regularity assumptions in Section
1.2 that the function pt, xq ÞÑ ∇Γptq 
 D∇Γptqupt, xq is Lipschitz in the time and space variable. This
observation allows us to estimate
R1  Sl,kptq  by C τ ml,k 1S . Finally, taking into account Lemma
1.5.2 we obtain the postulated estimate.
l
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Lemma 1.5.6 For the edge σk between two adjacent triangles Sk and Lk the term
R2
 
Sl,k|Ll,k : »
σl,k
 D∇Γptkquptk, q  µBSl,k dl  mkσMkσdkS|L
 
ulptk, XkLq  ulptk, XkSq

,
with σl,k  Sl,k X Ll,k, obeys the estimated R2  Sl,k|Ll,k ¤ Cmkσh.
Proof At first, we split the error term R2
 
Sl,k|Ll,k into corresponding consistency errors on
the two adjacent triangles Sk and Lk, taking into account the flux condition at the edge σl,k, the
definition ofMkσ 
λkS|σλ
k
L|σ d
k
S|L
dk
L|σ
λk
S|σ
 dk
S|σ
λk
L|σ
, and the identity dkS|L  dkS|σ   dkL|σ. In fact, we obtain
R2
 
Sl,k|Ll,k  mkσMkσ
dkS|L

dkS|σ
mkσλ
k
S|σ
R2
 
Sl,k|σl,k dkL|σ
mkσλ
k
L|σ
R2
 
Ll,k|σl,k ,
where
R2
 
Sl,k|σl,k : »
σl,k
 D∇Γptkquptk, q  µBSl,k dl mkσ ulptk, Xkσq  ulptk, XkSqdkS|σ λkS|σ. (1.20)
Next, we estimate these error terms separately and obtain
R2
 
Sl,k|σl,k »
σl,k
  D∇Γptkquptk, q  µBSl,k   D∇Γptkqu  µBSl,k pPptk, Xkσqq dl
    D∇Γptkqu  µBSl,k pPptk, Xkσqq   D∇Γptkqul  µBSl,k ptk, Xkσqml,kσ
   D∇Γptkqul  µBSl,k ptk, Xkσq  ml,kσ mkσ
 
 D∇Γptkqul  µBSl,k ptk, Xkσq   D∇Γptkqul  µkS|σ ptk, Xkσq	mkσ
 
 D∇ptkqul  µkS|σ ptk, Xkσq   D∇Skul  µkS|σ ptk, Xkσq	mkσ
 

∇Skulptk, Xkσq 

DkS|σµkS|σ
	
 u
lptk, Xkσq  ulptk, XkSq
dkS|σ
‖ DkS|σµkS|σ ‖

mkσ .
Taking into account our regularity assumption from Section 1.2, Lemma 1.5.2, and the fact that
DkS|σµkS|σ is imposed to be parallel to
ÝÝÝÝÑ
XkSX
k
σ by (1.2) – indeed, even pDkS|σµkS|σ{}DkS|σµkS|σ}q 
ppXkσ XkSq{dkS|σq – we finally observe that each term can be estimated from above by Cmkσh for a
constant C, which depends only on the regularity assumptions. This proves the claim.
l
The proof can be easily adapted to the case where the discrete diffusion tensor is defined on
triangles as mentioned in section 1.3.
Lemma 1.5.7 For a cell Sk and the residual error term
R3
 
Sl,k|Sl,k 1  »
Sl,kptk 1q
uda
»
Sl,kptkq
uda
  mk 1S ul  tk 1, Xk 1S mkS ul  tk, XkS
one obtains the estimate
R3  Sl,k|Sl,k 1 ¤ Cτhmk 1S .
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Proof At first, let us recall that Ψkpt, q, Υkpt, q, and P  tk 1,Υkptk 1, q parametrize Sl,kptq,
Skptq, and Sl,k 1 over the triangle Sk. Via standard quadrature error estimates and due to the
regularity assumptions on Φ and u given in Section 1.2, we obtain for the smooth quadrature error
function
Qptq :
»
Sl,kptq
upt, xq da upt,Ppt,Υkpt,XkSqqqHn1
 
Sl,kptq
the estimate |Qptq  Qptkq| ¤ β˜ptqhHn1
 
Sl,kptq, where β˜ is a smooth, non negative function in
time. From Qptkq Qptkq  0 we deduce that β˜ptq ¤ C |t tk| (cf. also the proof of Lemma 1.5.3).
Based on an analogous argument we obtain for the continuity modulus of Q˜ptq : ³Ppt,Skptqq da ³
Skptq
da that
Q˜ptk 1q  Q˜ptkq ¤ Cτ h2mkS .
Making use of our notation we observe that the left hand side equals pml,k 1S mk 1S qpml,kS mkSq.
We now split the residual into
R3
 
Sl,k|Sl,k 1  Qptk 1q Qptkq
 uptk 1,Pptk 1,Υkptk 1, XkSqqq

Hn1  Sl,kptk 1qml,k 1S 	
   uptk 1,Pptk 1,Υkptk 1, XkSqqq  ulptk 1, Xk 1S qml,k 1S
 ulptk 1, Xk 1S q

ml,k 1S mk 1S
	


ml,kS mkS
	
   ulptk 1, Xk 1S q  ulptk 1,Υkptk 1, XkSqq ml,kS mkS	
   ulptk 1,Υkptk 1, XkSqq  ulptk, XkSq ml,kS mkS	 .
Finally, applying the above estimates, (1.16), Lemmas 1.5.2 and 1.5.3, we getR3  Sl,k|Sl,k 1 ¤ C  τ h2mk 1S   τ hmkS   τ hmk 1S   τ h2mk 1S   τ h3mkS   τ h2mkS
¤ Cτ hmk 1S .
l
Lemma 1.5.8 For a cell Sk and the residual error term
R4
 
Sl,k|Sl,k 1  » tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptq
g da dt τmk 1S gl
 
tk 1, X
k 1
S

one achieves the estimate
R4  Sl,k|Sl,k 1 ¤ Cτpτ   hqmk 1S .
Proof We expand the residual by
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R4
 
Sl,k|Sl,k 1  » tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptq
gpt, xq da
»
Sl,kptk 1q
gptk 1, xq da

dt
  τ
»
Sl,kptk 1q
gptk 1, xqda
»
Sl,k 1
gptk 1, xq da

  τ
»
Sl,k 1
gptk 1, xq da glptk 1, Xk 1S qml,k 1S


  τ

ml,k 1S mk 1S
	
glptk 1, Xk 1S q.
Now we use a standard quadrature estimate, Lemmas 1.5.2 and 1.5.3, and Corollary 1.5.4, which
yields R4  Sl,k|Sl,k 1 ¤ Cpτ2Hn1pSl,kptk 1qq   τ2 hmk 1S   τ hmk 1S   τ h2mk 1S q
¤ Cτpτ   hqmk 1S .
l
1.5.3 Proof of Theorem 1.5.1
As in Section 1.2 (cf. (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5)), let us consider the following trianglewise flux formu-
lation of the continuous problem (1.1):
»
Sl,kptk 1q
u da
»
Sl,kptkq
u da
» tk 1
tk
»
BSl,kptq
D∇Γu  nBSl,kptq dl dt 
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptq
g dadt.
From this equation we subtract the discrete counterpart (1.7)
mk 1S U
k 1
S mkSUkS  τ
¸
σBS
mk 1σ Mk 1σ
Uk 1L  Uk 1S
dk 1S|L
 τmk 1S Gk 1S
and multiply this with Ek 1S  ul
 
tk 1, X
k 1
S
 Uk 1S . Hence, we obtain
R3
 
Sl,k|Sl,k 1Ek 1S  mk 1S  Ek 1S 2 mkSEk 1S EkS

» tk 1
tk
R1
 
Sl,kptq  dt
Ek 1S  τ ¸
σBS
R2
 
Sl,k 1|Ll,k 1Ek 1S
τ
¸
σBS
mk 1σ Mk 1σ
dk 1S|L
pEk 1L  Ek 1S qEk 1S  R4
 
Sl,k|Sl,k 1Ek 1S .
Now we sum over all simplices and obtain¸
S
mk 1S
 
Ek 1S
2   τ ¸
σSXL
mk 1σ Mk 1σ
dk 1S|L
pEk 1L  Ek 1S q2 
¸
S
mkSE
k 1
S E
k
S

¸
S

R3
 
Sl,k|Sl,k 1 » tk 1
tk
R1
 
Sl,kptq  dtR4  Sl,k|Sl,k 1 	Ek 1S
 τ
¸
S
¸
σBS
R2
 
Sl,k 1|Ll,k 1Ek 1S .
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Observing that R2
 
Sl,k 1|Ll,k 1  R2  Ll,k 1|Sl,k 1 the last term on the right hand side can
be rewritten and estimated as follows:
¸
σSXL
R2
 
Sl,k 1|Ll,k 1
d
dk 1S|L
mk 1σ Mk 1σ
a
mk 1σ Mk 1σ pEk 1L  Ek 1S qb
dk 1S|L
¤
 ¸
σSXL
R2
 
Sl,k 1|Ll,k 12 dk 1S|L
mk 1σ Mk 1σ
 1
2
}Ek 1}1,Γk 1
h
¤ C
¸
S
mk 1S h
2
 1
2
}Ek 1}1,Γk 1
h
¤ C hHn1pΓk 1h q
1
2 }Ek 1}1,Γk 1
h
.
Here, we have used Lemma 1.5.6 and the estimate mk 1σ h ¤ Cmk 1S for σ  BS. Now we take into
account the consistency results from Corollary 1.5.4, Lemmas 1.5.5, 1.5.7 and 1.5.8, apply Young’s
inequality and Cauchy’s inequality and achieve the estimate
}Ek 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
  τ}Ek 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
¤ 1
2
}Ek 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
  1
2
}Ek}2L2pΓk
h
q  
1
2
max
k
max
S
1 mkSmk 1S
 }Ek}2L2pΓkhq
 C pτ h  τ2p1  C h2q   τpτ   hqqHn1pΓk 1h q
1
2 }Ek 1}L2pΓk 1
h
q
 C τhHn1pΓk 1h q
1
2 }Ek 1}1,Γk 1
h
.
Based on our assumption that the triangulation is advected in time, we can estimate
1 mkS
mk 1
S
 ¤
C τ . Again applying Young’s inequality to the last two terms on the right hand side we get
C pτ h  τ2p1  C h2q   τpτ   hqqHn1pΓk 1h q
1
2
1
2
}Ek 1}L2pΓk 1
h
q
¤ Cτ}Ek 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
  Cτpτ   hq2Hn1pΓk 1h q ,
C τhHn1pΓk 1h q
1
2 }Ek 1}1,Γk 1
h
¤ τ
2
}Ek 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
  τC
2h2
2
Hn1pΓk 1h q .
Hence, taking into account that Hn1pΓk 1h q is uniformly bounded we obtain the estimate
p1Cτq}Ek 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
  τ
2
}Ek 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
¤ p1 Cτq}Ek}2L2pΓk
h
q   Cτpτ hq2. (1.21)
At first, we skip the second term on the left hand side, use the inequality p1 C τqp1C τq ¤ p1   c τq for
sufficiently small time step τ and a constant c ¡ 0, and obtain via iteration (cf. also the proof of
Theorem 1.4.1)
}Ek 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
¤ p1  c τq}Ek}2L2pΓk
h
q   C τpτ   hq2
¤    ¤ p1  c τqk 1}E0}2L2pΓ0
h
q  
k¸
i1
τp1  c τqi1pτ   hq2
¤ ec tk

}E0}2L2pΓ0
h
q   tk pτ   hq2
	
.
This implies the first claim of the theorem:
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max
k1,...kmax
}Ek}2L2pΓk
h
q ¤ C pτ   hq2.
Finally, taking into account this estimate and summing over k  0, . . . kmax1 in (1.21) we obtain
also the claimed estimate for the discrete H1-norm of the error:¸
k1,...kmax
τ}Ek}21,Γk
h
¤ C pτ   hq2.
l
1.6 Coupled reaction diffusion and advection model
In what follows, we will generalize our finite volume approach by considering a source term g which
depends on the solution and an additional tangential advection term ∇Γ  pwuq. Here, w is an
additional tangential transport velocity on the surface, which transports the density u along the
moving interface Γ instead of just passively advecting it with the interface. We assume the mapping
pt, xq Ñ wpt,Φpt, xqq to be in C1pr0, tmax s, C1pΓ0qq. Furthermore, we suppose g to be Lipschitz
continuous. An extension to a reaction term which also explicitly depends on time and position is
straightforward. Hence, we investigate the evolution problem
9u  u∇Γ  v ∇Γ  pD∇Γuq  ∇Γ  pwuq  gpuq on Γ  Γptq . (1.22)
In what follows, let us consider an appropriate discretization for both terms. For the reaction term,
we consider the time-explicit approximation» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptq
gpupt, xqq da dt  τmkSgpuptk,PkXkSqq (1.23)
and then replace uptk,PkpXkSqq by UkS in the actual numerical scheme. Furthermore, we take into
account an upwind discretization of the additional transport term to ensure robustness also in a
regime where the transport induced by w dominates the diffusion. Here, we confine to a classical first
order upwind discretization. Thus, on each edge σk  SkXLk of a triangle Sk facing to the adjacent
triangle Lk we define an averaged outward pointing conormal nkS|L  |nBS  nBL|1pnBS  nBLq. In
particular nkS|L  nkL|S holds. If nkS|L  wlptk, Xkσq ¥ 0, the upwind direction is pointing inward
and we define u ptk, Xkσq : ulptk, XkSq, otherwise u ptk, Xkσq : ulptk, XkLq. Once the upwind
direction is identified, we take into account the classical approach by Engquist and Osher [43] and
obtain the approximation» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptq
∇Γ  pwuq dadt  τ
¸
σBS
mkσ
 
nkσ,S  wlptk, Xkσq

. u ptk, Xkσq. (1.24)
Finally, we again replace ulptk, XkSq by the discrete nodal values UkS and denote these by Uk, σ . For
the sake of completeness let us resume the following resulting scheme:
mk 1S U
k 1
S mkSUkS  τ
¸
σBS
mk 1σ Mk 1σ
Uk 1L  Uk 1S
dk 1S|L
 τ mkS gpUkSq  τ
¸
σBS
mkσ

nkS|L  wlptk, Xkσq
	
Uk, σ . (1.25)
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Obviously, due to the fully explicit discretization of the additional terms, Proposition 1.3.2 still
applies and guarantees the existence and uniqueness of a discrete solution. Furthermore, the con-
vergence result can be adapted, and the error estimate postulated in Theorem 1.5.1 holds. To see
this, let us first consider the nonlinear source term gpuq and estimate
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptq
gpupt, xqq da dt τmkSgpUkSq
¤
» tk 1
tk
 »
Sl,kptq
gpupt, xqq da
»
Sl,k
gpuptk, xqq da
	
dt
 τ
 »
Sl,k
gpuptk, xqq daml,kS gpulptk, XkSqq
	
dt  τ pml,kS mkSqgpulptk, XkSqq
 τ mkS
 
gpulptk, XkSqq  gpUkSq

¤ C  τ2Hn1pSl,kq   τ hmkS   τ h2mkS   CLippgq τ mkSEkS ,
where CLippgq denotes the Lipschitz constant of g. In the proof of Theorem 1.5.1 we already have
treated terms identical to the first three on the right hand side. For the last term, we obtain after
multiplication with the nodal error Ek 1S and a summation over all cells S,
CLippgq τ
¸
S
mkSE
k
SE
k 1
S ¤ CLippgq τ max
S

mkS
mk 1S
 1
2
}Ek}L2pΓhptkqq}Ek 1}L2pΓhptkqq
¤ C τ

}Ek}2L2pΓhptkqq   }Ek 1}2L2pΓhptk 1qq
	
.
Taking into account these additional error terms, the estimate (1.21) remains unaltered. Next, we
investigate the error due to the additional advection term and rewrite
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptq
∇Γ  pwuq da dt τ
¸
σBS
mkσ
 
nkσ,S  wlptk, Xkσq

Uk, σ

» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptq
∇Γ  pwuqda dt τ
»
Sl,k
∇Γ  pwuq da
 
¸
σBS
σSXL
 
τR5
 
Sl,k|Ll,k  τF  Sl,k|Ll,kEk, σ  ,
where R5
 
Sl,k|Ll,k  ³
σl,k
nBSl,k  w u dl  mkσwlptk, Xkσq  µkS|Lu ptk, Xkσq is an edge residual,
F  Sl,k|Ll,k  mkσwlptk, Xkσq  µkS|L is a flux term on the edge σl,k  Sl,k X Ll,k, and Ek, σ 
u ptk, Xkσq  Uk, σ is a piecewise constant upwind error function on the discrete surface Γkh. The
first term in the above error representation can again be estimates by C τ2Hn1pSl,kq. From
|u ptk, Xkσq  ulptk, Xkσq| ¤ C h, we deduce by similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma
1.5.6 that |R5
 
Sl,k|Ll,k | ¤ C hmkσ. Furthermore, the antisymmetry relations R5  Sl,k|Ll,k 
R5
 
Ll,k|Sl,k and F  Sl,k|Ll,k  F  Ll,k|Sl,k hold (cf. the same relation for R2  Sl,k|Ll,k).
After multiplication with the nodal error Ek 1S and summation over all cells S we obtain
τ
¸
S
¸
σBS
σSXL
 R5  Sl,k|Ll,k  τF  Sl,k|Ll,kEk, σ Ek 1S
¤ τ
¸
σSXL
 R5  Sl,k|Ll,k pEk 1S  Ek 1L q   F  Sl,k|Ll,kEk, σ pEk 1S  Ek 1L q
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¤ τ
 ¸
σSXL
 R5  Sl,k|Ll,k  F  Sl,k|Ll,kEk, σ 2 dk 1S|L
mk 1σ Mk 1σ
	 1
2 }Ek 1}1,Γk 1
h
¤ C τ

hHn1pΓkhq
1
2     ¸
σSXL
mkSpEk, σ q2
 1
2
	
}Ek 1}1,Γk 1
h
¤ τ
4
}Ek 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
  C τ h2   C τ }Ek}2L2pΓk
h
q .
Here, we have applied the straightforward estimate }Ek, }L2pΓk
h
q ¤ C}Ek}L2pΓk
h
q and Young’s in-
equality. Again, taking into account these error terms due to the added advection in the original
error estimate (1.21), solely the constant in front of the term }Ek 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
on the left hand side of
(1.21) is slightly reduced.
Thus, both the explicit discretization of a nonlinear reaction term and the upwind discretization
of the additional tangential advection still allow us to establish the error estimate postulated in
Theorem 1.5.1.
1.7 Numerical results
To numerically simulate the evolution problem (1.1), we first have to setup a family of triangular
meshes, which are consistent with the assumption made above. We generate these meshes based on
an implicit description of the underlying initial surface and apply an adaptive polygonization method
proposed by de Araújo and Jorge in [29, 28]. This method polygonizes implicit surfaces along an
evolving front with triangles whose sizes are adapted to the local radius of curvature. Afterward,
using a technique similar to the one developed by Persson in [99] we modify triangles to ensure
the orthogonality condition (1.2). We refer also to [36] for a computational approach to anisotropic
centroidal Voronoi meshes. Already in Figures 1.1 and 1.3 we have depicted a corresponding family
of meshes.
As a first example, we consider a family of expanding and collapsing spheres with radius rptq 
1   sin2ppitq, and a function upt, θ, λq  1r2ptq exp

6 ³t
0
1
r2pτqdτ
	
 sinp2θq cospλq, where θ is the
inclination and λ is the azimuth. The function u solves (1.1) on this family of spheres for D  Id
and g  0. We compute the numerical solution on successively refined surface triangulations on the
time interval r0, 1s. Table 1.1 presents the different grids and the errors in the discrete L8pL2q norm
and discrete energy seminorm (1.9), respectively. Indeed, the observed error decay is consistent with
the convergence result in Theorem 1.5.1.
norm of the error
hp0q max
tPr0,1s
hptq L8pL2q L8pH1q
0.2129 0.4257 32.941  104 22.999  103
0.1069 0.2138 8.036  104 8.348  103
0.0535 0.1070 1.764  104 2.950  103
0.0268 0.0536 0.423  104 1.047  103
Table 1.1: On the left, the different triangulations used for the convergence test are depicted. The
table on the right displays the numerical error on these grids in two different norms when
compared to the explicit solution. The time discretization was chosen as τ  1{32000 ! h2
in all four computations.
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Next, we consider on the same geometry the advection vector
ωpt, xq  p0, 0, 30q  pνpt, xq  p0, 0, 30qq νpt, xq with νpt, xq being the normal to the surface Γptq,
and the source term
gpt, θ, λq  2cptq p sinp2θq cospλqpωpt, xq  νpt, xqq   cosp2θq cospλq pω  eθq  cospθq sinpλq pω  eλqq,
where eθ 
 
cospθq cospλq, cospθq sinpλq,  sinpθq, eλ    sinpλq, cospλq, 0, and
cptq  1r3ptq exp

6 ³t
0
1
r2pτqdτ
	
. The function upt, θ, λq  1r2ptq exp

6 ³t
0
1
r2pτqdτ
	
 sinp2θq cospλq
now solves (1.22). In fact ω has been chosen to be at the limit of the CFL condition on the finest grid,
characterizing the strength of the advection. Table 1.2 presents the errors in the discrete L8pL2q
norm and discrete energy seminorm (1.9), using the same triangulations as above. The observed
error decay is again consistent with the convergence result in Theorem 1.5.1. In fact, even though
the solution – and thus its interpolation properties – are identical to the previous example, we see a
reduced order of convergence due to the transport part of the equation. In general, we could improve
the order of convergence by using a higher order slope limiting and replacing condition (1.16) by
|Υk,k 1pXkSq Xk 1S | ¤ Ch2τ .
norm of the error
hp0q max
tPr0,1s
hptq L8pL2q L8pH1q
0.2129 0.4257 25.53  102 11.615  101
0.1069 0.2138 14.26  102 7.089  101
0.0535 0.1070 7.61  102 3.985  101
0.0268 0.0536 3.95  102 2.125  101
Table 1.2: The table displays the numerical error when compared to the explicit solution in the
advection dominated setting on the same grids as in Table 1.1. The time discretization
was chosen as τ  1{32000 ! h2 in all four computations.
Figure 1.6 shows the finite volume solution for the heat equation without source term. In the
first row the sphere expands with constant velocity in normal direction and initial data have local
support, while in the second row the sphere expands into an ellipsoid and initial data are constant.
Furthermore, we have computed isotropic and anisotropic diffusion on a rotating torus with zero
initial data and time constant or time periodic source term, respectively. Figures 1.7 and 1.8
demonstrate the different joint effects of transport and isotropic diffusion, similar to Figures 2
and 3 in [38]. In Figure 1.9 we consider the same problem as in Figure 1.8 except that this time
the underlying is diffusion tensor is anisotropic; i.e., we have chosen the tensor
D 
 125 0 00 1 0
0 0 1

in R3,3 whose restriction on the tangent bundle is considered as the diffusion in (1.1). The underlying
grids have already been rendered in Figure 1.3. Finally, we combine the diffusion process on evolving
surfaces with an additional (gravity-type) advection term. As evolving geometry, we have selected
one with an initial fourfold symmetry undergoing a transition to the sphere (cf. Figure 1.1 for a
corresponding triangular mesh, which is further refined for the actual computation). The advection
direction is the projection of a downward pointing gravity vector along the symmetry line on the
tangent plane. Figure 1.10 shows the results on the evolving geometry, whereas Figure 1.11 allows
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Figure 1.6: In the top row the heat equation (D  Id) is solved on an expanding sphere for initial
data with local support on a relatively coarse evolving grid consisting of 956 triangles.
The density is color coded from blue to red at different time steps. In the bottom row, an
anisotropic expansion and later reverse contraction of a sphere with constant initial data
computed on an evolving surface are depicted. Here a significantly finer discretization
consisting of 18462 triangles is taken into account. Again we plot the density at different
time steps. One clearly observes an inhomogeneous density with maxima on the less
stretched poles during the expansion phase followed by an advective concentration of
density close to the symmetry plane during the contraction phase.
Figure 1.7: The solution of the isotropic heat equation is computed on a torus with smaller radius
1 and larger radius 4. The torus is triangulated with 21852 triangles and 10926 points,
and it rotates around its center twice during the evolution process. As initial data,
we consider u0  0 and take into account a source term g with local support inside
a geodesic ball of radius 0.5. The source term is considered to be time independent.
The surface velocity implies a transport which together with the source term and the
isotropic diffusion lead to the observed trace-type solution pattern.
a comparison of the same evolution law on a fixed surface. One clearly notices the impact of the
surface evolution on the diffusion and advection process caused by the temporal variation of the
angle of attack of the gravity force.
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Figure 1.8: A similar computation as in Figure 1.7 has been performed, but with a pulsating source g
with 10 pulses during a complete rotation of the torus. The source is located at a slightly
different position, and in order to pronounce the effect of the dynamics, the color scale
is logarithmic.
Figure 1.9: As in Figure 1.8, diffusion on a rotating torus with a pulsating source is investigated.
This time the diffusion is anisotropic with a smaller diffusion coefficient in the direction
perpendicular to the torus’ center plane. Again the color scale is logarithmic. The
different diffusion lengths in the different directions can be clearly observed in the shape
and distance of the isolines at later times and further away from the source.
Figure 1.10: The evolution of a density governed by a diffusion and advection process on an evolving
geometry with a localized source term is shown at different time steps. The underlying
grid consists of 21960 triangles and 10982 vertices.
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Figure 1.11: As in Figure 1.10, the evolution of a density under diffusion and advection by gravity
is investigated. This time the underlying geometry is fixed.
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2 A stable and convergent O-method for
general moving hypersurfaces
2.1 Introduction
In Chapter I, we have defined a consistent and convergent finite volume scheme for the simulation
of diffusion and advection processes on moving surfaces. Although the proposed scheme is stable
and convergent, it is subject to strong constraints on the mesh, namely the orthogonality condition
which is related to the diffusion tensor. This makes the mesh used in the algorithm problem-
dependent and it becomes difficult to couple interdependent phenomena involving many spatially
varying anisotropic diffusion tensors on the same mesh. Also, even on fixed surfaces, it would be
difficult using this algorithm to simulate problems with time and space dependent diffusion tensors
when variations on eigenvectors of diffusion tensors become important as time evolves. In this case
one is obliged to remesh the substrate often as needed. This might introduce some inaccuracy in the
result depending on the remeshing method and the approximation method used to reallocate values
on cells. In the last two decades, researchers have invested a lot of effort in developing finite volume
schemes for anisotropic diffusion problems on unstructured meshes which tackle the best these issues.
Unfortunately, focus has been put on planar 2-dimensional and on 3-dimensional problems. We refer
to the benchmark parts of [47] and [49], Proceedings of Finite Volumes for Complex Applications V
and VI, for the state of art on research in this domain. Nevertheless, the methods developed in the
context of finite volumes rely on a suitable approximation of fluxes across edges of control volumes.
One constructs fluxes either using only the two unknowns across interfaces or a set of unknowns
around edges. The first strategy is referred to as the two-point flux approximation method while
the second is known as the multi-point flux approximation method. The method defined in Chapter
I is an example of the two-point flux approximation method on curved surfaces and one will find
in [45] a more extended description and analysis of the method applied on various problems on flat
surfaces. As already said above, it is unfortunately very restrictive in terms of meshes and problems
on which it can be applied. The multi-point flux approximation is the up-to-date strategy in the
finite volume simulation and is much more flexible. It can be divided into two main groups:
 The Discrete Duality Finite Volumes: In this class of methods, one interplays simultaneously be-
tween two meshes; the primal mesh and the dual mesh. The computation is done here on the two
nested meshes and the degrees of freedom include the center points of the primal mesh as well as its
vertices which are in fact the center points of the dual mesh. We refer to [32, 64, 77, 94] for more
insight in the methodology.
 The Mixed or Hybrid Finite Volumes: Here, the degrees of freedom are maintained at the cell
centers and one explicitly constructs the gradient operators using different strategies: O-Method
[1, 85, 87], L-Method [1], scheme using stabilization and hybrid interfaces [46], finite element strat-
egy [2], least square reconstruction [96] among others.
Since most of these schemes use properties valid only in Cartesian geometry, they cannot be di-
rectly transferred to curved surfaces. Also, the fact that a general curved geometry can only be
approximated requires a special treatment of schemes on curved surfaces since one should combine
the accuracy of the geometric approximation and the accuracy of the scheme. Nevertheless, the
methodology in [2] has been analyzed on curved surfaces in [34, 76]. We should also mention the
finite volume approach on logically rectangular grids studied in [19] for diffusion and advection in
circular and spherical domains. As in these few papers, the few works devoted to finite volumes
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on curved surfaces encountered in the literature rely either on a good triangulation of the domain
or on a special partitioning of the curved geometry; this restricts their domain of application. In
this chapter, we present a finite volume type O-method for general polygonal meshes on curved and
moving surfaces. Our method is close to the ones developed by Le Potier in [85] and K. Lipnikov,
M. Shashkov and I. Yotov in [87]. Similar to these authors, we first partition each cell of the given
discrete domain into subcells attached to cells vertices; this implies a partition of each edge into
two subedges and a virtually refined domain where the subcells are effectively the new cells and are
grouped around vertices. Next around each vertex, we construct an approximate constant gradient
of our solution on surrounding subcells using surrounding cell center unknowns and the continuity
of fluxes on subedges. We also take into account worse situations that can occur when the diffusion
coefficients become almost degenerate, by using a suitable minimization process which controls the
norm of the chosen solution gradients around vertices. These gradients are latter included properly
in the flux formulation of the diffusion operator to obtain its discretization. Finally, we use the
approximate gradients issued from the identity operator on surfaces to construct a slope limited
gradient of the solution function on each control volume. These last gradients approximation are
used to develop a second order upwind scheme for the advection part of our model equation. Since
the stencil of our slope limited gradients remains unchanged during the process, we experimentally
have a second order space convergence of the whole scheme. We should mention that our method is
identical to the methods developed in [85, 87] for diffusion on flat surfaces and to the method dis-
cussed in [76] for diffusion on curved surfaces when applied with the same parameters, but the scope
of meshes that we can handle in that case is wider. Nevertheless, we would like to emphasize that
we primarily deal with moving curved surfaces. This includes surfaces whose evolution is implicitly
defined through partial differential equations and surfaces whose evolution is explicitly given among
others. Let us also mention that this method can be reduced to the method discussed in Chapter I
for appropriate meshes designed for this purpose. In the following, we explicitly introduce the model
problem discussed in this chapter, next we present the method and give a possible implementation
algorithm. Furthermore, we prove some stability results and the convergence of the scheme and fi-
nally we present some numerical results to validate the theory. For the purpose of self containment,
we will reproduce some proofs from Chapter I.
2.2 Problem setting
We consider a family of compact hypersurfaces Γptq  Rn pn  2, 3,    q for t P r0, tmax s gen-
erated by a time-dependent function Φ : r0, tmax s  Γ0 ÝÑ Rn defined on a reference frame Γ0
with Φpt,Γ0q  Γptq. We assume that Φpt, q is the restriction of a function that we abusively call
Φpt, q : N0  N p0q ÝÑ N ptq, where N0 and N ptq are respectively neighborhoods of Γ0 and Γptq in
Rn. We also take Γ0 to be C3 smooth and Φ P C1  r0, tmax s, C3 pN0q. For simplicity, we assume
the reference surface Γ0 to coincide with the initial surface Γp0q. We denote by v  BtΦ the velocity
of material points and assume the decomposition v  vnν   vtan into a scalar normal velocity vn in
the direction of the surface normal ν and a tangential velocity vtan. The evolution of a conservative
material quantity u with upt, q : Γptq ÝÑ R, which is propagated with the surface and at the same
time, undergoes a linear diffusion on the surface, is governed by the parabolic equation
9u  u∇Γ  v ∇Γ  pD∇Γuq  g on Γptq, (2.1)
where 9u  ddtupt, xptqq is the (advective) material derivative of u, ∇Γ v the surface divergence of the
vector field v, ∇Γu the surface gradient of the scalar field u, g a source term with gpt, q : Γptq ÝÑ R
and D the diffusion tensor on the tangent bundle. Here we assume a symmetric, uniformly coercive
C2 diffusion tensor field on whole Rn to be given, whose restriction on the tangent plane is then ef-
fectively incorporated in the model. With slight misuse of notation, we denote this global tensor also
by D. Furthermore, we impose an initial condition up0, q  u0 at time t  0. Since we have already
introduced the subject in Chapter I in a relative simple setup, we will treat in this chapter a more
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general case of surfaces with boundary. Surfaces without boundary fall into this setup since they are
merely surfaces with empty boundary. Then in case of surfaces with nonempty boundary, we impose
a Dirichlet boundary condition. We will nevertheless mention how more general boundary conditions
can be included in the algorithm. We assume that the mappings pt, xq ÝÑ u pt,Φpt, xqq , vpt,Φ pt, xqq
and gpt,Φpt, xqq are C1  r0, tmax s,C3pΓ0q , C0 r0, tmax s,  C3pΓ0q3	 , and C1  r0, tmax s,C1pΓ0q,
respectively. For the discussion on existence, uniqueness and regularity, we refer to [37] and refer-
ences therein.
2.3 Surface approximation
We introduce in this part a more general notion of surface approximation.
Definition 2.3.1 (Cell, cell center and vertices) Let pp1, p2,    , pnS q and XS be pnS   1q distinct
points in R3. We call cell S the closed fan of triangles Sti,ju  rXS , pi, pjs pj  pi mod nSq   1q
where XS is the shared vertex. The point XS is called cell center or center point and the points pi
the vertices of the cell and are not necessarily coplanar. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a cell.
p2
p3
St2,3u
p4
St5,1u
XS
St4,5u
St3,4u St1,2u
p5
p1
Figure 2.1: Cell S made of subtriangles Sti,i 1u.
In the following, we adopt the notation j  i   1 for the cyclic addition pj  pi mod nSq   1q if
there is no confusion.
Definition 2.3.2 (Admissible cell)
Let S be a cell, XS its center point and pi pi  1,    , nSq its nS vertices. For a given vertex
pi we denote by νSti,i 1u 
ÝÝÝÑ
XSpi ^
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
XSpi 1{}
ÝÝÝÑ
XSpi ^
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
XSpi 1} the oriented normal of the triangle
rXS , pi, pi 1s if the triangle has a nonzero measure and we define a pseudo-normal to the cell by
νS 
°
i
ÝÝÝÑ
XSpi ^
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
XSpi 1
	
{}°iÝÝÝÑXSpi^ÝÝÝÝÝÑXSpi 1}. We will then call the cell admissible if for any i,
m and r P t1, 2,    , nSu, }ÝÝÝÑXSpi} ¤ maxm,r }ÝÝÝÑpmpr} and νSti,i 1u  νS ¡ 0 for well defined normals.
Remark 2.3.3 The vector νS depends only on the vertices and not on XS. In fact @ r P t1, 2,    , nSu
νS :
°
i
ÝÝÝÑ
XSpi ^
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
XSpi 1
	
{p}°iÝÝÝÑXSpi ^ÝÝÝÝÝÑXSpi 1}q   °iÝÝÑprpi ^ÝÝÝÝÑprpi 1 {p}°iÝÝÑprpi ^ÝÝÝÝÑprpi 1}q.
Definition 2.3.4 (admissible polygonal surface)
We define an admissible polygonal surface as a union of admissible cells which form a partition of a
C0 surface Γh. Also, the normals νSi and νSj of two different cells Si, Sj  Γh with Si X Sj  H,
must satisfy νSi  νSj ¡ 0. We refer to Figure 2.2 for an example of admissible mesh (polygonal
surface). The index h in Γh represents the maximum distance between two points in a given cell
S  Γh.
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Figure 2.2: Admissible polygonal surface
In the sequel, we assume for surfaces with nonempty boundary a piecewise C2 boundary. In that
case, we assume Γ0 to be part of a larger surface Ω0  N0 with the same properties as Γ0, and which
is transformed by the map Φp, q to Ωpt, q as time evolves. We also denote by C a generic constant.
Definition 2.3.5 (pm,hqpolygonal approximation of a surface)
We will say that the polygonal surface Γ0h is an pm,hq approximation (m ¥ 2) of the surface Γ0 if
and only if Γ0h is admissible and there exists a neighborhood Nδ,0 : tx | dpx,Ω0q  infpPΩ0}ÝÑpx} ¤ δu
(δ ¤ Ch2) of Ω0  Γ0 which satisfies the following conditions:
i) Γ0h  Nδ,0.
ii) The perpendicular lines to Ω0 at two different points do not intersect within Nδ,0.
iii) The orthogonal projection PΓ0h of Γ0h onto Ω0 is a bijection between Γ0h and its image.
iv) The orthogonal projection of any cell of Γ0h onto Ω0 intersects Γ
0.
v) There exists Γ0rest  Γ0 and Γ0ext  Γ0 satisfying Γ0rest  PΓ0h  Γ0ext  Ω0 (cf. Figure 2.3) and
mpΓ0extzΓ0restq ¤ Ch2 where mpq represents the pn 1q  dimensional Hausdorff measure.
vi) Let us denote by PBΓ0 : x ÞÑ y  argmin dpx, BΓ0q the map that projects points orthogonally on
the boundary BΓ0 of Γ0. This map should be well defined in a neighborhood of BΓ0 containing
pΓ0extzΓ0restq, and its restriction on PpBΓ0hq should be bijective. Furthermore, we assume that
the reverse image of a vertex of Γ0 onto PpBΓ0hq is the projection of a vertex of Γ0h onto Γ0ext
(cf. Figure 2.3).
vii) For two different vertices pi and pj of the same cell S, we have Ch ¤ }ÝÝÑpipj} ¤ h.
viii) For any cell S, there exists a point pS P S and a vector
ÝÑ
b S such that the trace on S of the
cylinder with principal axis ppS ,
ÝÑ
b Sq and the radius Ch do not intersect the boundary of S.
ix) The distance between a vertex and its projection on Γ0ext is less than Chm.
Remark 2.3.6 In the above definition,
• v) expresses the convergence of PΓ0h toward Γ0 as h tends to 0.
• i), iii) and v) ensure the convergence of the discrete surface Γ0h toward Γ0 as h tends to 0.
• ii) will allow for an extension of functions defined on the reference surface Γ0 onto a narrow
band around Γ0 which includes Γ0h.
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PBΓ0pPpp2qq  Ppp2q
PpBΓ0hq
BΓ0
BΓ0rest Ppp4q
p4
Ppp3qp3
PpXSqXSBΓ0ext Ppp2q
Ω0
Ppp1q
PBΓ0pPpp1qq  Ppp1q
Figure 2.3: Representation of Γ0  Ω0, Γ0h, PpΓ0hq, Γ0rest and Γ0ext delimited respectively by BΓ0
(green line), BΓ0h (hidden behind the surface), BPpΓ0hq (gray line), BΓ0rest (inner brown
line) and BΓ0ext (outer brown line).
• vii) ensures the nondegeneracy of sides while viii) ensures the nondegeneracy of cells. For
usual triangular meshes, viii) is expressed as C1h2 ¤ mS ¤ C2h2 @ S  Γ0h where C1, C2 are
some fixed constants and mS is the pn 1q  dimensional measure of S.
• iv) ensures that there is no unnecessary cell.
• ix) allows us to see that the best paraboloid that can be fitted to a closed set of points will
be an m  order approximation of the original surface. In fact, if some intrinsic properties
have to be computed, we will need a good approximation of vertices. This is for example the
case in the fourth example considered in this chapter where we have to discretize an additional
advection term which involves the curvature tensor. To evaluate the curvature tensor at cen-
ter points, the best method in the literature to do such a computation at a desired order on
a parametric surface is the least square fitting. Of course the consistency of the fitting is at
most the consistency of points used which should be m ¥ 3 in this case. Furthermore, this
general setting is much closer to the real world application than considering vertices bound to
the original surface. Most often, the movement of surfaces are described by another partial
differential equation; the mean curvature flow considered in the fourth example of this chap-
ter is an illustration. Another example is the two phase flow problem presented in Chapter
IV; the Surfactant spreads on top of a thin film which at the same time evolves on a moving
surface. In this last case, there is no way to tackle the exact position of free surface points;
hence the importance of introducing some inaccuracy on points used to approximate the surface.
2.4 Derivation of the finite volume scheme
2.4.1 General setting
We consider a family of admissible polygonal surfaces tΓkhuk0, , kmax , with Γkh approximating
Γptkq  Ωk  N ptkq for tk  kτ and kmaxτ  tmax. Here Ωk : Ωptkq  Φptk,Ω0q is a sequence
of two dimensional surfaces as defined above in Section 2.3 and, as in Chapter I, h denotes the
maximum diameter of a cell on the whole family of polygonizations, τ the time step size and k the
index of a time step. Successive polygonizations share the same grid topology and given the set of
vertices pkj on the polygonal surface Γ
k
h, the vertices of Γ
k 1
h lie on motion trajectories; thus they are
evaluated based on the flux function Φ, i.e., pk 1j  Φ

tk 1,Φ1

pkj , tk
		
. Upper indices denote the
time steps and foot indices “ j ” are vertex indices. Let us for the moment merely assume the center
points being chosen at each time step such that the discrete surfaces remain uniformly admissible
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p2, hqpolygonizations of the original surfaces; i.e., the constants in Definition 2.3.5 remain the
same for all time steps. In Section 2.5, we will give more detail precisions on their choice. Next, at
each time step tk, we consider a virtual subdivision of each cell Sk into nS subcells (virtual cells)
Skpi pi  1,    , nSq which share the common vertex XkS as depicted on Figure 2.4. We recall that nS
pk5
pk2
Skp5
Skp3
σ
k
p1,3
{2
pk4
XkS
σ
kp
1 ,1{2S
k
p4
qkp1,1{2
Skp1
pk1
Skp2
qkp1,3{2
pk3
Figure 2.4: Subdivision of cell Sk into polygonal subcells Skpi and subedges σ
k
p1,1{2
: rqkp1,1{2, pk1s,
σkp1,3{2 : rqkp1,3{2, pk1s induced by Skp1 around pk1 .
denotes the number of vertices of the cell Sk. This subdivision, as we can notice again on Figure 2.4,
induces a partition of each edge σ  rpki , pki 1s  BSk into two subedges σkpi,l1{2 : rqkpi,l1{2, pki s
and σkpi 1,m 1{2 : rqkpi 1,m 1{2, pki 1s; qkpi,l1{2  qkpi 1,m 1{2 : Skpi X Skpi 1 X rpi, pi 1s, l and m
are subindices used to reference the cell Sk around the vertices pki and p
k
i 1 respectively. We will
come back on how these indices are built in Section 2.4.2. We furthermore assume that two virtual
cells Skpi and L
k
pi of two different cells S
k and Lk, which have the vertex pki in common, share
either a common subedge or the only vertex pki as depicted on Figure 2.5. For later comparison
XkS2
XkS4
XkS1
pk2
pk3
pk4
pk5
pk6
pk8
Skp1,3
Skp1,2
Skp1,1 pk1
Skp1,4
XkS3
pk7
pk9
Figure 2.5: Cells and subcells around a vertex.
of discrete quantities on polygonal surfaces Γkh and continuous surfaces Γ
k  Γptkq, we first extend
functions defined on Γk or Γkh in their neighborhood N ptkq. The resulting functions still bear their
original names and will be understood from the context. A function uptk, q defined on Γk is then
extended by requiring ∇uptk, q  ∇dp,Γkq  0; dp,Γkq being a signed distance function from Γk.
This means in other words that, given a point x P N ptkq, the extended function uptk, q is constant
along the shortest line segment from x to the surface Γk. The restriction of this new function
on Γkh will be denoted u
lptk, q or shortly ul,k. On the other hand, the extension of a function
uhptk, q defined on Γkh is done in two steps. We first extend as constant along the normal ν to
PkpΓkhq; Pkpq being the orthogonal projection operator onto Ωk. The resulting function, still called
uhptk, q, is finally extended by requirering ∇uhptk, q ∇dp,PkpΓkhqq  0. The restriction of the final
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extended function on Γk will be termed ulhptk, q or simply ul,k and the operation which transforms
uhptk, q to ulhptk, q will be called “ lift ” operator. These extension operations are by definition
well defined in a neighborhood of Γptkq in which Γkh lies, thus the lift operator is well defined. We
will also refer to the orthogonal projection as a lift operator; and therefore lift operators will be
understood from the context. We denote by Sl,k : PkSk the orthogonal projection of Sk onto Ωk,
by Sl,kptq  Φ  t,Φ1  tk, Sl,k the temporal evolution of Sl,k and by mkS the area of Sk. We should
mention here that the symbol “ l ” written as upper index is meant for the “ lift ” operator; therefore
xl,k will literally mean lift of xk onto the surface Ωk. Along the same line, we will call Sl,kpi : PkSkpi
the orthogonal projection of Skpi onto Ω
k. So defined, the subcells Sl,kpi form a curved mesh on S
l,k.
The key of our approach will be to define on these subcells a reasonable approximation of the surface
gradient operators ∇Γu, and deduce a suitable approximation of ∇Γ  pDΓ∇Γuq in the cells Sk. Our
algorithm can be identified as a hybrid algorithm between mixed finite volume and the usual finite
volume procedure. The mixed finite volume defines fluxes or even v  DΓ∇Γu as unknowns which
have to be found together with the solution u. This often leads to a system of equations that has to
be stabilized via some restriction on meshes and some appropriate techniques. In our case we define
an approximate gradient ∇khu of ∇Γuptk, q as a piecewise constant gradient
!
∇kpi,J ppi,Squ
)
pi,S
on
subcells
 
Skpi
(
pi,S
; J ppi, Sq being the local index of subcell Skpi around pi. The construction of ∇khu
is done locally around vertices pi via a proper use of the flux continuity condition on subedges as
will be explained below. This procedure leads to a local system of equations which in some worse
case senario (very bad mesh and highly anisotropic tensor) is underdetermined. In that case, a
suitable minimization procedure is used to stabilize the system which is thereafter partially solved
and introduced into the global system of equations that represents (2.1) to obtain a cell center
scheme. The procedure of restricting oneself around vertices to construct subfluxes in the finite
volume procedure has already been used in [1, 85, 87] for finite volumes on flat surfaces. Restricting
to that case, the method developed in [85] is a particular case of the present one. In fact, it looses
consistency for polygonal meshes having very deformed quadrangles or nonconvex starshaped cells
(flat version of admissible cells which are not convex), while the present method produces good
results in those cases. Let us now introduce the construction of the piecewise gradient operator.
2.4.2 The discrete gradient operator
Let us first consider a vertex pi. We locally reorder the cells S
k
j , the subcells Skpi,j and the subedges
σkpi,j1{2 counterclockwise around the normal at pi. The subedges are reordered in a way that
σkpi,j1{2 and σ
k
pi,j 1{2
are subedges of the cell Skj and the subcell Skpi,j . We also locally rename by
Xkpi,j the center point of S
k
j . We refer to Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 for the illustration of this setup.
Next, we define on each subedge σkpi,j1{2 the virtual point X
k
pi,j1{2
and on each subcell Skpi,j , we
define the covariant vectors ekpi,j|j1{2 : Xkpi,j1{2Xkpi,j and ekpi,j|j 1{2 : Xkpi,j 1{2Xkpi,j which
are used to define the local approximate tangent plane T kpi,j : Span
!
ekpi,j|j1{2, e
k
pi,j|j 1{2
)
to points
of the subcell Sl,kpi,j .We also define on T
k
pi,j
the contravariant (dual) basis pµkpi,j|j1{2, µkpi,j|j 1{2q such
that ekpi,j|j1{2  µkpi,j|j1{2  1, ekpi,j|j1{2  µkpi,j|j 1{2  0, ekpi,j|j 1{2  µkpi,j|j1{2  0, and
ekpi,j|j 1{2  µkpi,j|j 1{2  1. Figure 2.6 illustrates this setup. Using this dual system of vectors, we
define for a continuous and derivable scalar function uptk, q on Γk, constant gradients ∇kpi,ju which
approximate ∇uptk, q|Sl,k
pi,j
, restrictions of ∇uptk, q on Sl,kpi,j X Γk.
∇kpi,ju :

Ukpi,j1{2  Ukpi,j
	
µkpi,j|j1{2  

Ukpi,j 1{2  Ukpi,j
	
µkpi,j|j 1{2 (2.2)
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e kp
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1{2
pk4
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XkS
pk3
µ
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Tangent plane Tkp1,j
µ
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1 ,j|j 
1{2
nkp1,j|j 1{2
pk1
nkp1,j|j1{2
Figure 2.6: Approximate tangent plane T kpi,j to S
l,k
pi,j
.
where Ukpi,j1{2, U
k
pi,j 1{2
, Ukpi,j , are appropriate approximations of u

tk,PkpXkpi,j1{2q
	
,
u

tk,PkpXkpi,j 1{2q
	
and u
 
tk,PkpXkpi,jq

respectively. In this notation, if a point Xk is on the
boundary of Γkh, u
 
tk,PkpXkq

will be taken to be the value of u at the closest point of Γk to
PkpXkq. The definition of our piecewise constant gradient will be completed if we give the explicit
expression of the virtual unknowns Ukpi,j1{2. For this purpose, let us introduce without proof the
following proposition.
Proposition 2.4.1 Let Ω be an open and bounded set in Γptq, made up of two disjoint open sets
Ω1 and Ω2 which share a curved segment σl : BΩ1 X BΩ2 as border. Let v be a tangential vector
function which is C1 on Ω1 and Ω2. v has a weak tangential divergence in L2pΩq if and only if its
normal component through σl is continuous.
The prerequisites in this proposition can also be weakened by assuming v being H1 on Ω1 and Ω2.
In that case, the continuity in the conclusion becomes a continuity almost everywhere.
Also, for a line segment σk  Γkh we define
σl,k : ty  x dpx,Γptqq∇dT px,Γptkqq, x P σku.
It is worth mentioning here that σl,k can be different from Pkpσkq in some cases. For example,
considering the line segment σk : rp1, p2s on Figure 2.3, σl,k is the blue curve joining Ppp1q and
Ppp2q. Let us now consider a subcell Sl,kpi,j of a cell Sl,kj . We approximate the diffusion tensor D in
(2.1) on Sl,kpi,j by
Dkpi,j :
 
Id νkpi,j b νkpi,j
 1
mpSl,kj q
»
Sl,k
j
D dSl,kj
 
Id νkpi,j b νkpi,j

,
where νkpi,j :

ekpi,j|j 1{2 ^ ekpi,j|j1{2
	
{}ekpi,j|j 1{2 ^ ekpi,j|j1{2} is the normal to T kpi,j that we
take as the approximation of the oriented normal ν to Sl,kpi,j . We also approximate the unit outer
conormals to σl,kpi,j1{2 :

σkpi,j1{2
	l
and σl,kpi,j 1{2 :

σkpi,j 1{2
	l
by nkpi,j|j1{2 and n
k
pi,j|j 1{2
,
respectively. These are vectors of T kpi,j which are respectively normal to σ
k
pi,j1{2
and σkpi,j 1{2 (cf.
Figure 2.6) and which point outward from the projection in the direction of ν of Sl,kpi,j onto T
k
pi,j
.
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Finally, we approximate ml,kpi,j1{2, the measure of σ
l,k
pi,j1{2
, by mkpi,j1{2, the measure of σ
k
pi,j1{2
.
Since D∇Γu has a weak divergence in L2pΓq, we apply a discrete version of Proposition 2.4.1 on
subcells surrounding vertices pki ; Namely,
mkpi,j1{2Dkpi,j1∇kpi,j1u  nkpi,j1|j1{2  mkpi,j1{2Dkpi,j∇kpi,ju  nkpi,j|j1{2  0 (2.3)
for the subedge σkpi,j1{2. Rewriting the system of equations given by (2.3) around p
k
i in the matrix
form gives
Mkpi
rUkpi,σ  Nkpi rUkpi , (2.4)
where rUkpi,σ : pUkpi,1{2, Ukpi,3{2,    qJ, rUkpi : pUkpi,1, Ukpi,2,    qJ, and the entries of Mkpi and Nkpi are 
Mkpi

j,j1
 mkpi,j1{2λkpi,j3{2|j1|j1{2,
 
Mkpi

j,j
 mkpi,j1{2pλkpi,j1|j1{2   λkpi,j|j1{2q, 
Mkpi

j,j 1
 mkpi,j1{2λkpi,j 1{2|j|j1{2,
 
Nkpi

j,j1
 mkpi,j1{2pλkpi,j1|j1{2   λkpi,j3{2|j1|j1{2q, 
Nkpi

j,j
 mkpi,j1{2pλkpi,j|j1{2   λkpi,j 1{2|j|j1{2q, and 0 elsewhere; with
λkpi,j|j1{2  nkpi,j|j1{2 Dkpi,jµkpi,j|j1{2, λkpi,j 1{2|j|j1{2  nkpi,j|j1{2 Dkpi,jµkpi,j|j 1{2,
λkpi,j1{2|j|j 1{2  nkpi,j|j 1{2 Dkpi,jµkpi,j|j1{2, λkpi,j|j 1{2  nkpi,j|j 1{2 Dkpi,jµkpi,j|j 1{2.
If pki is a boundary point, making use of the Dirichlet boundary condition, we rewrite (2.4) using
the same notation Mkpi rUkpi,σ  Nkpi rUkpi with rUkpi,σ : pUkpi,3{2,    , Ukpi,npi1{2qJ,rUkpi : pUkpi,1{2, Ukpi,1,    , Ukpi,npi , Ukpi,npi 1{2qJ. npi denotes the number of cells around pki and
Ukpi,1{2 : uptk,PkpXkpi,1{2qq, Ukpi,npi 1{2 : uptk,P
kpXkpi,npi 1{2qq at the boundary. The matrix
Mkpi is then a square matrix whose dimension is the number of subedges around p
k
i on which we
have unknowns while the matrix Nkpi is a square matrix for interior vertices (vertices which do not
belong to the boundary) and a rectangular matrix for boundary vertices. We should mention here
that for consistency reasons, the subedge points Xkpi,j1{2 should be chosen in such a way that the
angle θkpi,j : ^pXkpi,j1{2 Xkj Xkpi,j 1{2q between ekpi,j|j 1{2 and ekpi,j|j1{2 is always greater than a
threshold angle θ during the entire process. This condition also leads to the invertibility ofMkpi when
the diffusion tensors Dkpi,j involved in the system are uniformly elliptic on corresponding tangent
plane, with the elliptic constant far from 0, and the incident angles at pki acute and far from 0 and
pi (0    ^pXkpi,j 1{2 pki Xkpi,j1{2q    pi). In that case, equation (2.4) will be transformed to
rUkpi,σ   Mkpi1Nkpi rUkpi . (2.5)
If there exist a subcell Sl,kpi,j in which Dkpi,j is almost one dimensional, for example
Dkpi,j : p Idνkpi,jbνkpi,jq
1 0 00 α 0
0 0 α
p Idνkpi,jbνkpi,jq, α  1{10000, Mkpi can become noninvertible
if the mesh is not aligned with the anisotropy and the virtual points Xkpi,j1{2 as well as the center
points Xkj chosen consequently. Simulation of strong anisotropic flow on such a general moving mesh
will often encounter this problem if we did not take care from the beginning by trying to produce
an adequate mesh near to what has been described in Chapter I for the triangular case. By doing
so, we limit a lot the possibilities of the actual scheme. Then if Mkpi is singular, we will first make
sure that the choice of the virtual points on subedges guarantees that the range of Nkpi is a subset
of the range of Mkpi ; i.e ImpNkpiq  ImpMkpiq. Thereafter, we choose rUkpi,σ as the solution of (2.4)
whose the induced discrete gradient around pki has the minimum H10-norm. The problem of finding
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rUkpi,σ is then stated numerically as follows:$''&''%
Find rUkpi,σ in Bkpi : !rV kpi,σ : pV kpi,1{2, V kpi,3{2,    qJ | Mkpi rV kpi,σ  Nkpi rUkpi) such thatrUkpi,σ  argminrV kpi,σPBkpi
¸
j
mkpi,j
V kpi,j1{2  Ukpi,jµkpi,j|j1{2   V kpi,j 1{2  Ukpi,jµkpi,j|j 1{22 , (2.6)
where mkpi,j : mpSkpi,jq approximates mpSl,kpi,jq. One easily verifies that this problem is equivalent
to the following least square problem$'''&'''%
Find rUkpi,σ in Bkpi : !rV kpi,σ : pV kpi,1{2, V kpi,3{2,    qJ | Mkpi rV kpi,σ  Nkpi rUkpi) such that
rUkpi,σ  argminrV kpi,σPBkpi
bBkpi rV kpi,σ  bBkpi	1Ckpi rUkpi2 ,
where
b
Bkpi is the square root of the symmetric positive definite matrix B
k
pi (i.e.
b
Bkpi
b
Bkpi  Bkpi)
defined by  
Bkpi

j,j
 mkpi,j1}µkpi,j1|j1{2}2  mkpi,j}µkpi,j|j1{2}2, 
Bkpi

j 1,j
  Bkpij,j 1  mkpi,jµkpi,j|j1{2  µkpi,j|j 1{2;
and Ckpi the matrix defined by 
Ckpi

j,j
 mkpi,j

}µkpi,j|j1{2}2   µkj|j1{2  µkpi,j|j 1{2
	
, 
Ckpi

j 1,j
 mkpi,j

}µkpij|j 1{2}2   µkj|j1{2  µkpi,j|j 1{2
	
.
Our aim here is not to solve this least square problem at this stage but to build a relation between
the solution rUkpi,σ and the cell center values rUkpi . Lars Eldén discussed the solution of this class
of problems extensively in [41] and it turns out that this problem has a unique solution if the
intersection of the null space of
b
Bkpi and the null space of M
k
pi is the null vector. This is the case
here since
b
Bkpi is invertible. The use of the new variable W kpi,σ :bBkpi rV kpi,σbBkpi	1Ckpi rUkpi
reduces the problem to$''&''%
Find W kpi,σ in B¯kpi : !rV kpi,σ : pV kpi,1{2, V kpi,3{2,    qJ |
Mkpi
b
Bkpi
	1 rV kpi,σ  Nkpi Mkpi  Bkpi1Ckpi	 rUkpi) such that W kpi,σ  argminrV kpi,σPB¯kpi
rV kpi,σ2 .
From the solution of this last problem, one easily deduces the solution to the original problemrUkpi,σ  Coefkpi rUkpi , (2.7)
where Coefkpi 
b
Bkpi
	1 
Mkpi
b
Bkpi
	1
: 
Nkpi Mkpi
 
Bkpi
1
Ckpi
	
   Bkpi1Ckpi (2.8)
Mkpi
b
Bkpi
	1
:
is the Moore-Penrose inverse of Mkpi
b
Bkpi
	1
. We recall that the Moore-
Penrose inverse of a matrix A is the unique matrix A: that satisfies
AA:A  A, A:AA:  A:, 
AA:
J  AA:,  A:AJ  A:A;
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tr pq being the trace operator. The Moore-Penrose inverse coincides with the usual inverse of an
invertible matrix; thus (2.5) is recovered in (2.7) and we can consider the least square problem as
being the problem to be solve to find the virtual unknowns. We refer to [20, 24, 27, 40, 41, 79,
102, 116] for details on the general topic of generalized inverse of matrices. Let us remark that
the sum of line element of the matrix Coefkpi is 1, i.e Coef
k
pi1pi  1pi,σ where 1pi : p1, 1,    qJ,
1pi,σ : p1, 1,    qJ are respectively vector of ones with the same length as rUkpi and rUkpi,σ.In fact,
1pi,σ is the unique solution of the above least square problem for rUkpi  1pi . Therefore Ukpi,j 1{2 can
be seen as a barycenter of the values Ukpi . Such an idea to introduce the barycenter of values at cell
centers to approximate values on edges in the finite volume context was already used by Eymard,
Gallouët and Herbin in [46]. Unfortunately, due to the random choice of the barycentric coefficients,
their resulting fluxes were poorly approximated, did not respect the flux continuity in the usual
sense of finite volume methods and therefore needed extra treatment to guarantee good accuracy
of the simulation result. This is a reason of our special treatment of virtual unknowns. Also, by
minimizing the gradient, we try to avoid extra extrema on edges which would cause oscillations while
keeping the consistency of the approximations. This enforces the monotonicity whenever possible.
On the other hand, (2.2), (2.7) and (2.8) define a special quadrature rule to construct the gradient
of a function on subcells around a vertex pki knowing the surrounding cell center values. In one
dimension, this is exactly the usual finite volume procedure. One can easily extend the procedure
to three dimensions.
Remark 2.4.2
a) Let us point out some trivial setup on triangular meshes.
i) First we assume the center points at the isobarycenter of triangles and subcells constructed
such that the edges are divided exactely in the middle. We assume the virtual subedge points
Xkpi,j1{2 being placed such that }
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
pki X
k
pi,j1{2
}  p2{3qmkpi,j1{2 (cf. Figure 2.7); then (2.7)
reduces to (2.5).
pk1
pk2
pk3
qkp1,1{2
qkp1,3{2
Xkp1,1{2 Xkp1,3{2
Figure 2.7: Subdivision of triangle cell using isobarycenter and the middle of edges.
ii) Secondly, we assume the setup defined in Chapter I; namely, the center points XkS and the
subcells are constructed such that the boundary points qkpi,j1{2 on σ
k
pi,j1{2
with }ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑpki qkpi,j1{2} 
mkpi,j1{2 satisfy the orthogonality conditions
 Dkpi,j11 pÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑXkpi,j1 qkpi,j1{2qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑpki qkpi,j1{2  0
and
 Dkpi,j1 pÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑXkpi,j qkpi,j1{2q  ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑpki qkpi,j1{2  0 (cf. Figure 2.8). If we choose Xkpi,j1{2 
qkpi,j1{2, (2.7) reduces to (2.5). Here, (2.3) links the virtual unknown U
k
pi,j1{2
only to the
cells unknowns Ukpi,j1 and U
k
pi,j
across the subedge σkpi,j1{2; thus the local matrices M
k
pi
are diagonal.
iii) We could also define Dkpi,j as being constant around vertices pki ; for instance
Dkpi,j  Dkpi :

1{
¸
j
mkpi,j
¸
j
»
Sl,k
j
D dSl,kpi,j .
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Sk Lk
XkLXkS
σ
Xkσ
Figure 2.8: A sketch of the local configuration of center points and subedge points satisfying the
orthogonality condition. The two neighboring cells are not always coplanar.
i.e., The summation is done on subcells around pki . Let us restrict ourselves to triangular
meshes on flat surfaces. We consider the dual mesh obtained by first joining the center points
of triangles sharing a common edge, secondly join the middle of triangle edges σk that belong
to the mesh boundary (σk  BΓkh) to the center of the coresponding triangles. This setup is
depicted on Figure 2.9. We adopt the vertices of the previous mesh as the center points of this
new mesh. Each interior vertex of the dual mesh is surrounded by exactly three subcells and
Figure 2.9: A sketch of a triangular mesh (delimited by thin line) and its dual (delimited by thick
line).
(2.7) reduces to (2.5) since there is only one way to build a gradient from three noncolinear
points.
b) If we had to treat the case of Neumann boundary condition or mixed boundary condition (Dirichlet-
Neumann), then for any subedge σkpi,j  Γkh, only one type of boundary condition should be defined
on σl,kpi,j . We obtain (2.4) by adding extra equations to (2.3) which correspond to the realization
of the Neumann boundary condition at corresponding subedge virtual points.
Based on these preliminaries, we can now introduce the finite volume discretization.
2.4.3 Finite Volumes discretization
Let us integrate (2.1) on
 pt, xq|t P rtk, tk 1s, x P Sl,kptq X Γptq(, where Sl,kptq : Φpt,Φ1ptk, Sl,kqq.» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
g da dt  τ mk 1S Gk 1S , (2.9)
where Gk 1S : g
 
t,Pk 1Xk 1S

. As in Chapter I, the use of the Leibniz formula leads to the
following approximation of the material derivative» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
p 9u  u∇Γvq da dt 
»
Sl,kptk 1qXΓptk 1q
uda
»
Sl,kptkqXΓptkq
uda
 mk 1S Uk 1S mkSUkS , (2.10)
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where we recall that the discrete quantities UkS and U
k 1
S approximate u
 
tk,PkXkS

and
u
 
tk 1,Pk 1Xk 1S

, respectively. Integrating the elliptic term again over the temporal evolution of
a lifted cell and applying the Gauss’ theorem, leads to the following approximation» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
∇Γ  pD∇Γuq da dt 
» tk 1
tk
»
BpSl,kptqXΓptqq
pD∇Γuq  nBpSl,kptqXΓptqqdl dt
 τ
¸
piPBSk

mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2Dkpi,J ppi,Sq∇
k 1
pi,J ppi,Squ  n
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq1{2
  mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2Dkpi,J ppi,Sq∇
k 1
pi,J ppi,Squ  n
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2
	
. (2.11)
where nBpSl,kptqXΓptqq is the unit outer conormal to the curved boundary B
 
Sl,kptq X Γptq of 
Sl,kptq X Γptq. We recall that J ppi, Skq denotes the local number of the cell Sk around pki . Com-
bining (2.2), (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) gives the finite volume scheme
mk 1S U
k 1
S mkSUkS
 τ
¸
piPBSk

mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2  U
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
λk 1pi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq1{2
  mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  U
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
λk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2|J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq1{2
  mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2  U
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
λk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2|J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2
  mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  U
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
λk 1pi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2

 τ mk 1S Gk 1S . (2.12)
where the subedge virtual unknowns Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2 and U
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2 are given by equation (2.7)
in terms of cells unknowns Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq. The system of equations (2.12) is completely determined by
the initial data U0S : upt0,P0pX0Sqq. Let us now associate to cells unknowns and subedges virtual
unknowns the piecewise constant functions Uk defined on Γkh with U
k|S  UkS , and UkBΓ defined
on BΓkh with UkBΓ|σk
pi,1{2
 Ukpi,1{2, UkBΓ|σkpi,npi 1{2  U
k
pi,npi 1{2
for any boundary vertex pi and its
surrounding boundary subedges σkpi,1{2 and σ
k
pi,npi 1{2
. We denote by
Vkh :
 
Uk : Γkh Ñ R | @ Sk  Γkh, Uk|Sk  const
(
(2.13)
VkBΓ :
"
UkBΓ : BΓkh Ñ R | @ pki P BΓkh, UkBΓ|σkpi,1{2 const, U
k
BΓ|σk
pi,npi
 1{2
 const
*
(2.14)
the sets of such functions. (2.2) can be considered as a quadrature rule that builds an approximate
gradient of a continuous function on Γk out of its projection (representant) in Vkh YVkBΓ. We wish to
build a seminorm on Vkh . For this sake, we first denote by
Ŋ kS :
1
mkS
¸
piPBSk

mkpi,J ppi,Sq1{2Dkpi,J ppi,Sq∇kpi,J ppi,Squ  nkpi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq1{2
  mkpi,J ppi,Sq 1{2Dkpi,J ppi,Sq∇kpi,J ppi,Squ  nkpi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2
	
(2.15)
the approximation of
³
Sl,kptkqXΓptkq
∇Γ  pD∇Γuq da. We thereafter multiply each equation of (2.15)
by the corresponding cell center value UkS , and each equation of (2.3) by the corresponding subedge
virtual unknown Ukpi,j1{2. Finally, we sum the resulting equations over all cells and subedges and
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obtain

¸
Sk
mkS U
k
S Ŋ
k
S 
¸
Sk
¸
pk
i
PSk

pUkpi,J ppi,Skq 1{2  UkSq,

Ukpi,J ppi,Skq1{2  UkS
	
Qkpi,J ppi,Skq,sym

pUkpi,J ppi,Skq 1{2  UkSq,

Ukpi,J ppi,Skq1{2  UkS
	J
(2.16)

¸
pk
i
PBΓk
h

mkpi,1{2 U
k
pi,1{2
Dkpi,1∇kpi,1u  nkpi,1|1{2
  mkpi,npi 1{2 U
k
pi,npi 1{2
Dkpi,npi∇
k
pi,npi
u  nkpi,npi |npi 1{2
	
,
where Qkpi,J ppi,Skq,sym 

Qkpi,J ppi,Skq   pQkpi,J ppi,SkqqJ
	
{2 with
Qkpi,J ppi,Skq
	
11
: mkpi,J ppi,Skq1{2λkpi,J ppi,Skq|J ppi,Skq1{2,
Qkpi,J ppi,Skq
	
12
: mkpi,J ppi,Skq1{2λkpi,J ppi,Skq 1{2|J ppi,Skq|J ppi,Skq1{2,
Qkpi,J ppi,Skq
	
21
: mkpi,J ppi,Skq 1{2λkpi,J ppi,Skq1{2|J ppi,Skq|J ppi,Skq 1{2,
Qkpi,J ppi,Skq
	
22
: mkpi,J ppi,Skq 1{2λkpi,J ppi,Skq|J ppi,Skq 1{2.
We rewrite (2.16) in a matrix form using (2.7) as follows

¸
Sk
mkS U
k
S Ŋ
k
S 
¸
piPΓkh
rUkpi	JAkpi rUkpi  ¸
pk
i
PBΓk
h

mkpi,1{2 U
k
pi,1{2
Dkpi,1∇kpi,1u  nkpi,1|1{2
  mkpi,npi 1{2 U
k
pi,npi 1{2
Dkpi,npi∇
k
pi,npi
u  nkpi,npi |npi 1{2
	
, (2.17)
where Akpi is defined by:
Akpi : Akpi,c  Akpi,σCoefkpi with Akpi,c being a diagonal matrix and Akpi,σ a sparse matrix whose
nonzero elements are given by
pAkpi,cqj,j : mkpi,j1{2pλkpi,j|j1{2   λkpi,j 1{2|j|j1{2q
  mkpi,j 1{2pλkpi,j|j 1{2   λkpi,j1{2|j|j 1{2q,
pAkpi,σqj,j : mkpi,j1{2λkpi,j|j1{2  mkpi,j 1{2λkpi,j1{2|j|j 1{2,
pAkpi,σqj,j 1 : mkpi,j1{2λkpi,j 1{2|j|j1{2  mkpi,j 1{2λkpi,j|j 1{2,
for interior points. For boundary points,
Akpi : Akpi,c Akpi,σCoefkpi with Akpi,c being a sparse square matrix and Akpi,σ a sparse rectangular
matrix whose nonzero elements are given by
pAkpi,cq1,1 : mkpi,1{2 λkpi,1|1{2,
pAkpi,cq1,2 : mkpi,1{2 pλkpi,1|1{2   λkpi,3{2|1|1{2q,
pAkpi,cq2,1 : pmkpi,1{2 λkpi,1|1{2  mkpi,3{2 λkpi,1{2|1|3{2q,
pAkpi,cqj,j : mkpi,j1{2pλkpi,j|j1{2   λkpi,j 1{2|j|j1{2q
  mkpi,j 1{2 pλkpi,j|j 1{2   λkpi,j1{2|j|j 1{2q, @ j  2, 3,    , npi   1,
pAkpi,cqnpi 1,npi 2 : pmkpi,npi1{2 λ
k
pi,npi 1{2|npi |npi1{2
 mkpi,npi 1{2 λ
k
pi,npi |npi 1{2
q,
pAkpi,cqnpi 2,npi 1 : mkpi,npi 1{2 pλ
k
pi,npi1{2|npi |npi 1{2
  λkpi,npi |npi 1{2q,
pAkpi,cqnpi 2,npi 2 : mkpi,npi 1{2 λ
k
pi,npi |npi 1{2
,
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pAkpi,σq1,1 : mkpi,1{2 λkpi,3{2|1|1{2,
pAkpi,σq2,1 : mkpi,1{2 λkpi,3{2|1|1{2  mkpi,3{2 λkpi,1|3{2,
pAkpi,σqj 2,j : mkpi,j1{2 λkpi,j|j1{2, mkpi,j 1{2 λkpi,j1{2|j|j 1{2,
pAkpi,σqj 2,j 1 : mkpi,j1{2 λkpi,j 1{2|j|j1{2, mkpi,j 1{2 λkpi,j|j 1{2, @ j  1, 2,    , npi  2,
pAkpi,σqnpi 1,npi1 : mkpi,npi1{2 λ
k
pi,npi |npi1{2
 mkpi,npi 1{2 λ
k
pi,npi1{2|npi |npi 1{2
,
pAkpi,σqnpi 2,npi1 : mkpi,npi 1{2 λ
k
pi,npi1{2|npi |npi 1{2
.
Since Coefkpi is not defined for npi  1, Akpi : Akpi,c in that case.
The submatrices Akpi satisfy A
k
pi1pi  0pi , where 1pi : p1, 1,    qJ and 0pi : p0, 0,    qJ. This is
due to the minimization procedure introduced in the interpolation of the virtual values on subedges.
The procedure forces the system to pick the solution of minimum gradient norm. Let us also
remark that if the submatrices Akpi   p1pi b 1piq{npi are positive semi-definite for all vertices,°
piPΓkh
rUkpi	JAkpi rUkpi defines a seminorm on VkhYVkBΓ. Also, if the submatrices Akpi p1pib1piq{npi
are strictly positive definite for all vertices,
°
piPΓkh
rUkpi	JAkpi rUkpi will define a norm on VkhYt0VkBΓu,
where 0Vk
BΓ
 p0, 0,    , 0q is the zero element of VkBΓ. Since the submatrices Akpi basically depend
on the choice of the subedges virtual points and the discrete cell tensor Dkpi,j around pki , we can
assume the virtual points being chosen such that the submatrices Akpi   p1pi b 1piq{npi are strictly
positive definite as the diffusion tensors are supposed to be strictly positive definite. Although this
assumption is reasonable, it is not useful to require its realization for all the vertices. In case a highly
anisotropic tensor is involved in the computation and the mesh very distorted too, the condition
might not be satisfied. We will then weaken the assumption by introducing a slight modification of
the algorithm. Let us assume the center points being chosen in advance.
Definition 2.4.3 (Regular vertex and uniformly regular vertex)
We will say that a vertex pki is regular if the following is satisfied:
i) It is possible to choose the virtual subcells Skpi,j and the subedge virtual points X
k
pi,j1{2
around
pki such that A
k
pi   p1pi b 1piq{npi is strictly elliptic,
ii) If pki is an interior vertex, then it is surrounded by at least three cells.
Any vertex which does not fulfill these requirements will be called nonregular.
A vertex will be called uniformly regular if it is regular for any time step k.
Definition 2.4.4 (Regular polygonisation and uniformly regular polygonisation)
We will say that an admissible polygonal surface Γkh is regular if any of its nonregular vertex is
surrounded by regular vertices.
Γkh will be called uniformly regular if it is regular and any of its regular vertex is uniformly regular.
In the sequel we assume our polygonal surfaces to be uniformly regular. We now introduce a slight
modification of the scheme. For any nonregular vertex pi, we assume that the surrounding subcells
have zero measure; which means that the subedges σkpi,j1{2 around p
k
i have zero measure. Thus
there is no equation written around that vertex. We will also assume the submatrices
Akpi  p1pi b1piq{npi to be uniformly strictly elliptic for all regular points (i.e. D α ¡ 0| @ pki , @ Ukpi , 
Ukpi
J  
Akpi   p1pi b 1piq{npi

Ukpi ¥ α}Ukpi}2). The resulting scheme remains the same, except that
the summation over vertices will be done over regular vertices. From now on, any summation over
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vertices will simply mean summation over regular vertices unless specified otherwise. A straight-
forward example of meshes needing this setup can be found on Figure 2.5, when we consider the
dual mesh to our primary mesh. Let us mention here that the dual mesh of a primal mesh is the
mesh whose cells are the union of virtual subcells around vertices and center points the vertices of
the primal mesh. Here the points qkpi,j1{2 on edges which limit the virtual subcells of the primal
mesh (cf. Figure 2.4) are nonregular vertices of the dual mesh and therefore will be subject to this
treatment. We then define a discrete energy seminorm on Vkh Y VkBΓ.
Definition 2.4.5 (Discrete H10 seminorm) For Uk P Vk and UkBΓ P VkBΓ, we define
}Uk}21,Γk
h

¸
pi
rUkpi	JAkpi rUkpi (2.18)
We also define the discrete L2 norm as follows
Definition 2.4.6 (Discrete L2 norm) For Uk P Vk we define
}Uk}2L2pΓk
h
q 
¸
S
mkS
 
UkS
2
(2.19)
Proposition 2.4.7 (Existence and uniqueness) The discrete problem (2.12) has a unique solution.
Proof The system (2.12) has a unique solution Uk P Vk if the kernel of the corresponding linear
operator is trivial. To prove this, we consider the homogeneous system obtained by assuming
Uk  0, Gk  0 and the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition Uk 1BΓ  0. Next, we multiply
each equation of (2.12) by the corresponding cell center unknown Uk 1S and sum over all cells. Taking
into account (2.17), we obtain
}Uk 1}2L2pΓk
h
q   τ}Uk 1}21,Γk
h
 0,
from which Uk 1  0 follows.
l
2.4.4 Maximum principle
Let us consider around each uniformly regular vertex pki , the matrix W
k
pi whose entries are defined
by  
Wkpi

j,j
: mkpi,j1{2λkj|j1{2  mkpi,j 1{2λkj1{2|j|j 1{2, 
Wkpi

j,j 1
: mkpi,j1{2λkj 1{2|j|j1{2  mkpi,j 1{2λkj|j 1{2,
and 0 elsewhere. We also consider the column vector epi,j of length the number of columns of Coef
k
pi
with components pepi,jqj :1 and 0 elsewhere (i.e. epi,j :p0,   , 0, 1, 0,   , 0qJ) and the augmented
matrix of coefficients ACoefkpi defined by ACoef
k
pi : Coefkpi if pki is an interior uniformly regular
point. For boundary points, ACoefkpi :

pepi,1qJ;Coefkpi ;
 
epi,npi 1
J
, concatenation of the
vector pepi,1qJ, the matrix Coefkpi , and the vector
 
epi,npi 1
J
.
Proposition 2.4.8 If @ S, U0S ¥ 0 and at any time step tk,
 
UkBΓ

i
¥ 0 @ i, GkS ¥ 0 @ S, and the
matrices WkpiACoef
k
pi are positive

WkpiACoef
k
pi
	
i,j
¥ 0 @ i, j


, then UkS ¥ 0 @ k, @ S.
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Proof Let us first assume the uniformly regular vertices pi of a given cell S being numbered by
sppiq. We define for the cell S the column vectors eS,j of length the number of subcells on S, with
components peS,jqj : 1 and 0 elsewhere (i.e. eS,j : p0,   , 0, 1, 0,   , 0qJ). The system (2.12) can
be rewritten as
mk 1S U
k 1
S mkSUkS  τ
¸
piPBSk
 
eS,sppiq
J 
Wk 1pi ACoef
k 1
pi
	  
Uk 1pi  Uk 1S 1pi

 τ mk 1S Gk 1S . (2.20)
Let us assume that UkS ¥ 0 @ Sk, the minimum of Uk 1 pminS Uk 1S q is reached in a cell Sk 10 , and
that Uk 1S0 : minS Uk 1S   0; then (2.20) cannot be satisfied for the cell Sk 10 since all components
of the vector
 
Uk 1pi  Uk 1S 1pi

are nonnegative. Hence, we conclude that Uk 1S0 ¥ 0.
l
This proposition will be of great importance in the next paragraph, especially when one of our aim
will be to satisfy the maximum principle.
2.4.5 Implementation
Let us first consider the setups defined for triangular meshes in Remark 2.4.2 a) part i) and ii). For
these setups, the submatrices Qkpi,j defined for equation (2.16) are symmetric and strictly positive
definite; thus the vertices pki are uniformly regular. Hence the scheme works for any triangular mesh
as long as cells do not degenerate. Restricting to the flat case and using the setup in Remark 2.4.2 a)
part i), the present scheme coincides exactly with the scheme proposed by K. Lipnikov, M. Shashkov
and I. Yotov in [87] and as already said, is identical to the one presented by Le Potier in [85]. We
should also mention that for the setup presented in Remark 2.4.2 a) part ii), we obtain exactly
the scheme presented in Chapter I; moreover, the hypotheses of Proposition 2.4.8 are satisfied and
the resulting matrix is a M matrix. This last property is not evident for all meshes. We can
nevertheless enforce it whenever possible. This will be one of our goals when trying to build on a
given mesh, a setup on which the present scheme can be applied. Next, we consider a dual mesh of a
triangular mesh. As defined above, this is constructed from the primal mesh and its virtual subcells
by grouping the virtual subcells around each vertex pki to form the cells of the dual mesh. We refer
again to Figure 2.9 for an example of a triangular dual mesh in a flat case. We should nevertheless
mention that in the curved case, virtual subcells around the vertices are not coplanar. For these
meshes, virtual subcells of primal meshes are also considered as virtual subcells of dual meshes. As
already mentioned in Remark 2.4.2 a) part iii), each new vertex XkS , center of the triangle S
k, is
surrounded by exactly three virtual subcells and therefore the construction of the gradient does not
need any regularization. Also, the points XkS are uniformly regular points; consequently, any mesh
which is the dual of a triangular mesh is suitable for the scheme. If we restrict ourselves to fixed
surfaces, this last setup gives exactly the scheme presented by Lili Ju and Qiang Du in [76] when the
diffusion tensor is taken to be constant on triangles. As already reported there, if the triangles edge
points qkpi,j1{2 that limit the subcells are taken to be the middle of triangles edges and the diffusion
tensor taken to be constant on triangles, the resulting matrix is a symmetric Mmatrix. In some
cases it can be advantageous to use the dual mesh since one can reduce the number of variables.
Except in the trivial case of triangular meshes where one has some trivial choices of discrete points,
we do need a good algorithm which always delivers the discrete points in such a way that the surface
remains a uniformly regular polygonisation and the angle condition in Section 2.4.2 satisfied for
appropriate virtual points Xkpi,j1{2 around vertices. Also, for some problems, especially in the field
of chemistry, one needs to have additionally the maximum principle satisfied by the scheme. We
give in the sequel an algorithm to construct the discrete points such that the maximum principle is
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satisfied if possible. To begin with, we chose the center points in such a way that the surface of our
cell is minimal. This is done by minimizing for each cell Sk the energy functional
EkS :
¸
i1:nS
}  X  pki ^  pki 1  pki  }2
over X. This energy is in fact the sum of the square measure of the triangles rX, pki , pki 1s; pki and
pki 1 being two consecutive vertices of S
k. The resulting XkS : argminXPR3EkS guarantees the status
of admissible cell to Sk and when the vertices are coplanar, XkS is the isobarycenter for triangular
cells, rectangular cells and regular polygonal cells. Next, we define the edge points Xkσ that limit
the subcells on cell’s boundary σ as the mid point of σ; but if an interior vertex pki is surrounded by
less than three cells, then all the points Xkσ around the given vertex are set to pki .We refer to Figure
2.10 for more illustration. We shall now fix the subedge virtual points. From Proposition 2.4.8,
Sk3
Xkσ4  X
k
σ5
σ3
σ2 σ4
σ1
Sk2
Xkσ2
Sk1
Xkσ1
Xkσ3
σ5
Figure 2.10: Representation of edge points Xkσj and center points in cells.
the scheme will satisfy the maximum principle if the submatrices W k 1pi ACoef
k 1
pi defined around
uniformly regular points are positive. To enforce this, we find the virtual points by minimizing the
energy
Ek3 : tr

W k 1pi ACoef
k 1
pi  α1pi,S b 1pi
	
W k 1pi ACoef
k 1
pi  α1pi,S b 1pi
	J
under the constraints that Akpi   p1pi b 1piq{npi is strictly elliptic and the angles
θkpi,j : ^pXkpi,j1{2 Xkj Xkpi,j 1{2q between the covariant vectors ekpi,j|j 1{2 and ekpi,j|j1{2 are greater
than a threshold angle θ as requested in Section 2.4.2. Here, α is a positive constant and 1pi,S 
p1, 1,    qJ is a vector of ones with length npi . This process tries to pull the coefficients of the
submatrices W k 1pi ACoef
k 1
pi near α as possible. Finally, if the symmetric property of the global
matrix is important, one can impose it here by setting the symmetry of the submatrices Qkpi,j as a
constraint in this last minimization problem.
2.5 A priori estimates
We will now give the discrete counterparts of continuous a-priori estimates. They obviously depend
on the behavior of the mesh during the evolution and a proper, in particular time coherent choice of
center points XkS , subedge points X
k
pi,j1{2
and edge points Xkσ . Let us assume that the center points
XkS describe a time continuous C
1 curve γpt,X0Sq (i.e. XkSptq : γpt, γ1ptk, XkSqq) during the time
evolution. The algorithm described in Section 2.4.5 provides such a curve. We refer to [103, 112]
for reading about the regularity of the solution of parametric minimization problems. One can also
imagine XkS being transported by Φ (i.e. X
k
Sptq : Φpt,Φ1ptk, XkSqq); of course, with the resulting
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XkSptq satisfying the necessary condition for the scheme to be applied. Let us identify a point x on
the triangle rXkS , pki , pki 1s  Sk by its barycentric coordinates βkSpxq, βkS,ipxq, βkS,i 1pxq with respect
to XkS , p
k
i , and p
k
i 1 respectively (i.e. x  βkSpxqXkS   βkS,ipxqpki   βkS,i 1pxqpki 1). We construct the
following map that transforms the cells during the time evolution:
Υkpt, q : Sk ÝÑ R3, x ÞÝÑ xptq : βkSpxqXkSptq  βkS,ipxqpki ptq  βkS,i 1pxqpki 1ptq, (2.21)
where pki ptq : Φpt,Φ1ptk, pki q. We also assume
}Υkptk 1, Xk,ij 1{2q Xk 1,ij 1{2} ¤ Chτ (2.22)
|mk 1pi,j 1{2 mkpi,j 1{2| ¤ Chτ. (2.23)
These conditions are obviously satisfied for the setups described in Section 2.4.5. Thanks to the
conditions above, one easily establishes that maxk maxS
 mkS
mk 1
S
 1
 ¤ C τ, and the 2norm Ak 1pi,sym1{2  Akpi,sym:  Ak 1pi,sym1{2   Ak 1pi,sym1{2	:  Ak 1pi,sym1{2
2
¤ Cτ.
Theorem 2.5.1
 
Discrete L8pL2q,L2pH1q energy estimate . Let tUkuk1, ,kmax be the discrete
solution of (2.12) for a given discrete initial data U0 P V0h and the homogenous boundary condi-
tion tUkBΓuk1, ,kmax  0, then there exists a constant C depending solely on tmax such that
max
k1, ,kmax
}Uk}2L2pΓk
h
q  
kmax¸
k1
τ}Uk}21,Γk
h
¤ C

}U0}2L2pΓ0
h
q   τ
kmax¸
k1
}Gk}2L2pΓk
h
q

. (2.24)
Proof As in the proof of Proposition 2.4.7, we multiply each equation of (2.12) by the corresponding
cell center value unknown Uk 1S and sum up the resulting equations. Thanks to (2.17), we obtain¸
S

mk 1S
 
Uk 1S
2 mkSUkSUk 1S 	  τ}Uk 1}21,Γk
h

¸
S
mk 1S G
k 1
S U
k 1
S , (2.25)
and using Young’s inequality and the estimate maxk maxS
 mkS
mk 1
S
 1
 ¤ C τ , one obtains
1
2
}Uk 1}2L2pΓk
h
q   τ}Uk 1}21,Γk
h
¤ 1
2
}Uk}2L2pΓk
h
q  
C
2
τ}Uk 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
  1
2
τ}Gk 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
. (2.26)
The rest follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in Chapter I.
l
Theorem 2.5.2
 
Discrete H1pL2q,L8pH1q energy estimate . Let us assume the submatrices Akpi
around regular vertices to be symmetric. We also consider tUkuk1, ,kmax , the discrete solution of
(2.12) for given discrete initial data U0 P V0h and the homogenous boundary condition
tUkBΓuk1, ,kmax  0, then there exists a constant C depending solely on tmax such that
kmax¸
k1
τ}Bτt Uk}2L2pΓk
h
q   maxk1, ,kmax }U
k}21,Γk
h
¤ C

}U0}2L2pΓ0
h
q   }U0}21,Γ0
h
  τ
kmax¸
k1
}Gk}2L2pΓk
h
q

, (2.27)
where Bτt Uk  U
kUk1
τ is defined as a difference quotient in time.
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Proof We multiply each equation of (2.12) by the corresponding cell center difference quotient
value Bτt Uk 1S  Bτt Uk 1|S , each equation of (2.3) by the corresponding subedge difference quotient
value
Uk 1
pi,j 1{2


Ukpi,j 1{2
	1
τ , where the values

Ukpi,j 1{2
	1
, components of the vector
rUkpi,σ	1 , are
interpolation of the components of rUkpi on subedges σk 1pi,j 1{2 around pk 1i through formula (2.7)
(i.e.
rUkpi,σ	1  Coefk 1pi rUkpi). Next, we sum the resulting equations over all cells and subedges to
obtain
τ
¸
Sk 1
mk 1S

Uk 1S  UkS
τ
2
 
¸
pk
i
rUk 1pi 	JAk 1pi rUk 1  rUk 1pi 	JAk 1pi rUk

¸
S
 
mkS mk 1S

UkS
Uk 1S  UkS
τ
  τ
¸
S
mk 1S G
k 1
S
Uk 1S  UkS
τ
. (2.28)
Since the matrices Akpipk  0, 1, 2,    q are symmetric and have the same kernel,
Ak 1pi  Ak 1pi
 
Akpi
1{2	:  
Akpi
1{2
,
where
 
Akpi
1{2 is the symmetric matrix satisfying Akpi   Akpi1{2  Akpi1{2 . Now, applying Young’s
inequality to equation (2.28) gives
τ
¸
Sk 1
mk 1S

Uk 1S  UkS
τ
2
  }Uk 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
¤ 1
2
}Uk}21,Γk
h
  1
2
¸
pk
i
rUk 1pi 	JAk 1pi  Akpi:Ak 1pi rUk 1
 
¸
pk
i
¸
S
 
mkS mk 1S

UkS
Uk 1S  UkS
τ
  τ
¸
S
mk 1S G
k 1
S
Uk 1S  UkS
τ
.
Taking into account that
Ak 1pi
 
Akpi
:
Ak 1pi Ak 1pi
  Ak 1pi 1{2  Ak 1pi 1{2  Akpi:  Ak 1pi 1{2   Ak 1pi 1{2	:  Ak 1pi 1{2  Ak 1pi 1{2 ,
the 2norm
 Ak 1pi 1{2  Akpi:  Ak 1pi 1{2   Ak 1pi 1{2	:  Ak 1pi 1{2
2
¤ Cτ, and mkSmk 1  1
b
mk 1
S?
mk
S
¤ Cτ, we deduce the inequality
τ
1
2
}Bτt Uk 1}2  
1
2
}Uk 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
¤ 1
2
}Uk}21,Γk
h
  C
2
τ

}Uk 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
  }Uk}2Γk
h
  }Gk 1}2
Γk 1
h
	
Finally, summing over all time steps and using Theorem 2.5.1 gives the desired result.
l
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2.6 Convergence
In this section, we prove an error estimate for the finite volume solution Uk P Vkh . At first, we have
to state how to compare a discrete solution defined on the sequence of polygonizations Γkh and a
continuous solution defined on the evolving family of smooth surfaces Γptq. Here, we will take into
account the lifting operator from the discrete surfaces Γkh onto the continuous surfaces Γptkq already
introduced in Section 2.4.1. As for the error analysis in Chapter I, we use the pull back from the
continuous surface onto a corresponding polygonization to compare the continuous solution uptkq at
time tk with the discrete solution Uk 
°
S U
k
SχSk where χSk is the characteristic function of the cell
Sk. To be explicit, we consider the pull back ulptk, XkSq of the continuous solution u at time tk and
investigate the error ulptk, XkSq  UkS at the cell node XkS . As already mentioned, the consistency
of the scheme depends on the proper choice of center points, edge points and the behavior of the
mesh during the evolution; therefore we assume (2.22), (2.23) and the following extra condition on
XkS and X
k
pi,j 1{2
:
A3 There exists C ¡ 0 and θ Ps0, pi{2s such that for two consecutive vertices pki , pki 1 of
any cell Sk
1) if mprXkS , pki , pki 1sq  0, then there exist three points xkpi,1, xkpi,2, xkpi,3 in the inter-
section of the convex hull of Sk and the plane generated by the points tXkS , pki , pki 1u
satisfying }xkpi,1xkpi,2} ¥ Ch, }xkpi,1xkpi,3} ¥ Ch and θ ¤ ^p
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
xkpi,1x
k
pi,2,
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
xkpi,1x
k
pi,3q ¤ pi  θ.
Here ^pÝÝÝÝÝÝÑxkpi,1xkpi,2,
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
xkpi,1x
k
pi,3q represents the oriented angle between the vectors
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
xkpi,1x
k
pi,2
and
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
xkpi,1x
k
pi,3, taken around the axis
pÝÝÝÑXkSpki ^
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
XkSp
k
i 1q.
2) there exists three points ykpi,1, y
k
pi,2, y
k
pi,3 in the intersection of the convex hull of
Sk and the plane generated by the points pXkS , XkJ ppi,Sq 1{2, XkJ ppi,Sq1{2q satisfying
}ykpi,1ykpi,2} ¥ Ch, }ykpi,1ykpi,3} ¥ Ch, and θ ¤ ^p
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
ykpi,1y
k
pi,2,
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
ykpi,1y
k
pi,3q ¤ pi  θ. As above,
^pÝÝÝÝÝÝÑykpi,1ykpi,2,
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
ykpi,1y
k
pi,3q represents the oriented angle between the vectors
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
ykpi,1y
k
pi,2 andÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
ykpi,1y
k
pi,3 taken around p
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
XkSX
k
J ppi,Sq 1{2 ^
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
XkSX
k
J ppi,Sq1{2q.
We recall that J ppi, Sq is the local index of the cell Sk around the vertex pki . We also assume that
θ ¤ ^pÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑXkSXkJ ppi,Sq 1{2,
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
XkSX
k
J ppi,Sq1{2q ¤ pi  θ, and for closed cells Sk intersecting the boundary
BΓkh and any edge unknown x  XkJ ppi,Sq 1{2 or x  XkJ ppi,Sq1{2 in Sk X BΓkh, }XkS  x} ¥ Ch.
We shall precise here that the assumptionA3 part 1) aims at having cells whose surfaces approximate
correctly (in the sense of Lemma 2.6.2) the surface of their lifted counterparts. If the vertices of
Sk are coplanar, this assumption is true for any star-shaped point x  XkS P Sk (point whose any
line connection to a vertex of Sk is entirely in Sk); but in general, on curved surface meshes, one
must pay a careful attention. On the other hand, A3 part 2) will guaranty the consistency of the
approximations of surface normals and gradient operators. We refer to Section 2.4.5, for an example
of an algorithm enabling the choice of nodes XkS and the subedge virtual points X
k
pi,j 1{2
.
Finally, the following convergence theorem holds:
Theorem 2.6.1 (Error estimate). Suppose that the assumptions listed from Section 2.4 hold and
define the piecewise constant error functional on Γkh for k  1,    , kmax
Ek :
¸
Sk
 
ulptk, Xkq  UkS

χSk
measuring the pull back ulptk, q of the continuous solution uptk, q of (2.1) at time tk and the finite
volume solution Uk P Vkh of (2.12). Furthermore, let us assume that }E0}L2pΓ0hq ¤ C h, then the
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error estimate
max
k1, , kmax
Ek2L2pΓk
h
q
  τ
kmax¸
k1
Ek2
1,Γk
h
¤ C ph  τq2 (2.29)
holds for a constant C depending on the regularity assumptions and the time tmax.
This error estimate generalizes the error estimate given in Chapter I. As already mentioned there,
it depends on the consistency estimates of different terms which rely on geometric estimates; thus
the proof of this theorem will follow the same procedure. The main difference here is that cells are
not necessarily triangular and vertices are not necessarily bound to the surface, but we will always
reformulate the results in order to use the gains of Chapter I. In what follows, we first establish
the relevant geometric estimates, then prove the consistency of the scheme and finally establish the
convergence result.
2.6.1 Geometric approximation estimates
Let us first extend the definition of Pk into a time continuous operator Ppt, q which for each time
t P r0, tmaxs, projects points orthogonally onto Γptq. This operator is well defined in a neighborhood
of Γptq. We also introduce the time continuous lift operator
Ψkpt, q : Sk ÝÑ Sl,kptq, x ÞÝÑ Ψkpt, xq : Φpt,Φ1ptk,Pkpxqqq (2.30)
which helps to follow the transported lifted cell Sl,kptq : Ψkpt, Skq. We then introduce an estimate
for the distance between the continuous surface and the polygonization and for the ratio between
cell areas and their lifted counterparts.
Lemma 2.6.2 Let dpt, xq be the signed distance from a point x to the surface Ωptq taken to be
positive in the direction of the surface normal ν, Γhptq an pm,hq  approximation of Γptq  Ωptq,
and let ml,kS denote the measure of the lifted cell S
l,k, ml,kpi,j 1{2 the measure of the lifted subedge
σkpi,j 1{2. The estimates
sup
0¤t¤tmax
}dpt, q}L8pΓhptqq ¤ Ch2, sup
k, S
1 ml,kSmkS
 ¤ Ch2, supi, j, k
1 m
l,k
pi,j 1{2
mkpi,j 1{2
 ¤ Ch2
hold for a constant C depending only on the regularity assumptions. Let us also consider the planes
T kSti,i 1u generated by the center point X
k
S , and the vertices p
k
i , p
k
i 1 of S
k; and the plane T kpi,S
generated by XkS and the virtual points X
k
pi,j1{2
and Xkpi,j 1{2 around p
k
i . There exists a constant
C depending only on the regularity assumptions such that
max
xPSk
ti,i 1u
}∇Tk
Sti,i 1u
dptk, xq} ¤ Ch and max
xPSk
pi,j
}∇Tk
pi,S
dptk, xq}¤Ch.
We recall that Skti,i 1u is the triangle rXkS , pki , pki 1s and Skpi,j is the virtual subcell of Sk containing
pki .
Proof First notice that dpt, q is a C2 function. Let us consider a cell Skptq : Υpt, Skq with center
XkSptq and vertices Ψkpt, pki q, a point x  βkSpxqXkSptq βkS,ipxqΨkpt, pki q βkS,i 1pxqΨkpt, pki 1q where
βkSpxq, βkS,ipxq, and βkS,i 1pxq are barycentric coordinates of x with respect to XkSptq, Ψkpt, pki q, and
Ψkpt, pki 1q respectively. The Taylor expression of dpt, q at each vertex y of the triangle
rXkSptq,Ψkpt, pki q,Ψkpt, pki 1qs can be expressed in terms of dpt, xq as
dpt, yq  dpt, xq   py  xq ∇dpt, xq  Op}y  x}2q.
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Finally, multiplying each of these equations by the corresponding barycentric coefficients and sum-
ming up all the equations, one obtains that dpt, xq  Oph2q since the barycentric coefficients are
bounded and we have assumed that Γhptq is an pm, hqpolygonization of Γptq. Next, the points
xkpi,j P T kSti,i 1u and ykpi,j P T kpi,S (j P t1, 2, 3u) provided by assumption A3 satisfy
}∇Tk
Sti,i 1u
dptk, xkpi,jq} ¤ Ch and }∇Tkpi,Sdptk, y
k
pi,1q} ¤ Ch. Since these points are in the convex hull
of Sk, one concludes that maxSk
ti,i 1u
}∇Tk
Sti,i 1u
dptk, xq} ¤ Ch and maxSk
pi,j
}∇Tk
pi,S
dptk, xq} ¤ Ch,
where we recall that Skti,i 1u is the triangle rXkS , pki , pki 1s.
For the second estimate, we consider the triangle Skti,i 1u and assume without any restriction that
Skti,i 1u  tpξ, 0q|ξ P R2u. As in the proof of Lemma 1.5.2, we define Pkext in a neighborhood of
Skti,i 1u as follows
Pkextpξ, ζq  pξ, 0q   pζ  dptk, pξ, 0qqq∇dT ptk, pξ, 0qq.
Obviously, Pkext  Pk on Skti,ju and from the results above, we deduce thatdetpDPkextpξ, 0qq 1 ¤ Ch2,
where DPkext is the Jacobian of Pkext. We can clearly see that
detpDPkextpξ, 0qq controls the trans-
formation of the area under the projection Pk from Skti,i 1u to Sl,kti,i 1u : PkpSkti,i 1uq; since the
third column of the Jacobian BζPkextpξ, 0q  ∇dT ptk, pξ, 0qq has length 1 and is normal to Γptkq at
Pkpξ, 0q. The claim is therefore proven since the subcells Sl,kti,i 1u as well as Skti,i 1u form a partition
of Sl,k and Sk, respectively.
The third estimate is obtained via an adaptation of arguments of the second estimate.
l
Let us also give the following lemma which states the consistency of the approximation of conormals
to curved boundaries.
Lemma 2.6.3 Let pki and p
k
i 1 be two consecutive vertices of a cell S
k, XkS its center and σ
k
pi,j1{2
the subedge around pki satisfying σ
k
pi,j1{2
 rpki , pki 1s. We also consider σl,kpi,j1{2 the coresponding
curved boundary on Γptkq and Xkpi,j1{2, Xkpi,j 1{2 the subedge points of Sk around pki . Finally, we
assume Xkpi,j1{2 P σkpi,j1{2, then the conormal to σ
l,k
pi,j1{2
outward from Sl,k X Γk is given by
nl,kpi,j|j1{2pxq  nkpi,j|j1{2   pxq
where nkpi,j|j1{2 :

pk
i 1pki
}pk
i 1pki }
^νkpi,j


{
 pki 1pki}pk
i 1pki }
^νkpi,j
 and pxq is a vector satisfying
}pxq}¤Ch.
Proof We will distinguish the case where σkpi,j 1{2 is a boundary subedge (σ
k
pi,j 1{2
 BΓkh) and
the case where σkpi,j 1{2 is an interior subedge (σ
k
pi,j 1{2
P ΓkhzBΓkh).
Let us consider the first case where σkpi,j 1{2  BΓkh. We define the following map
ηkS,i|i 1 : x : pki   α
pki 1  pki
}pki 1  pki }
ÞÝÑ ηkS,i|i 1pxq : x  dptk, xq∇dT ptk, xq
 dpPkpxq,Γkq∇dT pPkpxq,Γkq,
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where α P r0, }pki 1  pki }s. Since this map transforms σkpi,j1{2 to σ
l,k
pi,j1{2
, a tangent vector to
σl,kpi,j1{2 is given by
$kS,i|i 1pηkS,i|i 1pxqq 
pki 1  pki
}pki 1  pki }


∇dT ptk, xq 
pki 1  pki
}pki 1  pki }

∇dT ptk, xq
 dptk, xq∇
 ∇dT ptk, xq pki 1  pki}pki 1  pki }


∇dT pPkpxq,Γkq  p
k
i 1  pki
}pki 1  pki }

∇dT pPkpxq,Γkq
 dpPkpxq,Γkq∇  ∇dT pPkpxq,Γkq pki 1  pki}pki 1  pki }
for points x where ηkS,i|i 1 has enough regularity. Since η
k
S,i|i 1 is regular enough almost everywhere
and referring to the assumption (v) and (vi) on the surface approximation in Definition 2.3.5 as well
as to Lemma 2.6.2, one concludes that
$kS,i|i 1pηkS,i|i 1pxqq 
pki 1  pki
}pki 1  pki }
  1pxq,
where 1pxq is a vector satisfying }1pxq} ¤ Ch. Next, one deduces from the last two inequalities of
Lemma 2.6.2 that
νkpi,j 
pki 1  pki
}pki 1  pki }
 Ophq
and the normal νpηkS,i|i 1pxqq to the surface Γk at ηkS,i|i 1pxq is given by
νpηkS,i|i 1pxqq  νkpi,j   2pxq,
where 2pxq is a vector satisfying }2pxq} ¤ Ch. Finally, one deduces that the unit normal to σl,kpi,j 1{2
outward from Sl,k X Γk is given by
$kS,i|i 1pηkS,i|i 1pxqq ^ νpηkS,i|i 1pxqq  nkpi,j|j1{2   pxq.
where pxq is a vector satisfying }pxq} ¤ Ch.
For the second case, ηkS,i|i 1pq is merely Ppq and the above proof remains valid.
l
Next we control the area defect between the transported lifted versus a lifted transported cell.
Lemma 2.6.4 For each cell Sk on Γkh, and all x in S
k, the estimate
}Ppt,Υkpt, xqq Ψpt, xq} ¤ Cτh2
holds for a constant C depending only on the regularity assumptions. Furthermore, for the symmetric
difference between Sl,k and Sl,k 1, one obtains
Hn1pSl,kptk 1q∆Sl,k 1q ¤ Cτhmk 1S
where Hn1pq represents the pn1q- dimensional Hausdorff measure. We recall that the symmetric
difference between two sets A and B is defined by A∆B  pAzBq Y pBzAq.
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Proof The proof here is identical to the proof of Lemma 1.5.3 in Chapter I, up to minor modifications
due to the fact that vertices are not bound to the surface and the cells are nontriangular. In fact,
as in that Lemma, we first notice that the function Ψkpt, q defined in (2.30) parameterizes the
lifted and then transported cell Sl,kptq over Sk, and Ppt,Υkpt, qq with Υkpt, q defined in (2.21)
parameterizes the transported and then lifted cell Ppt, Skptqq over Sk. Next, one uses the Taylor
expansion of respective functions at vertices of triangles Ski,i 1 considered as neighboring points of
a point x P Ski,i 1, and in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2.6.2, one obtains
}Ppt,Υkpt, xqq Ψpt, xq} ¤ βptqh2.
Here βpq is a nonnegative and smooth function in time. As in Lemma 1.5.3 in Chapter I, one
deduces from Sl,kptkq  Sl,k that βpq can be chosen such that βptq ¤ C |t tk| holds. This result
shows that the maximum norm of the displacement Ppt,Υkpt, qq  Ψpt, q on the boundary σk is
Cτh2. The second claim is then obvious.
l
Based on this estimate, we immediately obtain the following corollary already formulated for the
triangular mesh in Chapter I (Corollary 5.4):
Corollary 2.6.5 For any cell Sk on Γkh and any Lipschitz continuous function ωpt, q defined on
Γptq one obtains
»
Sl,kptk 1qXΓptk 1q
ωptk 1, aqda
»
Sl,k 1XΓptk 1q
ωptk 1, aqda
 ¤ Cτhmk 1S
for a constant C depending only on the regularity assumptions.
2.6.2 Consistency estimates.
With these geometric preliminaries at hand, we are now able to derive a-priori bounds for various
consistency errors in conjunction with the finite volume approximation (2.12) of the continuous
evolution (2.1). Let us first reformulate Lemma 1.5.5 of Chapter I in this context.
Lemma 2.6.6 Let Sk be a cell in Γkh and t P rtk, tk 1s, then for
R1pSl,kptq X Γptqq :
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
∇Γptq  pD∇Γptqupt, qqda

»
Sl,k 1XΓptk 1q
∇Γptk 1q  pD∇Γptk 1quptk 1, qqda
we obtain the estimate
R1pSl,kptq X Γptqq ¤ Cτp1  Chqmk 1S .
This Lemma is proved along the same line as Lemma 1.5.5 via an adaptation of arguments. Next,
we have the following result.
Lemma 2.6.7 Let the subedge σl,kpi,j 1{2 be the intersection between two adjacent subcells S
l,k
pi,j
and Sl,kpi,j 1 or, with a slight misuse of notation, the intersection between S
l,k
pi,j
and the boundary
B  PkpΓkhq X Γk of PkpΓkhq X Γk; the term
R2pSkpi,j |Skpi,j 1q :
»
σl,k
pi,j 1{2
 D∇Γptkqu  nl,kpi,j 1{2ptk, xqdx
 mkpi,j 1{2

uptk,PkpXkpi,j 1{2qq  uptk,PkpXkpi,jqq
	
λkpi,j|j 1{2
 mkpi,j 1{2

uptk,PkpXkpi,j1{2qq  uptk,PkpXkpi,jqq
	
λkpi,j1{2|j|j 1{2,
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where nl,kpi,j 1{2ptk, q is the function describing the outward pointing unit conormal of S
l,k
pi,j
on the
subedge σl,kpi,j|j 1{2 and the other terms are defined in Section 2.4.2, obeys the estimate
R2pSkpi,i|Skpi,i 1q ¤ CmkipSq 1{2h.
Proof As in Lemma 2.6.6, we consider the continuous extension of upt, q, still called upt, q. Next,
we write the surface gradient of uptk, q at a point x on Sl,kpi,j X Γk as follows:
∇Γkupxq  ∇u  ∇Tk
pi,S
upxq    ∇upxq  νkpi,S νkpi,S .
Since ∇Tk
pi,S
upxq  p∇Tk
pi,S
 ekpi,j|j1{2qµkpi,j|j1{2   p∇Tkpi,S  e
k
pi,j|j 1{2
qµkpi,j|j 1{2 and
νpxq  νkpi,S   ϑjptk, xqh with }ϑjptk, xq} ¤ C on Sl,kpi,j X Γk, we obtain using the Taylor expansion,
Definition 2.3.5 and assumption A3.2 that
∇Γkupxq 

uptk, Xkpi,j1{2q  uptk, Xkpi,jq
	
µkpi,j|j1{2
 

uptk, Xkpi,j 1{2q  uptk, Xkpi,jq
	
µkpi,j|j 1{2  ptk, xq,
where ptk, xq is a three dimensional vector satisfying }ptk, xq} ¤ Ch. Thus, using the regularity
assumptions on D, Lemma 2.6.3 and assumption A3.2 we obtain»
σl,k
pi,j 1{2
pD∇Γkuq  nl,kpi,j|j 1{2dx  mkpi,j 1{2

uptk, Xkpi,j1{2q  uptk, Xkpi,jq
	
λkpi,j1{2|j|j 1{2
  mkpi,j 1{2

uptk, Xkpi,j 1{2q  uptk, Xkpi,jq
	
λkpi,j|j 1{2
  Opmkpi,j 1{2hq. (2.31)
We now need to prove that the approximation of the subedge values uptk, Xkpi,j1{2q are Oph2q
consistent. To this end, we apply the continuous version of Proposition 2.4.1 on the above relation
which gives
Mkpi
sUkpi,σ  Nkpi sUkpi   v1, (2.32)
where sUkpi,σ : uptk, Xkpi,1{2q, uptk, Xkpi,3{2q,   	J, sUkpi :  uptk, Xkpi,1q, uptk, Xkpi,2q,    J and v1 is
a vector satisfying }v1} ¤ Ch2. Also, the H1norm of the continuous solution reads¸
j
»
Sl,k
pi,j
XΓk
}∇Γku}2dx 
¸
j
»
Sl,k
pi,j
XΓk
uptk, Xkpi,j1{2q  uptk, Xkpi,jq	µkpi,j|j1{2
 

uptk, Xkpi,j 1{2q  uptk, Xkpi,jq
	
µkpi,j|j 1{2   ptk, xq
2 dx.
The continuous setup of problem (2.6) is formulated as$''''''&''''''%
Find sUkpi,σ in B¯kpi : !sV kpi,σ : pV kpi,1{2, V kpi,3{2,    qJ | Mkpi sV kpi,σ  Nkpi sUkpi   v1) such thatsUkpi,σ  argminsV kpi,σPBkpi
¸
j
»
Sl,k
pi,j
XΓk
V kpi,j1{2  sUkpi,jµkpi,j|j1{2
 

V kpi,j 1{2  sUkpi,jµkpi,j|j 1{2   ptk, xq2dx;
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which in a simplified setup reads$''&''%
Find sUkpi,σ in B¯kpi : !sV kpi,σ : pV kpi,1{2, V kpi,3{2,    qJ | Mkpi sV kpi,σ  Nkpi sUkpi   v1) such that
sUkpi,σ  argminsV kpi,σPBkpi
bBkpi sV kpi,σ  bBkpi	1 Ckpi sUkpi   v22
since the error ptk, xq is assumed to be known. v2 is a vector satisfying }v2} ¤ Ch2. Following the
same procedure as in Section 2.4.2, one obtains
sUkpi,σ  Coefkpi sUkpi   v3,
where v3 
b
Bkpi
	1 
Mkpi
b
Bkpi
	1
: 
v1 Mkpi
 
Bkpi
1
v2
	
   Bkpi1 v2. It is clear that
}v3} ¤ Ch2. We have just proven that a perturbation on the equation leads to a consistent solution.
It is left to prove that the solution is also consistent with the expected data (values of functions at
virtual points). In the flat case, this is evident since the reconstruction of affine functions using this
method is exact if the tensor D is constant on YjSl,kpi,j X Γk and Oph2q consistent in general. In the
curved case we consider the closest plane to the center points around pi. There exists h0 such that this
plane is included in N ptkq for any h ¤ h0. Next we project on the defined plane, in the direction of
the surface normal ν, the whole geometrical setup represented around pi and adopt the new subcells
as discrete subcells. Let us consider the function fpxq  uptk, Xk1 q p∇Γkuptk, Xk1 qqpxXk1 q defined
in a neighborhood of YjSl,kpi,j XΓk whose restriction on Γk is considered for the reconstruction. The
above problem posed on the new discrete subcells gives an Oph2q consistent value of f at projected
virtual points; These values are in an Oph2q neighborhood of the values of f at the corresponding
surface points. Also, due to the consistency of the geometric approximation, the newly stated
problem can be stated as the above problem with an Oph2q perturbation of the right hand side
which means that the solution is evidently the solution of problem (2.6) with an uncertainty of
Oph2q. This concludes that the right values of a continuous function is in an Oph2q neighborhood
of the value proposed by this reconstruction’s method. Now, including this result in equation (2.31)
gives the desired estimate.
l
Finally, Lemma 1.5.7 and Lemma 1.5.8 of Chapter I are also satisfied in this context and they can
be respectively reformulated as follows
Lemma 2.6.8 For a cell Sk and the residual error term
R3pSl,k|Sl,k 1q 
»
Sl,kptk 1qXΓk 1
uda
»
Sl,kptkqXΓk
uda
 pmk 1S ulptk 1, Xk 1S q mkSulptk, XkSqq
one obtains the estimate |R3pSl,k|Sl,k 1q| ¤ Cτhmk 1S .
Lemma 2.6.9 For a cell Sk and the residual error term
R4
 
Sl,k|Sl,k 1  » tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
gpt, aq dadt τmk 1S gl
 
tk 1, X
k 1
S

one achieves the estimate
R4  Sl,k|Sl,k 1 ¤ Cτpτ   hqmk 1S .
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2.6.3 Proof of Theorem 2.6.1
As in Section 2.4.3 (cf. (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11)), let us consider the following cellwise flux formulation
of the continuous problem (2.1):»
Sl,kptk 1qXΓk 1
uda
»
Sl,kXΓk
uda
» tk 1
tk
»
BpSl,kptqXΓptqq
D∇ΓptquµBSl,kptq dl dt 
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
g da dt.
From this equation we subtract the discrete counterpart (2.12)
mk 1S U
k 1
S mkSUkS
 τ
¸
piPBSk

mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2  U
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
λk 1pi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq1{2
  mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  U
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
λk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2|J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq1{2
  mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2  U
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
λk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2|J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2
  mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  U
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
λk 1pi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2

 τ mk 1S Gk 1S .
and multiply this with Ek 1S  ul
 
tk 1, X
k 1
S
 Uk 1S to obtain
R3pSl,k|Sl,k 1qEk 1S 
» tk 1
tk
R1pSl,kptq X Γptqqdt


Ek 1S
 τ
¸
pk 1
i
PSk 1

R2pSk 1pi,J ppi,Sq|S
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1q  R2pS
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq|S
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq1q

Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq
  pmk 1S
 
Ek 1S
2 mkSEkSEk 1S q
 τ
¸
pk 1
i
PSk 1

mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  E
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sqλ
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2
  mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2  E
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq λ
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq1{2|J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2
  mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2

Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  E
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq λ
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2|J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq1{2
  mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2

Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2  E
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq λ
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq1{2

 R4
 
Sl,k|Sl,k 1Ek 1S , (2.33)
where Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2 :

ul

tk 1, X
k 1
j1{2
	
 Uk 1,ij1{2
	
and Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2 is defined analogously.
We recall that the summation is always done on regular vertices (cf. Definition 2.4.3). Next, we
substract from the flux continuity equation on subedges between neighboring sub-cell Sl,k 1pi,J ppi,Sq and
Sl,k 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1 »
σl,k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2
pD∇Γuq |Sl,k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
ptq  µBSl,k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
ptq dl
 
»
σl,k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2
pD∇Γuq |Sl,k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1
ptq  µBSl,k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1
ptq dl  0,
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its discrete counterpart
mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  U
k 1
J ppi,Sq
	
λk 1,iJ ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2
 

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2  U
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
λk 1,ipi,J ppi,Sq1{2|J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2

  mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 3{2  U
k 1,i
J ppi,Sq 1
	
λk 1,ipi,J ppi,Sq 2|J ppi,Sq 1|J ppi,Sq
 

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  U
k 1,i
J ppi,Sq 1
	
λk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1|J ppi,Sq

 0.
Furthermore, we multiply the result by τEk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2 and obtain
τ mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  E
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2 λ
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2
 τ mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2  E
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2 λ
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq1{2|J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2
 τ mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  E
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1
	
Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2 λ
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1|J ppi,Sq 1{2 (2.34)
 τ mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq 3{2  E
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1
	
Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2 λ
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 3{2|J ppi,Sq 1|J ppi,Sq 1{2
 τ R2pSk 1J ppi,Sq|S
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1qE
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2   τ R2pS
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1|S
k 1
pi,J ppi,SqqE
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  0.
Now, summing up (2.33) and (2.34) respectively over all cells and subedges leads to
}Ek 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
  τ}Ek 1}2
1,Γk 1
h

¸
S
mkS E
k
S E
k 1
S  
¸
S
R4

Sl,k|Sl,k 1
	
Ek 1S 
¸
S
R3pSl,k|Sl,k 1qEk 1S
 
¸
S
» tk 1
tk
R1pSl,kptq X Γptqqdt


Ek 1S
 τ
¸
Sk 1
¸
pk 1
i
PSk 1

R2pSk 1pi,J ppi,Sq|S
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1q

Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  E
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
  R2pSk 1pi,J ppi,Sq|S
k 1
J ppi,Sq1q

Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2  E
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
.
Let us denote by Ekpi :
°
Sk
pi,j
Ekpi,j
	
{npi the mean value of Ekpi,j around pki . The last term on
the right hand side can be written as follows
Z : τ
¸
Sk 1
¸
pk 1
i
PSk 1

R2pSk 1pi,J ppi,Sq|S
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1q

Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  E
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
  R2pSk 1pi,J ppi,Sq|S
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq1q

Ek 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2  E
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
 τ
¸
Sk 1
¸
pk 1
i
PSk 1

R2pSk 1pi,J ppi,Sq|S
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq 1q


pEk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  Ekpiq  pE
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq  Ekpiq
	
  R2pSk 1pi,J ppi,Sq|S
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq1q

pEk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2  Ekpiq  pE
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq  Ekpiq
	
 τ
¸
pk 1
i
PΓk 1
h
 sRk 12,pi|σ	JCoefkpi    sRk 12,pi J

J   sEk 1pi  Ek 1pi 1pi , (2.35)
where sRk 12,pi|σ is the vector with components  sRk 12,pi|σ	j :  Rk 12 pSk 1pi,j |Sk 1pi,j1q  Rk 12 pSk 1pi,j1|Sk 1pi,j q,sRk 12,pi is the vector with components   sRk 12,pi j :  Rk 12 pSk 1pi,j |Sk 1pi,j1q  Rk 12 pSk 1pi,j |Sk 1pi,j 1q and
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sEk 1pi :  Ek 1pi,1 , Ek 1pi,2 ,    . Of course we have to readjust these vectors around boundary points
according to the boundary condition in the similar way as in Section 2.4.4. Next we introduce the
local gradient operator in expression 2.35 and derive the following estimate
Z  τ
¸
pk 1
i
PΓk 1
h
 sRk 12,pi|σ	JCoefkpi    sRk 12,pi J

J   sEk 1pi  Ek 1pi 1pi
 τ
¸
pk 1
i
PΓk 1
h
 sRk 12,pi|σ	JCoefkpi    sRk 12,pi J

Jb
Ak 1pi   p1pi b 1piq{npi

1
b
Ak 1pi   p1pi b 1piq{npi

  sEk 1pi  Ek 1pi 1pi
¤ τ
 ¸
pk 1
i
PΓk 1
h
 sRk 12,pi|σ	JCoefkpi    sRk 12,pi J

J  
Ak 1pi   p1pi b 1piq{npi
1
 sRk 12,pi|σ	JCoefkpi    sRk 12,pi J

1{2 ¸
pk 1
i
PΓk 1
h
  sEk 1pi JAk 1pi sEk 1pi
1{2
since Ak 1pi 1pi  0  1pi and p1piqJAk 1pi  0  p1piqJ. Finally, using Lemma 2.6.7, the estimate
h2 ¤ Cmk 1S , the fact that the number of cell’s vertices is uniformly bounded and the submatrices
Ak 1pi   p1pi b 1piq{npi are uniformly elliptic, we obtain
Z ¤ τC
 ¸
Sk 1
mk 1S h
2
1{2
}Ek 1S }1,Γk 1
h
¤ τCh  Hn1pΓk 1h q1{2 }Ek 1S }1,Γk 1
h
.
Now, we take into account the consistency results from Lemma 2.6.6, Lemma 2.6.8, Lemma 2.6.9,
apply Young’s and Cauchy’s inequality and achieve the result
}Ek 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
  τ}Ek 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
¤ 1
2
}Ek 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
  1
2
}Ek}2L2pΓk
h
q  
1
2
max
S
max
k
1 mkSmk 1S
 }Ek}2L2pΓkhq
  C  τpτ   hq   τh  τ2p1  Chq  Hn1pΓk 1h q1{2 }Ek 1}L2pΓk 1
h
q
  Cτh  Hn1pΓk 1h q1{2 }Ek 1}1,Γk 1
h
.
Based on the fact that the center points XS describe a C1 continuous curve XSptq : γpt,XSq, one
easily proves that
1 mkS
mk 1
S
 ¤ Cτ as already mentioned in Section 2.5. Again, applying Young’s
inequality to the last two terms on the right side gives
C
 
τpτ   hq   τh  τ2p1  Chq  Hn1pΓk 1h q1{2 }Ek 1}L2pΓk 1
h
q
¤ C
2
τpτ   hq2Hn1pΓk 1h q  
C
2
τ}Ek 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
,
Cτh
 Hn1pΓk 1h q1{2 }Ek 1}1,Γk 1
h
¤ C
2τ
2
h2Hn1pΓk 1h q  
τ
2
}Ek 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
.
Now, taking into account that Hn1pΓk 1h q is uniformly bounded, we obtain the estimate
p1 Cτq}Ek 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
  τ
2
}Ek 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
¤ p1  Cτq1
2
}Ek}2L2pΓk
h
q   Cτpτ   hq2Hn1pΓk 1h q. (2.36)
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Next, we first skip the second term on the left hand side, use the inequality 1 Cτ1Cτ ¤ p1   cτq for
sufficiently small τ and a constant c ¡ 0 and obtain via iteration
}Ek 1}2L2pΓk 1
h
q
¤ p1  cτq}Ek}2L2pΓk
h
q   Cτpτ   hq2
     
¤ p1  cτqk 1}E0}2L2pΓ0
h
q   C
k¸
i1
p1  cτqi1τpτ   hq2
¤ Cectkpτ   hq2
since }E0}2L2pΓ0
h
q
¤ Ch. This implies the first claim of the theorem
max
k1, ,kmax
}Ek}2L2pΓk
h
q ¤ Cpτ   hq2.
Finally, taking into account this estimate and summing over k  1,    , kmax in (2.36), we also
obtain the claim for the discrete H10norm of the error¸
k1, ,kmax
τ}Ek 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
¤ Cpτ   hq2.
Remark 2.6.10 It is worth mentioning here that the exact solution of Equation 2.7 did not inter-
vene in the actual development; thus Theorem 2.5.1, Theorem 2.5.2 and Theorem 2.6.1 remain valid
even when Equation 2.7 is not satisfied. In that case the solution will not be locally conservative
in the usual sense of finite volumes anymore. This situation was already reported in [46] where
they also use barycentric coefficients to approximate solution values on edges. An advantage of our
approach is that we reduce the residual of the mentioned equation in a way to avoid any undesirable
oscillation on the solution. Nevertheless, we have not found any experimental evidence where this
situation happens but, we have also not deeply studied the local matrices to be able to know whether
this worst case scenario is even plausible.
2.7 Coupled reaction diffusion and advection model
In this part, we wish to extend our method to the more general case of reaction diffusion and advec-
tion problems. We then consider a source term g which depends on the solution and an additional
tangential advection term∇Γ pwuq. Here, w is an additional tangential transport velocity on the sur-
face, which transports the density u along the moving interface Γ instead of just passively advecting
it with the interface. We assume the mapping pt, xq Ñ wpt,Φpt, xqq to be in C1pr0, tmax s, C1pΓ0qq.
Furthermore, we suppose g to be Lipschitz continuous. An extension to a reaction term which
also explicitly depends on time and position is straightforward. Hence, we investigate the evolution
problem
9u  u∇Γ  v ∇Γ  pD∇Γuq  ∇Γ  pwuq  gpuq on Γ  Γptq . (2.37)
In what follows, let us consider an appropriate discretization for both terms. For the reaction term,
we consider the time explicit approximation» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
gpupt, xqq dadt  τ mkS gpuptk,PkXkSqq (2.38)
and then replace uptk,PkpXkSqq by UkS in the actual numerical scheme. Furthermore, we take into ac-
count an upwind discretization of the additional transport term to ensure robustness also in a regime
where the transport induced by w dominates the diffusion. Different from Chapter I, we introduce
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here a second order slope limiting upwind discretization derived from the above described method.
Thus, since the solution u of problem 2.37 is H1 on Γptq and ∇Γptqu has a weak divergence, we use
the procedure described in Section 2.4.2 to construct the subgradients ∇kpi,J ppi,Squ of u around the
vertices pki . In this last procedure, we keep the center points obtained for the discretization of the
diffusion operator while the virtual subedge points might vary. Let us now consider a cell Sk, the
pseudo unit normal ek3,S :
°
pk
i
PSkppki  pk1q ^ ppki 1  pk1q
	
{
°pk
i
PSkppki  pk1q ^ ppki 1  pk1q
 of
Sk, the vectors ek1,S :
 ppk1 XkSq   ppk1 XkSq  ek3,S ek3,S { ppk1 XkSq   ppk1 XkSq  ek3,S ek3,S
and ek2,S : ek3,S^ek1,S . We define∇kSu :
 p∇kSuq  ek1,S ek1,S  p∇kSuq  ek2,S ek2,S  p∇kSuq  ek3,S ek3,S ,
the slope limited gradient on Sk as follows: @ j  1, 2, 3$'''&'''%
p∇kSuq  ekj,S : sign

p∇kp1,J pp1,Squq  ekj,S
	
minpk
i
PSk
p∇kpi,J ppi,Squq  ekj,S 
if sign

p∇kpi,J ppi,Squq  ekj,S
	
 const @ pi,
p∇kSuq  ekj,S : 0 else.
This gradient reconstruction is similar to the minmod gradient reconstruction method (cf. [8, 55,
100]). Let us now consider an edge σk common boundary of two cells Sk and Lk (i.e. σk  SkXLk).
We assume σk being delimited by the points pki and p
k
i 1 (i.e. σ
k  rpki , pki 1s); we call Skpi,j , Skpi,j 1
the respective subcells of Sk and Lk around pki and S
k
pi 1,m, S
k
pi 1,m1 the respective subcells of S
k
and Lk around pki 1. We refer to Figure 2.11 for the illustration of this setup.
X
k
pi 1,
m3
{2
X
k
p, i 
1,m
 1
{2
pki
pki 1
Skpi,j Xkpi,j1{2
Xkpi,j 3{2
Skpi 1,m1
Skpi 1,m
Skpi,j 1 Xkpi,j 1{2
Xkpi 1,m1{2
X k
L  X k
Sj 1  X k
Sm1
XkS  X
k
Sj
 XkSm
Figure 2.11: Subcells across the edge σk  rpki , pki 1s and virtual points around pki and pki 1.
We also denote by nkS|L : nkS,σ 
nkpi,j|j 1{2
 nkpi,m|m1{2
nkpi,j 1|j 1{2
nkpi,m1|m1{2
}nk
pi,j|j 1{2
 nk
pi,m|m1{2
nk
pi,j 1|j 1{2
nk
pi,m1|m1{2
}
the average unit
outward pointing conormal vectors of Sk on σk and by pkσ :
pki   pki 1
2
the middle of σk. Here
nkS,σ  nkL,σ holds. We will later denote by nl,kS,σpaq the unit conormal at a P σl,k pointing out-
ward from Sl,k. Now if nkS,σ  wptk, pkσq ¥ 0, the upwind direction is pointing inward and we define
u ptk, pkσq : ulptk, XkSq p∇kSuqppkσXkSq, otherwise u ptk, pkσq : ulptk, XkLq p∇kLuqppkσXkLq.
If σk is a boundary segment, the average unit outward pointing conormal of Sk on σk is defined by
nkS,σ 
nkpi,j|j 1{2
 nkpi,m|m1{2
}nk
pi,j|j 1{2
 nk
pi,m|m1{2
}1
. In this case too, if nkS,σ wptk, pkσq ¥ 0, the upwind direction is point-
ing inward and we define u ptk, pkσq : ulptk, XkSq p∇kSuqppkσXkSq, but u ptk, pkσq : ulptk, pkσq
if nkS,σ  wptk, pkσq   0. Once, the upwind direction is identified, we take into account the classical
approach by Engquist and Osher [43] and obtain the approximation:
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
∇Γ  pwuq dadt  τ
¸
σkBSk
mkσ
 
nkS,σ  wlptk, pkσq

u ptk, pkσq. (2.39)
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Finally, we again replace ulptk, XkSq by the discrete nodal values UkS and denote the edge values
u ptk, pkσq by Uk, σ . For the sake of completeness let us resume the resulting scheme:
mk 1S U
k 1
S mkSUkS
 τ
¸
piPBSk

mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2  U
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
λk 1pi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq1{2
  mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  U
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
λk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2|J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq1{2
  mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2  U
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
λk 1pi,J ppi,Sq1{2|J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2
  mk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Uk 1pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2  U
k 1
pi,J ppi,Sq
	
λk 1pi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2

  τ
¸
σkBSk
mkσ
 
nkS,σ  wlptk, pkσq

U σ
 τ mkS gpUkSq. (2.40)
Obviously, due to the fully explicit discretization of the additional terms, Proposition 2.4.7 still
applies and guarantees existence and uniqueness of a discrete solution. Furthermore, the convergence
result can be adapted and the error estimate postulated in Theorem 2.6.1 holds. To see this, let us
first consider the nonlinear source term gpuq and the following estimate already presented in Chapter
I for the triangular mesh;» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
gpupt, xqq da dt τmkS gpUkSq
 
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqzΓptq
gpupt, xqqda 
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptq
gpupt, xqqda
»
Sl,k
gpuptk, xqqda

dt
  τ
»
Sl,k
gptk, xqda
»
Sl,k
gpuptk, XkSqqda


  τ

ml,kS mkS
	
gpuptk, XkSqq
  τ mkS
 
glpuptk, XkSqq  gpUkSq

¤ Cpτ hmkS   τ2Hn1pSl,kq   τ hmkS   τ h2mkS   CLippgq τ mkSEkSq,
where CLippgq denotes the Lipschitz constant of g. In the proof of Theorem 2.6.1 we already have
treated terms identical to the first four on the right hand side. For the last term we obtain after
multiplication with the nodal error Ek 1S and summation over all cells S
CLippgq τ
¸
S
mkSE
k
SE
k 1
S ¤ CLippgq τ max
S

mkS
mk 1S
 1
2
}Ek}L2pΓhptkqq}Ek 1}L2pΓhptkqq
¤ C τ

}Ek}2L2pΓhptkqq   }Ek 1}2L2pΓhptk 1qq
	
.
Taking into account these additional error terms the estimate (2.36) remains unaltered. Next, we
investigate the error due to the additional advection term and rewrite» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
∇Γ  pwuqda dt τ
¸
σkBSk
mkσ
 
µkσ,S  wlptk, Xkσq

Uk, σ

» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
∇Γ  pwuq da dt τ
»
Sl,kXΓptkq
∇Γ  pwuq da
 
¸
σkBSk
σkSkXLk
 
τR5
 
Sl,k|Ll,k  τF  Sl,k|Ll,kEk, σ  ,
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where R5
 
Sl,k|Ll,k  ³
σl,k
nl,kS,σ  w u dl mkσwlptk, pkσq  nkS,σu ptk, pkσq is an edge residual,
F  Sl,k|Ll,k  mkσwlptk, pkσq  nkS,σ a flux term on the edge σl,k  Sl,k X Ll,k and
Ek, σ  u ptk, pkσq  Uk, σ a piecewise constant upwind error function on the discrete surface
Γkh. For the sake of consistency in the notation, we have assumed here as in the following any
curved boundary segment σl,k being the intersection of a curved cell Sl,k  Γk and the curved
cell Ll,k : σl,k of measure 0. In this case, the cell’s center value as well as any error comming
from Ll,k are taken to be 0 and the subedges values are known from the boundary condition.
Now the first term in the above error representation can again be estimated by C τ2Hn1pSl,kq.
From |u ptk, pkσq  ulptk, pkσq| ¤ C h2, we deduce by similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma
2.6.7 that |R5
 
Sl,k|Ll,k | ¤ C hmkσ. Furthermore, the antisymmetry relations R5  Sl,k|Ll,k 
R5
 
Ll,k|Sl,k and F  Sl,k|Ll,k  F  Ll,k|Sl,k hold. After multiplication with the nodal error
Ek 1S and summation over all cells S we obtain
Z  τ
¸
S
¸
σkBSk
σkSkXLk
 R5  Sl,k|Ll,k  τF  Sl,k|Ll,kEk, σ Ek 1S
 τ
¸
σkSkXLk
R5  Sl,k|Ll,k  F  Sl,k|Ll,kEk, σ  pEk 1S  Ek 1L q
 τ
¸
pk
i
PΓk
h
  sRk5,piJ p sEk 1pi  Ek 1pi 1piq     sRk6,piJ p sEk 1pi  Ek 1pi 1piq,
where sRk5,pi and sRk6,pi are vectors with entries  sRk5,pij : pmkpi,j1{2{smkpi,j1{2qR5 Sl,kpi,j |Sl,kpi,j1	 R5 Sl,kpi,j |Sl,kpi,j 1		 and  sRk6,pij : pmkpi,j1{2{smkpi,j1{2q sF Sl,kpi,j |Sl,kpi,j1	Ek, σpi,j1{2   sF Sl,kpi,j |Sl,kpi,j 1	Ek, σpi,j 1{2	 respec-
tively; smkpi,j1{2 being the length of the entire edge σ containing σkpi,j1{2 and Ek, σpi,j 1{2 : Ek, σ .
Using similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.6.1 and the definition of upwind values on
edges, one deduces that
Z ¤ τ
 ¸
pk
i
PΓk
h
  sRk5,piJ  Ak 1pi   p1pi b 1piq{npi1 sRk5,pi
fifl1{2  ¸
pk
i
PΓk
h
  sEk 1pi JAk 1pi sEk 1pi
fifl1{2
  τ
 ¸
pk
i
PΓk
h
  sRk6,piJ  Ak 1pi   p1pi b 1piq{npi1 sRk6,pi
fifl1{2  ¸
pk
i
PΓk
h
  sEk 1pi JAk 1pi sEk 1pi
fifl1{2
¤ C τ

hHn1pΓkhq
1
2  
 ¸
piPΓkh
  sRk6,piJ sRk6,pi	 12

}Ek 1}1,Γk 1
h
¤ τ
4
}Ek 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
  C τ h2   C τ }Ek}2L2pΓk
h
q .
Again, taking into account these error terms due to the added advection in the original error esti-
mate (2.36) solely the constant in front of the term }Ek 1}2
1,Γk 1
h
on the left hand side of (2.36) is
slightly reduced. Thus, both the explicit discretization of a nonlinear reaction term and the upwind
discretization of the additional tangential advection still allow us to establish the error estimate
postulated in Theorem 2.6.1.
2.8 Numerical results
In this paragraph, we present several simulation results. To begin with, we consider the time evolv-
ing parametric surface Γptq described by the evolution of the material point
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Mpt, x, yq  px, y, hpt, x, yqqJ, where px, yq P r0.6, 0.6s  r0.5, 0.5s, hpt, x, yq  x2f1ptq   y3f2ptq
with f1ptq  sinppit{tmaxq2 sinp2pit{tmaxq and f2ptq  sinppit{tmaxq2 cosp2pit{tmaxq; tmax being the
maximum time. We define on Γptq the surface tangential matrix
D0pt, x, yq : 1  4x
2f1ptq2   9y4f2ptq2
1  4f1ptq2   9f2ptq2 re1pt, x, yq, e2pt, x, yqs

5 0
0 1


rµ1pt, x, yq, µ2pt, x, yqsJ and
the tangential vector wpt, x, yq : 10 e1pt, x, yq, where e1pt, x, yq : p1, 0, 2xf1ptqqJ,
e2pt, x, yq : p0, 1, 3y2f2ptqqJ are tangential vectors of Γptq and µ1ptq, µ2ptq their corresponding
contravariant counterparts defined through the four equations e1pt, x, yq  µ1pt, x, yq  1, e1pt, x, yq 
µ2pt, x, yq  0, e2pt, x, yq  µ1pt, x, yq  0 and e2pt, x, yq  µ2pt, x, yq  1. We approximate on succes-
sive refined polygonal meshes (cf. Figure 2.12), the solution u : hpt, x, yq   0.5 of Problem 2.37
for D : pD0   DJ0 q{2, w defined above and g computed from the data. The Dirichlet boundary
condition is considered. On Figure 2.12 we present the successively refined polygonal surfaces used
820 polygons, 508 points. 3292 polygons, 1959 points. 13240 polygons, 7765 points.
Figure 2.12: Successively refined polygonal mesh used for the convergence test. At each refined
step, sizes of cells are divided into 2.
for this simulation test case. At each refined step, edges of the previous step have been divided into
two. The computation is done for t P r0, 1s and we present in Figure 2.13 a sequence of frames from
the simulation result. Here, as in the sequel, color shading range from blue to red representing min-
imum to maximum values. Finally, in Table 2.1, we display the errors in the discrete L8pL2q norm
and discrete energy seminorm (2.18), respectively. Indeed, the observed error decay is consistent
with the convergence result in Theorem 2.6.1.
Figure 2.13: Solution of the first simulation at different time steps.
Next, we compute a second example using the same successive initial surfaces and compare the
result to the result of the refined surface. We consider the evolution of the surface material point
described by Mpt, x, yq  px, y, hpt, x, yqqJ, where hpt, x, yq  pfptq{4.5q°12i1 βpiq exp pαpiqq with
fptq  psinppit  pi{2q   1q{2 and αpiq : rpx P pi, 1qq2{p2V pi, 1q2qs   rpy  P pi, 2qq2{p2V pi, 2q2qs.
The variables P , V and β are defined by
P 

3 22 4 8 12 18 21 0 8 14 10 8
3 6 16 16 16 12 21 24 24 5 8 2

J
{24,
V 

3 2 2 4 4 2 3 2 3 1.5 2 2
3 4 4 2 4 2 3 2 3 1.5 1.5 2

J
{24 and
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norm of the error
min
tPr0,1s
hptq max
tPr0,1s
hptq L8pL2q L8pH1q
0.0294 0.1168 91.617  105 14.8  103
0.0119 0.0595 21.269  105 5.3  103
0.0041 0.0302 5.768  105 2.0  103
Table 2.1: The table displays the numerical error on grids presented in Figure 2.12 in two different
norms, when compared to the explicit solution. The time discretization was chosen as
τ  1{30000 in all three computations.
β  p3.5 4 4 2 6 5 3 1.75 4 2.5  3  2qJ {6.
For t  1, fptq  1 and we recover the surface presented on Figure 2.2; therefore the evolution
considered here is obtained by continuously scaling the height of the given surface by fptq as time
evolves. We also consider the advection vector w, tangential component of w0  50 p0, 0, 1qJ and
the source term gptq  p1 fptqqp1.5 exppα1q   exppα2q   exppα3qq, where
α1 : }Mpt, x, yq  p3{6, 4{6, 0qJ}2{p0.0352q, α2 : }Mpt, x, yq  p18{24, 12{24, 0qJ}2{p0.0352q, and
α3 : }Mpt, x, yq  p1{6, 4{6, 0qJ}2{p0.0352q. The function gptq defines three localized sources (cf.
Figure 2.14) whose density reduces as time evolves and vanishes at the end of the process. We de-
pict on Figure 2.14 a sequence frame from the simulation result of problem 2.37 with homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary condition in the time intervale r0, 1s; isolines are also drawn. We can clearly no-
tice the dominance of the diffusion at the beginning of the process and progressively the dominance
of the advection.
Figure 2.14: The evolution of a density under diffusion and advection by gravity is investigated.
The results have been compared to the solution obtained on the refined mesh in L8pL2q norm and
discrete energy seminorm (2.18), respectively. The result is reported in Table 2.2. Comparing these
norm of the error
min
tPr0,1s
hptq max
tPr0,1s
hptq L8pL2q L8pH1q
0.0294 0.1382 4.85  104 5.4  103
0.0119 0.0722 1.28  104 1.9  103
Table 2.2: The table displays the numerical error of the solution on the first two grids of Figure 2.12
in two different norms, when compared to the solution of the last grid (refined grid). The
time discretization was chosen as τ  1{60000 in all three computations.
results to the simulation results of Chapter I, we notice the improvement in the spatial convergence
which is Oph2q for the L8pL2q norm. This is due to the use of barycenter of cells as presented in
Section 2.4.5 and the slope limiting procedure introduced in Section 2.7.
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As third example, we consider the fixed triangulated geometry of an elephant as presented in Figure
2.15 and solve Problem 2.1 in the time interval r0, 1s, with the diffusion tensor D being the tangen-
tial component of the tensor D0 :
25 0 00 0.1 0
0 0 0.001
; the Xdirection points to the right and the
Zdirection points up. Five sources are put in the pY,Zqplane around the front legs as can be
noticed on the second picture of Figure 2.15 (two at the elephant front side, two at the elephant back
side and one at symmetric upper point). We present on Figure 2.15 a sequence of frames from this
simulation. One effectively observes a rapid diffusion in the Xdirection and a very slow diffusion
in the Zdirection.
Figure 2.15: Strong anisotropic diffusion of a density on a fixed elephant geometry. The polygonal
mesh is made up of 83840 triangles and 41916 points.
Now in our fourth example, we consider a diffusion advection problem which involves the curva-
ture tensor. In fact, we consider the advection vector w  13 p Id 0.0015pK Id  4Kqq p0, 0, 1qJ,
where K is the curvature tensor of the considered surface and K : tr pKq (trace of K) is the mean
curvature. We also consider a source term g made up of three localized sources as depicted on the
first pictures of Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17. The intensity of the source is a decreasing function
in time t P r0, 1s which vanishes at the end of the process. First we consider an evolution by mean
curvature flow BMpt, s1, s2q{Bt  pK{30qνpt, s1, s2q, where Mpt, s1, s2q is the material point of the
surface, νpt, s1, s2q the normal at Mpt, s1, s2q and s1, s2 some parameters used to locally parame-
terize the surface. Here, we use an adaptive time step τk 1  minp1{pKk2   108q, 13l2q{10.2, where
Kk2 : tr ppKkq2q is the trace of the squared curvature tensor pK2q at the time step tk and l the
smallest length of the polygons sides. Noticing that p∇Γzq  p0, 0, 1qJ (z being the third spatial
coordinate), we evaluate K and K at cell centers using a weighted least square fitting and then use
the procedure described in Section 2.4.2 to compute the flux of the advection vector on subedges
while the flux on entire edges is obtained by summing the flux on subedges as for the diffusion
operator. There is no need to compute conormal vectors anymore and our slope limiting procedure
is applied using these fluxes. Since the evaluation of the curvature can only be consistent if one has
a p3, hq-approximation of the surface, we solve the mean curvature flow equation for nodal points
using a semi-implicit scheme. Figure 2.16 presents a sequence of frames from this simulation. Due to
the advection process which is dominant where the tangential component of p0, 0, 1qJ is pronounced,
the density would try to concentrate where the Zcoordinate of the material points presents a lo-
cal maximum; but due to the smoothening process,the local maxima of the Zcoordinate tends to
disappear and the density moves and concentrates at the point of heighest Zcoordinate.
Next the same simulation is done on the fixed initial surface. We effectively notice the concentation
of density at points of local maximum on the Zcoordinate due to the advection process. Figure
2.17 presents a sequence of the result of this simulation.
Examples of practical use of reaction diffusion equations include texture generation [120, 123] and bi-
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Figure 2.16: Evolution of a density under diffusion and advection on a surface moving by mean
curvature. The initial polygonal surface is made up of 26848 triangles and 13426 points.
Figure 2.17: Evolution of a density under diffusion and advection on a fixed surface.
ological pattern formation [7, 88, 119]. In these fields, one uses a system of coupled reaction-diffusion
equations introduced by A. Turing in 1952 [119] to explain the formation of patterns on animals.
He assumed the existence of two kinds of morphogenes diffusing on a surface and interacting with
each other and showed that the presence of diffusion could drive a system instability leading to the
formation of spatial patterns by the morphogenes distribution. Here we consider the Turing system
Bu
Bt  cδ∆Γu  αup1 r1v
2q   vp1 r2uq
Bv
Bt  δ∆Γv   βvp1 
αr1
β
uvq   upγ   r2vq
presented by R. A. Barrio et al. in [7] and describing the interaction between two morphogenes u
and v. The coefficient c is the ratio of diffusion coefficients, δ is a parameter that can be viewed
either as a relative strength of the diffusion compared to the interaction terms or the measure of
length scale and α, β, γ, r1, r2 are some coefficients. We refer to [7] for how these coefficients are
chosen to generate particular patterns. We should nevertheless mention that cubic interaction favors
stripes and quadratic interaction produces spot patterns. We simulate this system on the closed
triangulated surface using the coefficients provided in [19] for the simulation on a sphere. As in this
reference, we chose as initial condition for u and v random values between 1{2 and 1{2. Figure
2.18 and Figure 2.19 show some sequence of the simulation result of the solution u which leads to
the striped pattern and the spotted pattern respectively.
Figure 2.18: Striped pattern formation from the Turing system.
δ  0.0021, c  0.516, r1  3.5, r2  0, α  0.899, β  0.91, γ  α.
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Figure 2.19: Dotted pattern formation from the Turing system.
δ  0.0045, c  0.516, r1  0.02, r1  0.2, α  0.899, β  0.91, γ  α.
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Part II
Modeling and simulation of
surfactant driven thin-film flow on
moving surfaces
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3 Modeling of surfactant driven thin-film
flow on moving surfaces
3.1 Introduction
Thin liquid films are ubiquitous in nature and technology and therefore, understanding their me-
chanics is very useful in many applications. As reported in [98], they appear in geology as gravity
currents underwater or as lava flows [69, 70], in biophysics as membranes, as lining of mammalian
lungs [58, 74], as tear films in the eyes ([75, 91, 90, 110, 124] and references therein), etc. They also
occur in Langmuir films [50] and in foam dynamics [13, 44, 111, 122, 125]. In engineering, thin-films
serve in heat and mass transfer processes to limit fluxes and to protect surfaces [3]. Applications in
this area include flow behavior of paints and other surface coatings, chemical and nuclear reactor
design. However, the common and probably the simplest thin-film encountered in everyday live
is the flow of a droplet down an inclined plane. At this basic level one observes that the velocity
component parallel to the plane is much larger than the perpendicular component. Considering
an incompressible fluid, this main characteristic leads to the consideration that the ratio   H{L
between the vertical length scale H and the tangential length scale L is very small (    1). This
useful remark is usually exploited to reduce the level of complexity of the original free boundary
problem modeled by the Navier-Stokes equations. Therefore, one commonly does a model reduction
using lubrication approximation (long-wave approximation) due to Orchard [97], or applies center
manifold theory [105]. Discussions of this issue can be found in [80, 82, 95, 98]. There, gravity
driven thin-film flow on uniformly smooth planar substrates is discussed and the general equation
modeling the fluid with a clean interface (without any contaminant such as the surfactant (surface
active agent)) is derived. The general nondimensional equation derived by considering a no-slip
condition on the substrate-fluid interface, gravity g and constant surface tension γ reads
BH
Bt  
1
3
∇Γ 
 
H3∇ΓpCγKFSq   B0H3gtan   H3B0gν∇ΓH

, (3.1)
where ∇Γ represents the surface nabla operator, H the height of the film and KFS  ∆ΓH the free
surface mean curvature with ∆Γ being the Laplace-Beltrami operator. B0 is the Bond number,
C is the inverse capillary number, gtan the tangential component of the unit gravity vector g and
gν  g  ν with ν denoting the unit normal to the substrate. Unfortunately, this equation is not
suitable for a partially wetted surface since it shows that a nonintegrable singularity is developed
at the contact line junction (Substrate-Fluid-Air line junction). This prevents any fluid particle at
the contact line to move. Moreover, for any particle at the contact line, the limit of the velocity
along the moving free surface (Fluid-Air interface) is nonzero [11, 68, 42] while we have set the
velocity on the substrate to zero (no-slip boundary condition). This makes the velocity field being
multi-valued at the contact line and therefore not well defined. This paradox is probably due to
the lack of introducing the surface chemistry into the hydrodynamic model; therefore, researchers
agree to add additional effects on the microscopic length scale. The slip boundary condition and a
precursor layer are then commonly used in the literature [12, 31, 81, 95] to overcome the problem.
It is also common to add some disjoining pressure such as van der Waals forces to control dewetting
processes. The general equation obtained by considering these effects is
BH
Bt   ∇Γ 

1
3
H3   H2β1

∇Γ  φ  C 1γKFS  B0gtan   B0gν∇ΓH , (3.2)
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where φ is the disjoining pressure and β is the slip coefficient. These equations were first generalized
to curved surfaces by Schwartz and Weidner in 1994 [109]. They mainly concentrated on the curve
case and the effect of curvature on the flow of thin-films driven by surface tension. They proved
for example that short wavelength irregularities are quickly levelled by surface tension forces while
long term evolution of the flow is primarily determined by the curvature of the substrate. They also
extrapolated their results to two dimensional hypersurfaces. Later on, careful analysis of thin-film
flow on curved surfaces were undertaken in [72, 93, 98, 107, 115, 121] but the most general and
unified model is probably the one developed by Roy, Roberts and Simpson in [107]. We also refer to
these references for more precise development in this area. Roy, Roberts and Simpson considered a
general curved surface with a bounded curvature, defined a curvilinear coordinate system attached
to the substrate and used center manifold theory to derive an equation describing the movement
of the free surface (Fluid-Air interface) in terms of surface variables and derivatives. The effects
considered in their results are gravity and constant surface tension and the resulting equation using
a proper scaling of variables reads
Bη
Bt  
1
3
∇Γ 

ηH2∇ΓKFS  12H
4 pK IdKq∇ΓK


 1
3
B0

H3gtan  H4

K Id  1
2
K


  H3gν∇ΓH

, (3.3)
where Id is the identity matrix, K the substrate’s curvature tensor, K : trK the mean curvature,
η : H  KH   162pK2  K2q (K2 : tr pK2q) is the fluid density above the substrate and KFS :K pK2H ∆ΓHq is the free surface mean curvature. As we will see in the next chapter, such setting
is suitable for numerical simulations on parametric surfaces. The stability of the resulting equation
follows from the theory of center manifolds. We refer to [21, 25, 106] for further reading on the
application of center manifold theory for the construction of low dimensional systems.
In real world applications, the fluids considered above contain almost always chemicals. The most
common is the surfactant. This substance, distributed on top of a thin liquid support, will cause
spontaneous and fast spreading when it creates region of lower surface tension than the supporting
fluid [92]. In fact it reduces the surface tension which gives rise to Marangoni effect due to the
gradient in the surface tension. This main property justifies its presence in the mammalian lung;
by reducing the surface tension when the alveoli are compressed during expiration for example,
it prevents alveoli to collapse [63, 108]. The surfactant also imparts an effective elasticity to the
interface and can be used on fluids to suppress motion characterized by nonzero surface divergence.
This last remark has been used for centuries by spear-fishermen, who poured oil on the water to
increase their ability to see their prey and by sailors, who would do similarly in an attempt to calm
troubled sea. It is then interesting to incorporate the effect of surfactant in the study of thin-film
flow. This results in the coupling of two partial differential equations. The basic equation used to
model the evolution of nonsoluble surfactant reads
BΠ
Bt   p∇FS  pΠvFSqq 
1
Pe∆FSΠ, (3.4)
where ∇FS is the free surface nabla operator, ∆FS the free surface Laplace-Beltrami operator, Π
the surfactant concentration, vFS the velocity of the free surface particle and Pe the Peclet number.
This equation is often rewritten in terms of substrate variables using lubrication approximation. For
flat surfaces, the equation obtained considering van der Waals forces and no gravity for example is
BH
Bt  
1
2
∇Γ
 
H2∇Γγ
 1
3
∇Γ
 
H3∇Γpφ  CγKFSq

(3.5)
BΠ
Bt  ∇Γ pHΠ∇Γγq 
1
2
∇Γ
 
H2Π∇Γ pφ  CγKFSq
  1Pe∆Γ Π, (3.6)
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where KFS : ∆ΓH represents as above the free surface mean curvature, φ : AH3 is the disjoining
pressure of the van der Waals force and A is the nondimensional Hamaker constant. The relation
between Π and γ is given by the Langmuir equation of state and one of its linearized version using
a proper scaling is γ  1  Π. One might also consider a soluble surfactant. We refer to [53, 98]
and references therein for further reading on the topic. In the present work, we follow the path of
Roy Roberts and Simpson in [107] and Howel in [67] to derive a general thin-film equation driven by
surfactant on a moving surface. In fact, considering a general curvilinear coodinate system attached
to the substrate and evolving in time, we use basic notions of tensor calculus to derive a general
equation. This method provides a very simple way to reason as in the case of flat surfaces. The whole
complexity of curved surfaces is hidden in the differential operators used. In fact, a simplification of
the momentum equation of the Navier-Stokes equations using lubrication approximation will lead
us as in the flat case to a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) along the vertical line for
the determination of the component of the relative velocity tangent to the substrate. This system
of ODEs will be solved at the given order of the lubrication approximation (Op2q) using power
series and the result will be incorporated in the conservation of mass equation to obtain an equation
describing the free surface profile. The method provides the same results as the one obtained by Roy,
Roberts and Simpson in [107] using computer algebra to find the center manifold of the Navier-Stokes
equation in this case. We will not apply the lubrication approximation to the surfactant equation
since we aim in the next chapter to use a direct discretization of this equation using a variant of the
interface tracking method. Howell studied already the evolution of surface-tension driven thin-film
flow but used too much simplification and focused essentially on special cases. In fact, he assume the
term K to be of order Opq and neglected all terms of that order in the lubrication approximation
process. He also could only derive equations corresponding to special behavior of the curvature of
the substrate during the evolution; Equations corresponding to transition phase between the states
he studied are not presented in his work. Ida and Miksis modeled the surfactant driven thin-film
in [72] using the surface described by the mid height as the reference surface. This might also be
considered as moving surface since the motion of the fluid is transferred to the reference surface.
Unfortunately, in this case the motion of the reference does not influence the behavior of the thin-
film. The most recent work in the domain is the work of Uwe Fermum, who in his PhD thesis [48]
used the weak formulation to model surfactant driven thin-film flow on evolving surfaces. The rest
of the chapter is organized as follow: We formulate the problem in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 we
introduce the differential geometry ingredients used and the basic tensor calculus needed. Finally,
in Section 3.4, we derive the coupled surfactant and thin-film equations.
3.2 Problem setting
We consider a family of compact, smooth and oriented hypersurfaces Γptq  Rn (n  2, 3) for
t P r0, tmaxs generated by a flux function Φ : r0, tmaxs  Γ0 Ñ Rn defined on a reference surface
Γ0  Γp0q with Γptq  Φpt,Γ0q. We also assume our initial surface Γ0 to be at least C5 smooth and
Φ P C1pr0, tmaxs, C5pΓ0qq. We denote by v¯Γ  BtΦ the velocity of material points and assume its
decomposition v¯Γ  v¯Γ,νν   v¯Γ,tan into a scalar velocity v¯Γ,ν in the direction of the surface normal ν
and a tangential velocity v¯Γ,tan.
Let us consider a thin, vicious and incompressible liquid film bounded from below by the substrate
Γptq and from above by the air as depicted in Figure 3.1. We assume the presence of an insoluble
surfactant with concentration Π¯ at the free surface FS (Fluid-Air interface) and the influence of a
body force f¯ on the flow of the fluid. The body force f¯ models the sum of external forces such as
gravity g¯ and Van der Waals forces among others. Of course the surface undergoes its movement
while the fluid dynamics is taking place and the surfactant is spreading at the same time on the free
surface. A typical example of such a setup is the modeling of the flow of a surfactant driven thin-film
flow on the human lung. During the respiration phases (inspiration and expiration) the lung expands
and compresses while the thin-film flows. The spreading of the surfactant on the thin-film helps to
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Φp, tq
Γp0q  Γ0 Γptq
µ2
µ2
µ1
µ1
ν
ν
Figure 3.1: Representation of the substrate Γ at the time instants 0 (left) and t (right).
regularize the process. We refer to [66] for more information on this topic.
We model the evolution of the surfactant concentration by the time-dependant convection-diffusion
equation
BΠ¯
Bt¯  
 ∇FS   Π¯v¯FS  ∇FS  pD¯FS∇FSΠ¯q on the free surface FS (3.7)
derived by Stone in [113]. Here ∇FS represents the tangential nabla operator at the free surface and
D¯FS the surface diffusivity tensor (matrix). The diffusivity tensor is often taken as D¯FS  c¯ Id where
c¯ is a constant. This setup assumes an isotropic diffusion of the surfactant on the free surface but in
general the diffusivity depends on the fluid viscosity, the fluid constituents and many other external
factors. In that case, a full tensor D¯FS is the suitable way to model anisotropic behavior. Thus, D¯FS
will be considered to be a full three dimensional elliptic tensor whose restriction to the free surface
tangent bundle is the tangential operator incorporated in the model. Since the surfactant spreads
only on the free surface, we close the system by imposing the Neumann boundary condition
pD¯FS∇FSΠ¯q  nlFS  0 (3.8)
at the contact line (Substrate-Fluid-Air). nlFS represents the free surface outer unit conormal.
The flow of the thin-film at its turn is governed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
∇  v¯F  0 (3.9)
µ∇   ∇v¯F  ρdv¯F
dt¯
 ∇P¯  f¯ , (3.10)
where v¯F is the fluid particle velocity, µ is the fluid viscosity, ρ is the fluid density, P¯ is the pressure
and f¯ is the sum of body forces applied to a fluid particle as said above. We associate to these
equations the following boundary conditions:
a) On the substrate-fluid interface Γptq, we consider the no-penetration boundary condition
pv¯F  v¯Γq  ν  0 and the friction slip condition µ

TFν

tan
 β¯ pv¯F  v¯Γq where the slip tensor
β¯ is a three dimensional elliptic tensor whose restriction to the substrate tangent bundle is
the tangential tensor incorporated in the model [4, 84], TF :

∇v¯F  
 ∇v¯FJ	 is the stress
tensor, and

TFν

tan
is the tangential component of TFν.
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b) On the fluid-air interface FS (free surface), we consider the kinematic boundary condition
which states that the fluid particles follow the free surface. We also impose that the shear
stress on FS is balanced by the free surface tangential gradient of the surface tension γ¯;
µ

TFνFS

FS,tan
 ∇FSγ¯. The index “FS, tan” refers to the free surface tangent plane.
c) Finally we consider the Laplace-Young law on FS which states that the jump of the normal
stress is proportional to the mean curvature of FS, i.e.,
  P¯  P¯0 νFS   µTFνF,S  νFS 
γ¯K¯F,S where P¯0 is the ambient pressure (atmospheric pressure in the air phase) and K¯FS the
curvature of the free surface.
The problem is completely modeled by the knowledge of the equation of state which links the surface
tension γ¯ and the surfactant concentration Π¯. Many equations of states exist in the literature but
the most popular is probably the nonlinear Langmuir equation of states [26, 83, 101, 127]
γ¯  γ¯0  RTa Π¯8lnp1 Π¯{Π¯8q (3.11)
that we adopt here. γ¯0 denotes the surface tension of a clean film (Π¯  0), R the universal
gas constant, Ta the absolute (Kelvin) temperature and Π¯8 the surfactant concentration in the
maximum packing limit. Π¯8 exists because each molecule occupies a finite surface area and therefore
limits the maximum possible surface concentration.
As usual, the mathematical study of the properties of a physical process needs first a
nondimensionalization and a proper scaling of variables. In addition in the context of fluid mechanics,
the choice of reference frames is very important. A good choice simplifies the work and facilitates
the analysis of the problem. In our case, we will simultaneously use a laboratory frame and a moving
frame attached to the substrate. In what follows, we will define the coordinate system, introduce
the scaling procedure and present the essential parts of tensor theory needed for an appropriate
description of this problem.
3.3 Geometry setting
3.3.1 Coordinate system
Let us consider a neighborhood Ω0  Γ0 of a point P0 P Γ0 and follow the evolution of Ωpt¯q :
Φpt¯,Ω0q. We assume Ω0 to be parameterized by X¯ps¯q  X¯p0, s¯q, s¯  ps¯1, s¯2q, and consequently
X¯pt¯, s¯q : Φpt¯, X¯ps¯qq parameterizes Ωpt¯q.  Ω0, X¯pt¯, q can be seen as a chart of an atlas describing
the geometric properties of Γpt¯q. We assume the basis pµ1pt¯, s¯q, µ2pt¯, s¯qq :
BX¯pt¯, s¯q
Bs¯1 ,
BX¯pt¯, s¯q
Bs¯2


of the tangent plane at P pt¯q : Φpt¯, P0q to be direct and we define νpt¯, P pt¯qq  νpt¯, s¯q : µ1pt¯, s¯q ^
µ2pt¯, s¯q{}µ1pt¯, s¯q ^ µ2pt¯, s¯q} the unit normal of Γpt¯q at P pt¯q. So defined, we assume that during the
entire process, lines normal to the substrate do not intersect within the film. This condition is
fulfilled if and only if the matrix
 
Id H¯pt¯, s¯qK¯pt¯, s¯q is strictly positive definite; H¯pt¯, s¯q being the
distance along νpt¯, P pt¯qq from P pt¯q to the free surface and K¯pt¯, s¯q being the Weingarten map at
P pt¯q. Then, it is clear that any fluid particle at the point M on the axis rP pt¯q, νpt¯, P pt¯qqq can be
uniquely represented by r¯pt¯, s¯, y¯q  X¯pt¯, s¯q   y¯νpt¯, s¯q, where y¯  }ÝÝÝÝÑP pt¯qM}, i.e., 0 ¤ y¯ ¤ H¯pt¯, s¯q. It
therefore appears that the appropriate way to describe the dynamic of the above stated problem is
to use a curvilinear coordinate system. Before we continue, let us mention here that the functions
used in this chapter will be time and space dependent unless specified otherwise; thus we will be
omitting variables whenever there is no possible misunderstanding.
Definition 3.3.1 For t  0, let N0  N p0q  Rn 1 be a small open neighborhood of Γ0 in which the
lines normal to the substrate do not intersect and assume that this includes the domain F occupied
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by the fluid. The map
N0 ÝÑ Rn 1
x ÞÝÑ νpxq a unit vector normal to Γ0 such that
Da P Γ0, νpxq is the normal to Γ0 at a,
x  a  pÝÑxa  νqν and rx, as  N0
is well defined. We also define N pt¯q :  r¯pt¯, s¯, y¯q  X¯pt¯, s¯q   y¯νpt¯, s¯q { X¯p0, s¯q   y¯ νp0, s¯q P N0( and
assume that the lines normal to Γpt¯q do not intersect within N pt¯q. At each point M with coordinates
r¯pt¯, s¯, y¯q  X¯pt¯, s¯q   y¯ νpt¯, s¯q we define the natural basis as follows
t1 pt¯, s¯, y¯q : Br¯Bs¯1 pt¯, s¯, y¯q 
 
Id y¯K¯pt¯, s¯qµ1 pt¯, s¯q ,
t2 pt¯, s¯, y¯q : Br¯Bs¯2 pt¯, s¯, y¯q 
 
Id y¯K¯pt¯, sqµ2 pt¯, s¯q ,
t3 pt¯, s¯, y¯q : Br¯By¯ pt¯, s¯, y¯q  ν pt¯, s¯q .
We recall that ∇νpt¯, s¯q  Kpt¯, s¯q.
3.3.2 Nondimensionalization/scaling and basic tensor calculus
In the context of thin-film flow, the representation of the fluid particle presents two characteristic
lengths scales: a reference length L measured along the substrate in the direction of the main flow
and a reference thickness H of the fluid above the substrate Γpt¯q. We also scale the time by T . The
nondimensional variables are then related to their dimensional counterparts which are written with
overbar by:
s¯  Ls where s  ps1, s2q (i.e s¯1  Ls1, s¯2  Ls2), y¯  Hy, t¯  T t, X¯pt¯, s¯q  LXpt, sq,
r¯pt¯, s¯, y¯q  Lrpt, s, yq. The last relation gives rpt, s, yq  Xpt, sq   yνpt, sq where   H{L is
assumed to be very small compared to 1 (    1) and y becomes an Op1q variable. We should
emphasize that, so defined, the dimensional surface coordinates s¯1 and s¯2 must have the length’s
dimension, so that care should be taken when the natural parameterization involves an angle. For
example, for a flow on a circular cylinder of radius Ra, a natural choice is s¯1  θ, the cylindrical
polar coordinate, but the correct dimensional coordinate is the arc-length s¯1  Raθ.
These definitions lead to BX¯Bs¯1  BXBs1 and BX¯Bs¯2  BXBs2 . With a slight misuse of notation, we de-
fine µ1pt, sq : BXBs1 and µ2pt, sq : BXBs2 . According to the context, one will distinguish them from
µ1pt¯, s¯q : BX¯Bs¯1 and µ2pt¯, s¯q : BX¯Bs¯2 . We can nevertheless notice that µ1pt¯, s¯q  µ1pt, sq and µ2pt¯, s¯q 
µ2pt, sq; thus νpt¯, s¯q  νpt, sq.
Again, with a slight misuse of notation, we define the corresponding curvilinear coodinate system
to the nondimensional flow as follow:
t1 pt, s, yq : BrBs1 pt, s, yq  p Id yKpt, sqqµ1 pt, sq
t2 pt, s, yq : BrBs2 pt, s, yq  p Id yKpt, sqqµ2 pt, sq
t3 pt, s, yq : BrBy pt, s, yq  ν pt, sq ,
where K is the nondimensional Weingarten map at P ptq. From the definition of the shape operator
(Weingarten map), it is easy to see that K¯  p1{LqK. This remark allows us to see that
t1 pt¯, s¯, y¯q  t1 pt, s, yq
t2 pt¯, s¯, y¯q  t2 pt, s, yq
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With a misuse of notation, we define the dual basis of the basis pµ1pt¯, s¯q, µ2pt¯, s¯q, νpt¯, s¯qq ,
pµ1pt, sq, µ2pt, sq, νpt, sqq , pt1pt¯, s¯, y¯q, t2pt¯, s¯, y¯q, t3pt¯, s¯, y¯qq , pt1pt, s, yq, t2pt, s, yq, t3pt, s, yqq respec-
tively by
 
µ1pt¯, s¯q, µ2pt¯, s¯q, νpt¯, s¯q ,  µ1pt, sq, µ2pt, sq, νpt, sq ,  t1pt¯, s¯, y¯q, t2pt¯, s¯, y¯q, t3pt¯, s¯, y¯q , 
t1pt, s, yq, t2pt, s, yq, t3pt, s, yq such that
µipt¯, s¯q  µjpt¯, s¯q  δij , µipt, sq  µjpt, sq  δij , pi, j  1, 2q
and tipt¯, s¯, y¯q  tjpt¯, s¯, y¯q  δij , tipt, s, yq  tjpt, s, yq  δij , pi, j  1, 2, 3q.
δij is the Kronecker-Delta symbol, i.e., δij  1 if i  j and 0 in other cases. It is clear that 
µ1pt¯, s¯q, µ2pt¯, s¯q, νpt¯, s¯q   µ1pt, sq, µ2pt, sq, νpt, sq .
Let us define
Rypt, s, yq  p Id yKpt, sqq1 , (3.12)
then
 
t1pt¯, s¯, y¯q, t2pt¯, s¯, y¯q, t3pt¯, s¯, y¯q   t1pt, s, yq, t2pt, s, yq, p1{qνpt, sq
  Rypt, s, yqµ1pt, sq, Rypt, s, yqµ2pt, sq, p1{qνpt, sq .
We refer to Figure 3.2 for the illustration of these vectors.
Definition 3.3.2 Let us call pe1, e2, e3q the canonical basis of R3. For any scalar function η, de-
fined on N pt¯q, we define its nonscaled gradient by
∇η : BηBx1 e1  
Bη
Bx2 e2  
Bη
Bx3 e3 
Bη
Bs¯1 t
1   BηBs¯2 t
2   BηBy¯ ν. (3.13)
Let us call ΓΩpy¯, t¯q the parallel surface to Ωpt¯q that intersects the axis pP pt¯q, νps¯1, s¯2, t¯qq at M . The
dimensional tangential gradients to Γptq and ΓΩpy¯, t¯q are respectively given by:
∇Γη : BηBs¯1µ
1   BηBs¯2µ
2 (3.14)
and ∇ΓΩpy¯, t¯qη :
Bη
Bs¯1 t
1   BηBs¯2 t
2. (3.15)
In the same way, we define the nondimensional gradient by
∇η : BηBs1 t
1   BηBs2 t
2   BηBy t
3 (3.16)
and the nondimensional surface gradients by
∇Γη : BηBs1µ
1   BηBs2µ
2 (3.17)
and ∇ΓΩpy, tqη :
Bη
Bs1 t
1   BηBs2 t
2. (3.18)
(3.12), (3.13) to (3.18) give the following relation to the above defined operator:
∇ΓΩpy¯, t¯qη 
1
L∇ΓΩpy, tqη 
1
LRy∇Γη
∇η  1LRy∇Γη  
1
L
Bη
By ν
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Figure 3.2: Representation of natural basis pµ1, µ2q, pt1, t2q, and the corresponding dual basis
pµ1, µ2q, pt1, t2q, at P and M at time t.
We wish to define the gradient of a vector field in the natural coordinate.
Definition 3.3.3 Let us consider a vector field ζ  ζtan   ζνν defined on N pt¯q, where ζν  ζ  ν.
The nonscaled gradient of ζ is the three dimensional second order tensor
∇ζ :
2¸
i 1
Bζ
Bs¯i b t
i   BζBy¯ b ν (3.19)
and the nonscaled surface gradient is defined by
∇Γζ :
2¸
i 1
Bζtan
Bs¯i b µ
i 
2¸
i 1
Bζtan
Bs¯i  ν


ν b µi  
2¸
i 1
ζν
Bν
Bs¯i b µ
i. (3.20)
Their scale counterparts read
∇ζ 
2¸
i 1
Bζ
Bsi b t
i   1

Bζ
By b ν, (3.21)
and ∇Γζ 
2¸
i 1
Bζtan
Bsi b µ
i 
2¸
i 1
Bζtan
Bsi  ν


ν b µi  
2¸
i 1
ζν
Bν
Bsi b µ
i, (3.22)
respectively.
Note 3.3.4 It can be noticed that these definitions give the surface derivative tensor of ζ. Some
authors [14] explicitly write
∇Γζ  p Id ν b νq∇ζ p Id ν b νq
for the nonscaled tangential gradient and
∇Γζ  p Id ν b νq∇ζ p Id ν b νq
for the scaled tangential gradient. Since our function is defined not just on the surface Γ (as it is the
case in [14]), but in a small domain around the surface, this definition can lead to some confusion
while computing the tangential gradient at a point which isn’t on the surface. We therefore prefer
the full tensorial expression.
Lemma 3.3.5 For a given vector field ζ  ζtan   ζνν defined on N pt¯q (ζν  ζ  ν); we have
a) ∇Γζ  1L∇Γζ (3.23)
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b) The nonscaled gradient can be expressed as
∇ζ  ∇ΓζtanRy¯   ν bRy¯∇Γζν   BζtanBy¯ b ν
  BζνBy¯ ν b ν   ν bRy¯K¯ζtan  ζνK¯Ry¯. (3.24)
c) The nonscaled gradient is expressed in terms of tangential gradient operator as follows
∇ζ  1L∇ΓζtanRy  
1
Lν bRy∇Γζν  
1
L
Bζtan
By b ν
  1L
Bζν
By ν b ν  
1
Lν bRyKζtan 
1
LζνKRy, (3.25)
where Ry¯  R pt¯, s¯, y¯q 
 
Id y¯K¯ pt¯, s¯q1 and Ry  R pt, s, yq  p Id yK pt, s, yqq1.
We will now generalize the above results to a general three dimensional second order tensor.
Definition 3.3.6 Considering a second order tensor
T 
3¸
i, j 1
T i jti b tj ,
the tangential component of T is the surface tensor given by
Ttan 
2¸
i, j 1
T i jti b tj .
We use the terms nonscaled and scaled tangential gradient of T , respectivey, to denote the third order
surface tensors
∇ΓT 
2¸
k 1
2¸
i, j 1
ti b tj b tjbtib BTBs¯k b µ
k
and ∇ΓT 
2¸
k 1
2¸
i, j 1
ti b tj b tjbtib BTBsk b µ
k.
Remark 3.3.7 The nonscaled and scaled tangential gradient are merely the tangential component
of the surface gradient
2¸
k 1
BT
Bs¯k b µ
k and
2¸
k 1
BT
Bsk b µ
k, respectively.
Lemma 3.3.8 Considering a second order tensor
T 
3¸
i, j 1
T i jti b tj ,
the expressions of the nonscaled and scaled tangential gradient of T are
∇ΓT 
2¸
k 1
BTtan
Bs¯k b µ
k 
2¸
i 1
ν b T Jtantib K¯ti  2¸
j 1

Ttant
j
b ν b K¯tj  pTνqtan b K¯

2¸
k 1
K¯µk b pT Jνqtan b µk (3.26)
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and
∇ΓT 
2¸
k 1
BTtan
Bsk b µ
k 
2¸
i 1
ν b T JtantibKti  2¸
j 1

Ttant
j
b ν bKtj  pTνqtan bK

2¸
k 1
Kµk b pT Jνqtan b µk, (3.27)
respectively. We also have the following relation
∇ΓT  1L∇ΓT. (3.28)
Proof In fact
2¸
k 1
BT
Bs¯k b µ
k 
2¸
k 1
BTtan
Bs¯k b µ
k  
2¸
k 1
2¸
i 1
B  T i 3ti b ν
Bs¯k b µ
k  
2¸
k 1
2¸
j 1
B  T 3 jν b tj
Bs¯k b µ
k
 
2¸
k 1
B  T 3 3ν b ν
Bs¯k b µ
k,
2¸
k 1
BTtan
Bs¯k b µ
k 
2¸
k 1
2¸
i, j 1
B  T i jti b tj
Bs¯k b µ
k 
2¸
k 1
2¸
i, j 1
T i j
 Bti
Bs¯k  ν


ν b tj b µk

2¸
k 1
2¸
i, j 1
T i j
 Btj
Bs¯k  ν


ti b ν b µk  
2¸
k 1
2¸
i, j 1
T i j
 Bti
Bs¯k  ν


ν b tj b µk
 
2¸
k 1
2¸
i, j 1
T i j
 Btj
Bs¯k  ν


ti b ν b µk.
Using the fact that
Bti
Bs¯i  ν  ti 
 
K¯µi

, we obtain the following:
2¸
k 1
2¸
i, j 1
ti b tj b tjbtibBTtanBs¯k b µ
k 
2¸
k 1
BTtan
Bs¯k b µ
k 
2¸
i 1
ν b T Jtantib K¯ti

2¸
j 1

Ttant
j
b ν b K¯tj .
A direct application of derivation formulae gives
2¸
l,m 1
2¸
k 1
2¸
i 1
tl b tm b tmbtlb
B  T i 3ti b ν
Bs¯k b µ
k  pTνq
tan
b K¯,
2¸
l,m 1
2¸
k 1
2¸
j 1
tl b tm b tmbtlb
B  T 3 jν b tj
Bs¯k b µ
k  
2¸
k 1
K¯µk b pT Jνqtan b µk,
and
2¸
k 1
ti b tj b tjbtib
B  T 3 3ν b ν
Bs¯k b µ
k  0
(3.26) is obtained by adding up the equations above. (3.27) is obtained analogously and by replacing
the derivative expressions in (3.26) with their equivalents involving derivative expression in (3.27),
one easily obtains the relation (3.28).
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l
Theorem 3.3.9 Considering a second order tensor
T 
3¸
i, j 1
T i jti b tj
the expression of the nonscaled gradient of T is given in terms of the nonscaled and scaled variables
as follows
∇T  ∇ΓTtanbRy¯  
2¸
i 1
ν b T Jtantib µibK¯   2¸
j 1

Ttant
j
b ν b µjbK¯
 
2¸
k 1
B pTνq
tan
Bs¯k b ν b t
k  pTνq
tan
bRy¯K¯ 
2¸
k 1
K¯µk b pT Jνqtan b tk
  ν b ∇Γ pT JνqtanRy¯   ν b ν bRy¯K¯ pT Jνq   ν b ν bRy¯∇Γ rpTνq  νs

2¸
k 1
rpTνq  νs K¯µk b ν b tk  rpTνq  νs ν bRy¯K¯  
2¸
j 1
B  T ptjq
tan
By¯ b tj b ν

2¸
j 1
 
T ptjq
tan
b K¯µj b ν   B pTνqtanBy¯ b ν b ν   ν b
B pT Jpνqq
tan
By¯ b ν
  B ppT pνqq  νqBy¯ ν b ν b ν
and
∇T  1L∇ΓTtanbRy  
1
L
2¸
i 1
ν b T Jtantib µibK   1L
2¸
j 1

Ttant
j
b ν b µjbK
  1L
2¸
k 1
B pTνq
tan
Bsk b ν b t
k  1L pTνqtan bRyK 
1
L
2¸
k 1
Kµk b pT Jνqtan b tk
  1Lν b r∇Γ pT
Jνq
tan
sRy   1Lν b ν bRyK pT
Jνq   1Lν b ν bRy∇Γ rpTνq  νs
 1L
2¸
k 1
rpTνq  νsKµk b ν b tk  1L rpTνq  νs ν bRyK
  1
L
2¸
j 1
B  T ptjq
tan
By b tj b ν 
1
L
2¸
j 1
 
T ptjq
tan
bKµj b ν
  1
L
B pTνq
tan
By b ν b ν  
1
Lν b
B pT Jpνqq
tan
By b ν
  1
L
B ppT pνqq  νq
By ν b ν b ν,
where the index “tan” is meant for the tangential component.
The proof of this theorem is straightforward.
We will now give the definition of divergence in terms of tensor contraction.
Definition 3.3.10 The second order identity tensor in R3 is defined by
G 
3¸
i, j 1
pti  tjq ti b tj 
3¸
i, j 1
 
ti  tj ti b tj  3¸
i 1
ti b ti 
3¸
i 1
ti b ti
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Considering a first or second order tensor T , the nonscaled divergence of T is its trace given by
∇  T  ∇TbG.
and the tangential divergence by
∇Γ  T  ∇ΓTbG.
Theorem 3.3.11 (Divergence of tensors)
Let us consider a vector field ζ (first order tensor)
ζ 
3¸
i1
ζiti  ζtan   ζνν pζν  ζ  νq.
The divergence of ζ is given in terms of nonscaled and scaled variables by
∇  ζ  ∇ΓζtanRy¯bG ζνK¯Ry¯bG  BζνBy¯ ,
∇  ζ  1L∇ΓζtanRybG
1
LζνKRybG 
1
L
Bζν
By . (3.29)
Considering a second order tensor
T 
3¸
i,j1
T i jti b tj ,
the divergence of T is given in terms of nonscaled and scaled variables by
∇  T   ∇ΓTtanbRy¯bG  2¸
i 1
ν b T Jtantib K¯ pµiqbG pTνqtan bRy¯K¯bG

2¸
k 1
K¯µk
 pT Jνq
tan
 tk  ν b ∇Γ pT JνqtanRy¯bG
 rpTνq  νs ν bRy¯K¯bG  B pTνqtanBy¯  
B ppT pνqq  νq
By¯ ν
and
∇  T  1L

p∇ΓTtanbRyqbG 
2¸
i 1
ν b T JtantibK pµiqbG pTνqtan bRyKbG

 1L

2¸
k 1
Kµk
 pT Jνq
tan
 tk ν b r∇Γ pT JνqtansRybG

 1L rpTνq  νs ν bRyKbG 
1
L
B pTνq
tan
By  
B ppT pνqq  νq
By ν


The Laplacian of a vector field is given in terms of nonscaled and scaled variables by
∇   ∇ζ   ∇Γ  ∇ΓζtanRy¯bRy¯bG  ν   tr ∇ΓζtanK¯R2y¯ K¯ R2y¯  ∇Γζν
  ν tr  ∇Γ  Ry¯∇ΓζνRy¯ BζtanBy¯ tr  Ry¯K¯ tr  Ry¯K¯
Bζν
By¯

ν
  B
2ζtan
By¯2  
B2ζν
By¯2 ν 
 
R2y¯K¯
2ζtan
  ν tr  ∇Γ  Ry¯K¯ζtanRy¯
 ∇Γ
 
ζνK¯Ry¯
bRy¯bG ν ζν tr  K¯2R2y¯
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and
∇   ∇ζ  1L2 p∇Γ p∇ΓζtanRyqbRyqbG  ν   tr ∇ΓζtanKR2yK R2y p∇Γζνq	
  ν 1L2 tr pr∇Γ pRy∇ΓζνqsRyq 
1
L2
Bζtan
By tr pRyKq 
1
L2 tr pRyKq
Bζν
By

ν
  1
2L2
B2ζtan
By2  
B2ζν
By2 ν


 1L2
 
R2yK
2ζtan
  ν 1L2 tr pr∇Γ pRyKζtanqsRyq
 1L2∇Γ pζνKRyqbRybG ν
1
L2 ζν tr
 
K2R2y

.
We finally wish to give some important results which will help us to simplify the thin-film problem
presented in ((3.7) – (3.11)).
Lemma 3.3.12 (Divergence of a tangential vector under the integral sign)
Let ζ¯  °2i1 ζ¯iti  °2i1 ζ¯i   Id y¯K¯µi be a tangential vector field defined in N ptq and consider
the real functions f¯ and g¯ defined on Γpt¯q which are assumed to be sufficiently smooth. Then
∇Γ 
» g¯pP q
f¯pP q
ζ¯dy¯ 
» g¯pP q
f¯pP q
∇Γ  ζ¯dy¯   ζ¯ pg¯pP qq ∇Γg¯pP q  ζ¯
 
f¯pP q ∇Γf¯pP q (3.30)
Proof We have, » g¯pP q
f¯pP q
ζ¯dy¯ 
2¸
i1
» g¯pP q
f¯pP q
ζ¯idy¯ µi 
2¸
i1
» g¯pP q
f¯pP q
y¯ζ¯idy¯ Kµi
and therefore
∇Γ 
» g¯pP q
f¯pP q
ζ¯dy¯


2¸
i1

∇Γ
» g¯pP q
f¯pP q
ζ¯idy¯
ff
 µi  
2¸
i1
» g¯pP q
f¯pP q
ζ¯idy¯
∇Γ  µi

2¸
i1

∇Γ
» g¯pP q
f¯pP q
y¯ζ¯idy¯
ff
Kµi 
2¸
i1
» g¯pP q
f¯pP q
y¯ζ¯idy¯
∇Γ   Kµi .
The use of the derivation formula of an integral function in one dimension and a proper identification
of terms gives
∇Γ 
» g¯pP q
f¯pP q
ζ¯dy¯


2¸
i1
» g¯pP q
f¯pP q
 
ζ¯i∇Γ 
 
Id y¯Kµi   ∇Γζ¯i    Id y¯Kµi dy¯
 

2¸
i1
ζ¯i
 
Id g¯pP qKµi  ∇Γ g¯pP q


2¸
i1
ζ¯i
 
Id f¯pP qKµi  ∇Γ f¯pP q ,
which is what we where looking for.
l
Lemma 3.3.13 Let us consider the points P  P pt, sq P Ωptq  Γptq and M on the axis pP, νpt, sqq.
We call dΓΩpt, s, yq  }t1 ^ t2} the surface element at M of the surface parallel to Ωptq. Then
∇ 

ti
dΓΩpt, s, yq


 1L

∇Γ

ti
dΓΩpt, s, yq


Ry


bG  ∇Γ 

ti
dΓΩpt, s, yq


 0.
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Proof Let us define the scalar fields ηipt, s, yq  si pi  1, 2q, and ηypt, s, yq  y in a bounded
subdomain of N ptq containing Ωptq and rP,M s.
∇ηi  ti, ∇ηy  ν and therefore ∇ 
 
ti ^ ν  0,
since ∇  p∇f ^∇gq  0 for any scalar field f and g. We also have t1 ^ ν   t2
dΓΩpt, s, yq and
t2 ^ ν  t1
dΓΩpt, s, yq . The remaining part is a direct application of (3.29).
l
Remark 3.3.14 We notice using Lemma 3.3.13 that one has for any tangential vector field ζtan
∇ΓζtanRybG  ∇  ζtan 
2¸
i1
∇  dΓΩpt, s, yq  ζtan  ti  ti
dΓΩpt, s, yq

2¸
i1
∇Γ  dΓΩpt, s, yq  ζtan  ti  µi
dΓΩpt, s, yq


∇Γ 

dΓΩpt, s, yq
}µ1 ^ µ2} Ryζtan

 }µ1 ^ µ2}
dΓΩpt, s, yq .
We will also need some informations on the geometry of the free surface FS. The properties of the
problem inspire the natural parameterization
r¯FS  X¯pt¯, s¯q   H¯pt¯, s¯q νpt¯, s¯q
of the free surface through the parameterization of the substrate X¯pt¯, s¯q and the height H¯pt¯, s¯q of
the film. A tangential basis of the free surface tangent bundle is therefore given by the following
vectors:
t1, FS : Br¯FSBs¯1 
 
Id H¯K¯µ1   BH¯Bs¯1 ν  t1   BH¯Bs¯1 ν
t2, FS : Br¯FSBs¯2 
 
Id H¯K¯µ2   BH¯Bs¯2 ν  t2   BH¯Bs¯2 ν.
We also define the unit normal to FS by
νFS : t1, FS ^ t2, FS}t1, FS ^ t2, FS} .
A better expression of the free surface normal is given through the computation
t1, FS ^ t2, FS  t1 ^ t2  BH¯Bs¯1 t2 ^ ν 
BH¯
Bs¯2 ν ^ t1
 t1 ^ t2  BH¯Bs¯1 }t2}}t1} sinpt1, t2qt
1  BH¯Bs¯2 }t2}}t1} sinpt1, t2qt
2
 }t1 ^ t2}
 
ν RH¯∇ΓH¯

by
νFS  ν RH¯∇ΓH¯b
1  }RH¯∇ΓH¯}2
.
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Curvature tensor of the free surface:
Let us now consider
 
t1FS, t
2
FS, νFS

, the dual basis of pt1, FS, t2, FS, νFSq. this means
t1FS  t1, FS  1, t1FS  t2, FS  0, t1FS  νFS  0,
t2FS  t1, FS  0, t2FS  t2, FS  1, t2FS  νFS  0.
We notice that
t1FS  t1 
 
t1  νFS

νFS
t2FS  t2 
 
t2  νFS

νFS.
The free surface curvature tensor is given by
K¯FS  
2¸
i1
BνFS
Bs¯i b t
i
FS
and a good development of this formula leads to the following lemma
Lemma 3.3.15 (Free surface mean curvature)
The free surface mean curvature K¯FS is given in terms of nonscaled and scaled variables by
K¯FS  tr
 
K¯FS
  1b
1  }RH¯∇ΓH¯}2
tr
 
K¯RH¯
  1b
1  }RH¯∇ΓH¯}2
tr
 ∇Γ  RH¯∇ΓH¯
 }RH¯∇ΓH¯}
 
RH¯∇ΓH¯
   RH¯∇Γ}RH¯∇ΓH¯}b
1  }RH¯∇ΓH¯}2
3  
 
R2H¯ K¯∇ΓH¯
   RH¯∇ΓH¯b
1  }RH¯∇ΓH¯}2
3
 }RH¯∇ΓH¯}
 
RH¯∇Γ}RH¯∇ΓH¯}
   RH¯∇ΓH¯b
1  }RH¯∇ΓH¯}2
5  
 
R2H¯ K¯∇ΓH¯
   RH¯∇ΓH¯b
1  }RH¯∇ΓH¯}2
3
 
 ∇Γ  RH¯∇ΓH¯RH¯∇ΓH¯   RH¯∇ΓH¯b
1  }RH¯∇ΓH¯}2
3
 }RH¯∇ΓH¯}
3
 
RH¯∇Γ}RH¯∇ΓH¯}
   RH¯∇ΓH¯b
1  }RH¯∇ΓH¯}2
5
and
K¯FS  tr
 
K¯FS
  1L 1a1  2}RH∇ΓH}2 tr pKRHq   L 1a1  2}RH∇ΓH}2 tr p∇Γ pRH∇ΓHqq
 
3
L
}RH∇ΓH} pRH∇ΓHq  pRH∇Γ}RH∇ΓH}qb
1  2}RH¯∇ΓH¯}2
3  
2
L
 
R2HK∇ΓH
  pRH∇ΓHqa
1  2}RH∇ΓH}23
 
3
L
}RH∇ΓH} pRH¯∇Γ}RH¯∇ΓH}q  pRH∇ΓHqa
1  2}RH∇ΓH}25
  
2
L
 
R2HK∇ΓH
  pRH∇ΓHqa
1  2}RH∇ΓH}23
  
3
L
pr∇Γ pRH∇ΓHqsRH∇ΓHq  pRH∇ΓHqa
1  2}RH∇ΓH}23
 
5
L
}RH∇ΓH}3 pRH∇Γ}RH∇ΓH}q  pRH∇ΓHqa
1  2}RH∇ΓH}25
.
With these preliminaries in hand, we wish to rewrite the thin-film problem in a curvilinear coordinate
system attached to the substrate.
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3.4 Derivation of surfactant and thin-film equation
We wish here to derive the dimensionless equations describing the surfactant driven thin-film problem
stated in Section 3.2. We will particularly use lubrication approximation to reduce the complexity
of the thin-film equations. As already mention in the introduction, this technique (introduced in
1962 by Orchard [97]) aims to replace the problem by a relatively simple problem whose long term
behavior is similar to the behavior of the studied model. This is done by neglecting some relatively
nonimportant effects in the original problem. In our case, we will take, as usual advantage of the
fact that the film is thin and the ratio   H{L between the vertical length scale and the horizontal
length scale is too small compared to 1 (    1). Therefore, we will expand the scaled version of
(3.9) and (3.10) as power series of  and consider the truncated result at lower power of  as the
simplified equation. Any term of order Op2q of such expansion will be neglected. This procedure
coincides with the construction of the center manifold for the thin-film equation and, consequently
the resulting equation is guaranteed to be stable. The case of stationary surface discussed in [107]
using center manifold theory offers a good example in this issue. Now, let us start by defining the
velocity and its scaling factors.
3.4.1 Velocity and its derivatives
Definition and Theorem 3.4.1 The velocity v¯F of a fluid particle r¯ pt¯, s¯1pt¯q, s¯2pt¯q, y¯pt¯qq is given
by
v¯F  dr¯
dt¯
 v¯Γ   v¯mF   v¯R,tan   v¯R,νν, (3.31)
where
v¯Γ  BX¯Bt¯ (3.32)
is the velocity of the substrate,
v¯R,tan 
 
Id y¯K¯Bs¯1Bt¯ µ1   Bs¯2Bt¯ µ2


(3.33)
is the relative tangential velocity of the fluid in the moving frame attached to the substrate,
v¯mF  y¯
 ∇Γ pv¯Γ  νq   K¯v¯Γ,tan (3.34)
is the velocity due to the rotation of the moving frame and
v¯R,ν  dy¯
dt¯
(3.35)
is the scalar normal relative velocity in the direction of the substrate normal ν.
Proof It is clear that
v¯F  dr¯
dt¯
 BX¯Bt¯  
BX¯
Bs¯1
Bs¯1
Bt¯  
BX¯
Bs¯2
Bs¯2
Bt¯  
dy¯
dt¯
ν   y¯ BνBt¯   y¯
 Bν
Bs¯1
Bs¯1
Bt¯  
Bν
Bs¯2
Bs¯2
Bt¯


 v¯Γ  
 
Id y¯K¯Bs¯1Bt¯ µ1   Bs¯2Bt¯ µ2


  y¯ BνBt¯  
dy¯
dt¯
ν. (3.36)
It remains to differentiate the unit normal with respect to time. In fact,
Bν¯
Bt¯  ν  0,
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which means that
Bν¯
Bt¯ is a tangential vector. Knowing that µi 
BX¯
Bs¯i , we have
Bν
Bt¯ 
2¸
i 1
Bν
Bt¯  µi


µi  
2¸
i 1

ν  BBs¯i
BX¯
Bt¯



µi
 
2¸
i 1
Bv¯Γ  ν
Bs¯i


µi  
2¸
i 1

v¯Γ 
 Bν
Bs¯i



µi.
The use of the symmetry of K leads to
Bν
Bt¯  ∇ pv¯Γ  νq  K¯v¯Γ,tan. (3.37)
Plugging (3.37) into (3.36) and identify the terms in (3.32), (3.33), (3.34) and (3.35) proves (3.31).
l
It is easy to see that the expression of these velocity components in terms of scaled variables are
v¯Γ  LT
BX
Bt (3.38)
v¯R,tan  LT p Id yKq
Bs1
Bt µ1  
Bs2
Bt µ2


(3.39)
v¯mF  LT y p∇Γ pvΓ  νq  KvΓq (3.40)
v¯R,ν  LT
dy
dt
, (3.41)
which give v  LT as the natural scaling of the velocity of the substrate and the relative tangential
velocity. Also, v appears as the natural scaling of the scalar normal relative velocity and the
velocity due to the rotation of the moving frame. This naturally leads to the following expression
of v¯F in terms of scaled variables
v¯F  v pvΓ   vR,tanq   v pvmF   vR,ννq , (3.42)
where vΓ, vmF , vR,tan, vR,ν identified in (3.38), (3.39), (3.40) and (3.41) are the scaled substrate
velocity, the scaled velocity due to the rotation of the moving frame, the scaled tangential relative
velocity and the scaled scalar normal relative velocity, respectively.
Lemma 3.4.2 Let us consider the velocity field v¯F as described above. The time derivative of v¯F in
terms of nonscaled and scaled variables is given as
dv¯F
dt¯

Bpv¯Γ,tan   v¯mF   v¯R,tanq
Bt¯


tan
 ∇Γ pv¯Γ,tan   v¯mF   v¯R,tanq b¯Ry¯pv¯R,tanq
 pv¯Γ,ν   v¯R,νq
 ∇Γv¯Γ,ν   K¯v¯Γ,tan  K¯Ry¯pv¯R,tanq
  pv¯Γ,tan   v¯mF   v¯R,tanq   ∇Γv¯Γ,ν   K¯v¯Γ,tan ν
   ∇Γv¯Γ,ν   K¯ pv¯Γ   v¯mF   v¯R,tanq Ry¯pv¯R,tanq ν   B pv¯Γ,ν   v¯R,νqBt¯ ν (3.43)
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dv¯F
dt¯
 vT
BpvΓ,tan   vmF   vR,tanq
Bt


tan
  v
2
L ∇Γ pvΓ,tan   vmF   vR,tanq b¯RypvR,tanq
 v
2
L pvΓ,ν   vR,νq rp∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanq  KRypvR,tanqs
  v
2
L rpvΓ,tan   vmF   vR,tanq  p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanqs ν
  v
2
L rp∇ΓvΓ,ν  K pvΓ   vmF   vR,tanqq RypvR,tanqs ν  
v
T
B pvΓ,ν   vR,νq
Bt ν, (3.44)
where v¯Γ,ν  v¯Γ  ν and the index “ tan” refers to the tangential part of a vector.
3.4.2 Scaled surfactant equation
We scale the surfactant concentration by the equilibrium concentrationΠeq (Π¯  ΠeqΠ), the surface
tension by γeq (γ¯  γeqγ), the surface tension of the equilibrium concentration of surfactant. We
also scale the diffusivity tensor by the constant diffusivity coefficient Dsurf (D¯FS  DsurfDFS).
Then the scaled version of the surfactant equation (3.7) reads
BΠ
Bt   p∇FS  pΠvFSqq 
1
Pe∇FS  pDFS∇FSΠq on the free surface FS, (3.45)
where Pe  LvDsurf is the Peclet number, ∇FS  L∇FS is the dimensionless tangential nabla operator
of FS and vFS  v¯FS{v is the dimensionless velocity of the fluid particle on FS. The scaled version
of the boundary condition (3.8) at the contact line (Substrate-Fluid-Air) reads
pDFS∇FSΠq  nlFS  0; (3.46)
nlFS being the free surface outer unit conormal. Finally, let us denote by x  ΠeqΠ¯8 the surfactant
coverage and by E  RTaΠ¯8γ¯0 the surfactant elasticity. The dimensionless Langmuir equation of state
obtained from equation (3.11) is then given by
γ  1  Elnp1 xΠq
1  Elnp1 xq . (3.47)
In cases where E and x are small (for example, for a polymer 0.1 . E . 0.5 and x is small for dilute
surfactant coverage ), (3.47) can be approximated by
γ  1  Exp1Πq. (3.48)
This equation has been used by early researchers [98, 114]. However, as surfactant accumulates
at the tip of a drop for example, Π gets large at the tip and this approximation fails. The linear
approximation should then be used only in reasonable cases. Although it is very easy to cope with
the linear equation and the essential physics of the surfactant is captured in the linear approximation,
we will use the nonlinear setup to avoid the mentioned above problem.
3.4.3 Model reduction for the thin-film equation using lubrication
approximation
Let us first define the nonscaled mean curvature K¯  tr K¯, the scaled mean curvature K  trK,
the Reynolds number Re  ρvL{µ and the Bond number B0  GH2{pµv q, where G is the scale
of the gravity g¯ (g¯  Gg). We also scale the pressure P¯ by P  µvL{H2 (P¯  PP ) and the sum
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of body forces f¯ by G (f¯  Gf). Body forces include for example gravity. Depending on the body
force considered, an appropriate scaling factor should be chosen. If we are to consider van der Waals
forces, they scale with P. We choose G as we would like to concentrate on gravity. So far, we haven’t
explicitly specified how to choose the scaling factors. This plays an important role in the lubrication
approximation process since we need a clear way to quantitatively compare effects that influence
the model. In the present model for surfactant driven thin-film modeling on evolving surfaces, for
example, we have two independent sources of velocity that act at the same time: the substrate
velocity v¯Γ, and the relative velocity of the fluid v¯R. Since the thin-film evolution is known to be a
slow process, we might then face the situation where }v¯R}{}v¯Γ} is very small (}v¯R}{}v¯Γ}    1). We
would need here to incorporate only the dominant effects coming from each source; Equation (3.44)
for example shows how these velocities appear in the acceleration of a fluid particle. Moreover, taking
the velocity scale only based on one of these velocities makes it difficult to choose an appropriate
time step for numerical computation, so that the interplay of the substrate deformation and the fluid
flow can be well resolved. However, depending on the model studied and the focus, a compromise
should be found. In the present case, we assume the velocity scale v to be based on the relative
evolution of the thin-film while the time and space derivatives of the scaled substrate velocity vΓ are
assumed to be of order Op1q. This simply means that the norm of substrate acceleration }BvΓ{Bt}
and the rate of change in the substrate deformation are proportional to the rate of change in the
tangential fluid movement. Thus this setup forbides high constant rotation velocity while allowing
high constant translation velocity. We will then finally assume 2Re}BvΓ{Bt}  Op2q as well as
2Re}BvR,tan{Bt}  Op2q, 3Re}BvmF {Bt}  Op3q, 2K2  Op2q and 2B0  Op2q. Let us now
multiply each term of equation (3.10) by L{P.
L
P ρ
dv¯F
dt¯
 2Re
BpvΓ,tan   vmF   vR,tanq
Bt


tan
  2Re∇Γ pvΓ,tan   vmF   vR,tanq b¯RypvR,tanq
 2Re pvΓ,ν   vR,νq rp∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanq  KRypvR,tanqs
  2Re rpvΓ,tan   vmF   vR,tanq  p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanqs ν   2Re B pvΓ,ν   vR,νqBt ν
  2Re rp∇ΓvΓ,ν  K pvΓ   vmF   vR,tanqq RypvR,tanqs ν, (3.49)
L
P∇P¯  Ry∇ΓP  
1

BP
By ν, (3.50)
 LP f¯  B0ftan  B0fνν pfν  f  ν, ftan  f  fννq, (3.51)
L
P µ∇ 
 ∇v¯F  2 p∇Γ p∇Γ pvΓ,tan   vmF   vR,tanqRyqbRyqbGK R2y p∇Γ pvΓ,ν   vR,νqq	
  2ν  tr ∇Γ pvΓ,tan   vmF   vR,tanqKR2y  tr pr∇Γ pRy∇Γ pvΓ,ν   vR,νqqsRyq
 BpvΓ,tan   vmF   vR,tanqBy tr pRyKq  tr pRyKq
BpvΓ,ν   vR,νq
By

ν
 2  R2yK2 pvΓ,tan   vmF   vR,tanq 2∇Γ ppvΓ,ν   vR,νqKRyqbRybG
  2ν tr pr∇Γ pRyK pvΓ,tan   vmF   vR,tanqqsRyq  2ν pvΓ,ν   vR,νq tr
 
K2R2y

 
B2pvΓ,tan   vmF   vR,tanq
By2  
B2pvΓ,ν   vR,νq
By2 ν


. (3.52)
Next, we introduce these terms in the result of the multiplication of equation (3.10) by L{P. Noticing
that Ry  Id  yK  Op2q, the resulting equation reads
KBvR,tanBy  
B2vR,tan
By2   
B2vR,ν
By2 ν  ∇ΓP   yK∇ΓP  
1

BP
By ν  B0ftan  B0fνν  Op
2q.
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The projection of this equation on the normal direction as well as on the tangential plane leads to a
system of partial differential equations (PDEs). An approximation of these PDEs at order 2 reads$''&''%
BP
By = B0fν (3.53)
KBvR,tanBy  
B2vR,tan
By2 = ∇ΓP   yK∇ΓP  B0ftan (3.54)
The system of PDEs (3.53) – (3.54) is a reduced system representing the momentum equation.
Taking v  pγeq{µq as mentioned above and scaling the slip tensor β¯ by µ{H (β¯  pµ{Hqβ), we
approximate the boundary conditions associated to the Navier-Stokes equations up to Op2q by
No penetration on Γ : vR,ν  0 (3.55)
Friction slip condition on Γ :
BvR,tan
By   KvR,tan  βvR,tan (3.56)
Share stress condition on FS :
BvR,tan
By   KvR,tan  p Id  HKq∇Γγ (3.57)
Laplace-Young’s law on FS : P  P0  C 1γKFS, (3.58)
where C 1  2pγeq{µv q is the inverse capillary number which represents the ratio between surface
tension and viscous forces. We differentiate C 1 to the standard inverse capillary number C 
3pγeq{µv q. KFS  LK¯FS is the scaled free surface mean curvature. ItsOp2q approximation deduced
from Lemma 3.3.15 and which is effectively incorporated in this model reads
KFS  K    pHK2  ∆ΓHq pK2  tr pK2qq. (3.59)
It can be noticed that for K  Opq (almost flat surface), the capillary number C is recovered in
(3.58). Also, for K  constant Opq (almost cylinder or spherical surface) all the surface tension
term in the pressure gradient in (3.54) become OpC 1q.
Remark 3.4.3 The surface tensor β describes the properties of the substrate. If we set β  0 Id,
there is no friction at the contact of the substrate and we are in the case of perfect slip. If the
eigenvalues of β tend to infinity, then the friction is too high on the substrate interface and therefore
prevents any movement of fluid particles at the surface contact; this is the well known “no-slip
condition” commonly applied in fluid mechanics. Unfortunately, in the context of thin-film flow,
this condition gives rise to nonintegrable singularities at the triple line junction (Substrate-Fluid-
Air) [68]. This problem is overcome by assuming either a precursor layer or the slip condition
we have already introduced. In this context of lubrication approximation, the no-slip condition will
be obtain once the smallest eigenvalue of β is greater than 1{2; which is equivalent to say that
ξ  pβξq ¥ p1{2q}ξ}2 for all tangential vector ξ. To avoid influences of the boundary conditions which
will take us away from the real world application, we must remain near the no-slip condition. A
good range is to choose β such that its eigenvalues lie between 1{? and 1{2 which is equivalent to
say that p1{?q}ξ}2 ¤ ξ  pβξq ¤ p1{2q}ξ}2 for all tangential vector ξ. The whole model is done by
using the minimal assumption p1{?q}ξ}2 ¤ ξ  pβξq .
Let us now look for the expression of vR,tan in terms of . First integrating (3.53) from the high
position y to H and using the boundary condition (3.58) gives
P pyq  P0  C 1γKFS   B0fνpy  Hq. (3.60)
Secondly, we should notice the system of ordinary differential equations (ODE) (3.54) with the
boundary condition (3.56) and (3.57) can be solved using power series. We will therefore set
vR,tan  v0   yv1   y2v2   y3v3   y4v4   y5v5      ,
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where the coefficients vi pi  0, 1,    q to be determined from the equations are vectors which do not
depend on y. The Op2q approximation of vR,tan reads
vR,tan 

yH 1
2
yH2K  1
2
 
y2  y2HK 1
6
y3K


Id 1
6
y3K

∇Γ
 
C 1γKFS

 

H 1
2
H2K


Id yHK

β1∇Γ
 
C 1γKFS
  Hβ1   yH 1
2
y2


Id

B0fν∇ΓH
 

pp1 HKq Id yKqβ1  

y  yHK   1
2
y2K


Id

∇Γγ
 

1
2
H2β1  

1
2
yH2  1
2
y2H  1
6
y3


Id

B0∇Γfν
 

yH 1
2
yH2K  1
2
 
y2  y2HK 1
6
y3K


Id 1
2
yH2K

B0ftan
 

Hβ1  1
2
H2β1K  1
2
H2Kβ1  yHKβ1


B0ftan. (3.61)
Finally, it remains to consider the mass conservation equation (3.9). A direct use of Theorem 3.3.11
gives the following dimensionless counterpart
∇ΓpvΓ,tan   vR,tan   vmF qRybG pvΓ,ν   vR,νqKRybG  BvR,νBy  0. (3.62)
Let us multiply this equation by the rate of change of the surface element of the parallel surface to
Γ along the normal dSΓ,var  rpt1 ^ t2q  νs rpµ1 ^ µ2q  νs1  1 yK  122y2pK2K2q. Observing
that K2 KK   12 pK2 K2qp Id ν b νq  0 one obtains
dSΓ,var

∇ΓvΓ,tanbGKvΓ,ν
	
  y

∇ΓvΓ,tanKbGK2vΓ,ν
	
  2y2

∇ΓvΓ,tanK2bGK3vΓ,ν
	
 2y2K

∇ΓvΓ,tanK2bGK2vΓ,ν
	
 r∇Γ p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanqs

y Id 2y2 pK IdKqbG
  dSΓ,var

∇ΓvR,tanRybG
	
   K   2y  K2 K2 vR,ν   dSΓ,var BvR,νBy , 0.
where K3 is the trace of K3. The integration of this equation along the normal ν of the substrate
using the no-penetration boundary condition (3.55) (vR,ν  0) on Γ gives
η

∇ΓvΓ,tanbGKvΓ,ν
	
  1
2
H2

∇ΓvΓ,tanKbGK2vΓ,ν
	
  1
3
2H3

∇ΓvΓ,tanK2bGK3vΓ,ν
	
 1
3
2H3K

∇ΓvΓ,tanKbGK2vΓ,ν
	
 r∇Γ p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanqs

1
2
H2 Id 1
3
2H3 pK IdKq

bG
 
» H
0
dSΓ,var

∇ΓvR,tanRybG
	
dy   pdSΓ,varvR,νq|H  0, (3.63)
where the index H refers to the point where the given expression is evaluated and η  ³H
0
dSΓ,vardy 
H 12H2K  162H3
 K2 K2 is the fluid density above the point P pt, s1ptq, s2ptqq on Γptq. Considering
a fluid particle M pXpt, s1ptq, s2ptqq,H pt,Xpt, s1ptq, s2ptqqqq in the substrate coordinate system, the
kinematic condition reads
pvR,νq|H 
dH
dt
 B
ΓH
Bt  
2¸
i1
BH
Bsi
Bsi
Bt 
BH
Bt  RH∇ΓH  vR,tan, (3.64)
where
BΓH
Bt :
BH
Bt  ∇H  vΓ. This notation will only be used when the functions explicitly depends
on Xpt, s1, s2q (i.e. H pt,Xpt, s1, s2qq) to differentiate between the usual partial time derivative and
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the material derivative taking by fixing the surface parametric coordinates ps1, s2q. Now, combining
(3.64) and (3.30) gives
pdSΓ,varvR,νq|H  dSΓ,var
BΓH
Bt  ∇Γ 
» H
0
rdSΓ,varRy pvR,tanqs dy

» H
0
∇Γ  rdSΓ,varRy pvR,tanqs dy. (3.65)
Let us introduce the following useful lemma which gives the partial derivative of the curvature with
respect to time. Its proof, which we omit here, follows the same path as the computation of the
partial derivative of the normal with respect to time.
Lemma 3.4.4 Let K  Kpt, sq be the nondimensional curvature tensor of Γptq, K  tr pKq and
K2  tr pK2q  tr pKbKq; then
BK
Bt  ∇Γ p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanq 
2¸
i1

K
BuΓ
Bsi


b µi
  rK p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanqs b ν  ν b rK p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanqs
BK
Bt  ∇Γ  p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanq  tr pK∇ΓvΓq
BK2
Bt  2K∇Γ  p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanq  2Ktr pK∇ΓvΓq
BK2
Bt  2tr pK r∇Γ p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanqsq  2tr
 
K2 p∇ΓvΓq

.
This lemma leads eventually to the following formula
pdSΓ,varq|H
BΓH
Bt 
BΓη
Bt  
1
2
H2∇Γ  p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanq  12H
2tr pK∇ΓvΓq
 1
3
2H3 rK∇Γ  p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanq  tr pK r∇Γ p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanqsq
 K tr pK∇ΓvΓq   tr
 
K2 p∇ΓvΓq

and (3.65) becomes now
pdSΓ,varvR,νq|H 
BΓη
Bt  ∇Γ 
» H
0
rdSΓ,varRy pvR,tanqs dy 
» H
0
∇Γ  rdSΓ,varRy pvR,tanqs dy
  1
2
H2∇Γ  p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanq  12H
2tr pK∇ΓvΓq
 1
3
2H3 rK∇Γ  p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanq  tr pK r∇Γ p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanqsq
 K tr pK∇ΓvΓq   tr
 
K2 p∇ΓvΓq

.
A proper development of this last equation using Remark 3.3.14 gives
pdSΓ,varvR,νq|H 
BΓη
Bt  ∇Γ 
» H
0
rp Id y pK IdKqq vR,tans dy 
» H
0
dSΓ,var pRy∇ΓvR,tanqbGdy
 r∇Γ p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanqs

1
2
H2 Id 1
3
2H3 pK IdKq


bG
1
2
H2tr pK∇ΓvΓq   13
2H3Ktr pK∇ΓvΓq  13
2H3tr
 
K2 p∇ΓvΓq

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and, finally, the combination of this equation with (3.63) gives
BΓη
Bt   η∇Γ  vΓ  ∇Γ 
» H
0
rp Id y pK IdKqq vR,tans dy  0,
where we recall that ∇Γ  vΓ  ∇ΓvΓ,tanbGKvΓ,ν . The above equation can be summarized as
BΓη
Bt   η∇Γ  vΓ  ∇Γ  F  0, (3.66)
where the flux F is given by
F 
» H
0
pvR,tan  yKvR,tan   yKvR,tanq dy


1
3
H3 Id 1
3
H4

K Id 1
2
K


   H2  H3Kβ1∇Γ  C 1γKFS  H2β1   13H3 Id

B0fν∇ΓH
 

H Id 3
2
H2K Id


β1  

1
2
H2  2
3
H3K


Id  1
3
H3K

∇Γγ  

1
2
H3β1   1
8
H4 Id

B0∇Γfν
 

1
3
H3 Id 1
3
H4K Id 1
24
H4K

B0ftan  

pH2  H3Kqβ1  1
2
H3β1K


B0ftan. (3.67)
In the special case where gravity g¯  Gg  Gpgtan   gννq (gν  g  ν) is the only body force, we can
notice that ∇Γgν  Kgtan and (3.67) becomes
F 

1
3
H3 Id 1
3
H4

K Id 1
2
K


   H2  H3Kβ1∇Γ  C 1γKFS  H2β1   13H3 Id

B0gν∇ΓH
 

H Id 3
2
H2K Id


β1  

1
2
H2  2
3
H3K


Id  1
3
H3K

∇Γγ
  1
3

H3 Id H4

K Id  1
2
K


B0gtan  
 pH2  H3Kqβ1  H3β1KB0gtan. (3.68)
In case of constant surface tension γ, no-slip condition and static surface, the terms in (3.66) and
(3.68) involving ∇Γγ, β1, and vΓ cancel out and we recover exactly the equation presented by Roy,
Roberts and Simpson in [107]. Let us now consider the dual effect of gravity and van der Waals
forces. Van der Waals forces are intermolecular forces that come into play when the film’s thickness
become very small (order of several hundreds of Ångströms p1001000q). These forces are expressed
as potential forces often called disjoining pressure. There are many expressions for this potential in
the literature. We refer to [117] for the derivation of a more general formula which reads
φ¯ 
4¸
i1
A¯iH¯
i
,
where Ai are coefficients determined by specific intermolecular forces brought into consideration. In
our model, we will consider the potential adopted by Ida and Miksis in [72]
φ¯  A¯3H¯3, (3.69)
where A¯3  A¯{p6piρq. A¯ is a physical constant called Hamaker constant. When A¯ ¡ 0, the two
interfaces (Substrate and Free Surface) attract each other and when A¯   0 they repel each other.
To include this effect in the present context, we can either consider an extra body force f¯V  ∇φ¯
which can be taken into account in the sum of body forces f¯ , or replace the pressure P¯ in (3.10) by
P¯   φ¯. In either case φ¯ which is originally defined on the substrate is extended as constant along the
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normal ν. Also, the scaling procedure should be done carefully. Here we have scaled f¯ by G while
φ¯ scales like pressure (φ¯  Pφ), therefore the best way to incorporate the effect is to replace P¯ in
(3.10) by P¯   φ¯. This results in replacing the term C 1γKFS in the flux F in (3.67) by (φ C 1γKFS),
where φ  AH3 and A  A¯{p6piρµvH2q is the dimensionless Hamaker constant. The resulting
flux is therefore
F 

1
3
H3 Id 1
3
H4

K Id 1
2
K


   H2  H3Kβ1∇Γ  φ  C 1γKFS
 

H2β1   1
3
H3 Id

B0gν∇ΓH 

H Id 3
2
H2K Id


β1  

1
2
H2  2
3
H3K


Id  1
3
H3K

∇Γγ
  1
3

H3 Id H4

K Id  1
2
K


B0gtan  
 pH2  H3Kqβ1  H3β1KB0gtan (3.70)
and, in this case, the relative velocity vR,tan becomes
vR,tan 

yH 1
2
yH2K  1
2
 
y2  y2HK 1
6
y3K


Id 1
6
y3K

∇Γ
 φ  C 1γKFS
 

H 1
2
H2K


Id yHK

β1∇Γ
 φ  C 1γKFS  Hβ1   yH 12y2


Id

B0gν∇ΓH
 

pp1 HKq Id yKqβ1  

y  yHK   1
2
y2K


Id

∇Γγ
 

yH 1
2
y2  1
2
yH2K   1
2
y2HK  1
6
y3K


Id

yH2  1
2
y2H  1
6
y3


K

B0gtan
 

Hβ1  1
2
H2Kβ1  H2β1K  yHKβ1


B0gtan. (3.71)
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4.1 Introduction
Fourth order partial differential equations (PDEs) appear in numerous fields of mathematics and
physics among those are image processing, surface diffusion, computer graphic, chemical coating, cell
membrane deformation and fluid dynamics [23, 35, 52, 53, 93, 98, 107]. Unfortunately, compared to
second order equations, the literature on the numeric of fourth order PDEs is almost inexistent. One
will nevertheless notice a burgeoning interest in the simulation of these equations in the last decade.
In [5, 6, 9, 62], the authors analyse numerical methods for both thin film equations and a coupled
surfactant driven thin film flow system of equations on planar surfaces. In [39, 57] the level set
approach for fourth order PDEs on curved surfaces is discussed. In this class of methods, the original
PDE stated on a curved surface modeled by a level set is first extended as a degenerated equation in
the whole space, then the new equation is solved in a narrow band near the original surface and the
solution projected on the surface. This method will eventually require a new boundary condition
on the narrow band boundary. The boundary condition must be well chosen, otherwise the final
solution will be severely affected. Most often, the obtained equation is solved using finite element
method or finite difference method which of course have very good properties on structured grid
[39, 57].
Recently, the finite volume method has been discussed in [34] for the direct simulation of a linear
fourth order PDE on curved surfaces. As already mentioned in Chapter II, the finite volume method
remains unexplored for direct simulations of PDEs on curved surfaces in general, although it has
proven to be advantageous in number of problems such as strong advection dominant problems,
simulation on general anisotropic and unstructured meshes and problem requiring conservation of
mass. Furthermore, since curved surface meshes are unstructured by nature, the finite volume
method appears to be an interesting tool for simulation of PDEs on surfaces. In this chapter, we
extend the finite volume methodology developed in Chapter II to the computation of the coupled
surfactant driven thin film flow system of equations on a moving surface. In fact, on an evolving
substrate, the flow of a thin film on top of which a surfactant concentration spreads, is considered.
Different from [5, 6, 9], where the authors project the surfactant equation onto the substrate (planar
in their case) using lubrication approximation and discretize the coupled system of equations stated
on the same domain, we consider a surfactant equation defined on the free surface. In the context of
thin films, the height of the film parameterizes the free surface onto the substrate, thus we transform
the diffusion equation of the surfactant concentration into a convection diffusion equation onto a
virtual free surface which moves only in the direction of the substrate’s normal. In the new setup,
the surfactant concentration is advected with the fluid particle velocity tangent to the free surface.
We then combine the methodologies proposed in [62] and [57] with our finite volume methodology
described in Chapter II to discretize the model thin film problem obtained in Chapter III. Next, we
make use of the above mentioned parameterization of the free surface to project the finite volume
setup onto the free surface interface for the discretization of the surfactant equation. This process
leads to a system of nonlinear equations whose solution gives the height of the thin film as well as
the surfactant concentration at the finite volumes cell center.
We should mention that the most used technique for computation of interfacial flows remains the
interface tracking methods; we refer to [71, 127] and references therein. The actual method developed
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in this chapter can be taken as a variant of this class of methods. Despite the fact that we do not
explicitly reconstruct the free surface boundary as it is usually the case in this class of methods, we
discretize our surfactant equation on a discrete ghost surface represented by the height of the thin
film at finite volumes center point. Let us also mention that the interface tracking method include
surface tracking methods [54, 118], volume tracking methods [104, 127] and moving mesh methods
[51]. Finally, the chapter is presented as follows: in 4.2 we define the method, in 4.3 we develop the
method and in 4.4 we present the numerical results for some test problems.
4.2 Problem Setting
As already mentioned in Chapter III, we consider a family of compact, smooth and oriented hyper-
surfaces Γptq  Rn (n  2, 3) for t P r0, tmaxs generated by a flux function Φ : r0, tmaxs  Γ0 Ñ Rn
defined on a reference surface (substrate) Γ0  Γp0q with Γptq  Φpt,Γ0q. We assume Φ to be the
restriction of a function also called Φ : r0, tmaxs N0 ÝÑ Rn, where N0  N p0q is a neighborhood
of Γ0 in which the lines normal to Γ0 do not intersect. We also assume that N ptq  Φpt,N0q is
a neighborhood of Γptq in which the lines normal to Γptq do not intersect. We finally assume our
initial surface Γ0 to be at least C5 smooth and Φ P C1pr0, tmaxs, C5pN0qq. Considering the restric-
tion of Φ onto Γ0, we denote by vΓ  BtΦ the velocity of a substrate material point and assume its
decomposition vΓ  vΓ,νν   vΓ,tan into a scalar velocity vΓ,ν in the direction of the surface normal ν
and a tangential velocity vΓ,tan. It is clear from the definitions that the latter functions depend on
time and space variables. This will be the case for any function considered in this chapter and we
will be omitting the arguments unless necessary. Let us consider a thin viscous and incompressible
liquid flowing on the above described substrate Γ0 as it undergoes its movement as described in
Chapter III. We assume the entire fluid to be included in the domain N ptq at any time t. On top of
this film (at the free surface (fluid-air interface)) a surfactant is spreading while the film is evolving.
We assume the effect of gravity and Van-der Waals forces on the system. We refer to Chapter III,
Figure 3.1, for an illustration of this setup. This phenomenon is governed by a set of PDEs derived
in Chapter III. First, the evolution of surfactant on the free surface FSptq is governed by
BΠ
Bt   p∇FS  pΠvFSqq 
1
Pe∇FS  pDFS∇FSΠq, (4.1)
where Π is the surfactant concentration on the free surface, Pe is the Peclet number, ∇FS is the
dimensionless free surface tangential gradient operator, vFS is the dimensionless velocity of the fluid
particle on FSptq and the free surface tangential operator DFS is the surfactant diffusivity tensor.
We assume DFS to be the restriction on the free surface tangent bundle of a global elliptic operator in
C0pr0, tmaxs, C1pN0qq. The free surface velocity is defined by vFS  vΓH p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanq vRFS,
where vRFS is the relative velocity of the fluid particle at the free surface. The component
vRFS,tan  vRFS  pvRFS  νqν of vRFS tangent to the substrate is explicitly defined by
vRFS,tan 

1
2
H2 Id 1
6
H3 pK Id Kq  

H Id H2

1
2
K Id K


β1


∇Γ
 φ  C 1γKFS
 

p Id H pK Id Kqqβ1  

H 1
2
H2K


Id

∇Γγ  

Hβ1   1
2
H2 Id

B0gν∇ΓH
 

1
2
H2 Id 1
6
H3 pK Id  4Kq   Hβ1  H2

1
2
Kβ1    β1K  Kβ1
B0gtan, (4.2)
where H is the height of the film, Id is the identity matrix in R3, K is the curvature tensor of
the substrate, K : tr pKq (trace of K) is the mean curvature of the substrate and φ : AH3
is the disjoining pressure with A being the dimensionless Hamaker constant. If A is negative, the
substrate-fluid interface and the fluid-air interface repel each other and the parallel fluid-air interface
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to the substrate persists; if A is positive these interfaces attract each other and instability occurs
(cf. [98]). By C 1 we denote the inverse capillary number, B0 the Bond number, gtan the component
of the unit gravity vector g tangent to the substrate, gν  g  ν, ∇Γ the substrate gradient operator,
KFS the free surface mean curvature, β the substrate slip tensor, γ the surface tension and   H{L
the ratio between the vertical length scale H and the horizontal length scale L. We recall that
KFS : K    pHK2  ∆ΓHq , (4.3)
where ∆Γ is the substrate Laplace-Beltrami operator and K2 : tr pK2q the trace of K2. The
substrate slip tensor β is assumed to be the restriction on the substate tangent bundle of a uniformally
elliptic tensor also called β in C0pr0, tmaxs, C1pN0qq. Only the restriction of the matrix β1 to the
substrate tangential bundle p Id ν b νqβ1p Id ν b νq, that we again miscall β1, is included in
the model. We will assume βν  ν, and as mentioned in Chapter III the eigen values of p Id  ν b
νqβp Id  ν b νq will be taken between 1{? and 1{p2q for the numerical simulation. We finally
recall that
γ  1  E lnp1 xΠq
1  E lnp1 xq , (4.4)
where x  Πeq
Π¯8
is the surfactant coverage with Πeq being the equilibrium concentration of surfactant
and Π¯8 being the surfactant concentration in the maximum packing limit. x will be taken between
0 and 0.5 in the numerical simulation. E  RTaΠ¯8γ¯0 represents the surfactant elasticity with Ta being
the absolute temperature in Kelvin, γ¯0 the surface tension of the clean surface (Π  0) and R the
universal gas constant. The initial surfactant concentration Π0  Πp0, q on the free surface is given
and we associate to (4.1) the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition
pDFS∇FSΠq  nlBFS  0 (4.5)
at the boundary BFSptq of the free surface; nl
BFS
being the free surface outer unit conormal.
On the other hand, the thin-film evolution is modeled by
BΓη
Bt   η∇Γ  vΓ  ∇Γ  F  0, (4.6)
where
BΓη
Bt :
Bη
Bt   vΓ ∇Γη is the material derivative of the fluid density
η  H 12H2K   162H3
 K2 K2 above the substrate Γptq and the flux function F is defined by
F 

1
3
H3 Id 1
3
H4

K Id 1
2
K


   H2  H3Kβ1∇Γ  φ  C 1γKFS
 

H2β1   1
3
H3 Id

B0gν∇ΓH 

H 3
2
H2K


β1  

1
2
H2  2
3
H3K


Id  1
3
H3K

∇Γγ
  1
3

H3 Id H4

K Id  1
2
K


B0gtan  
 pH2  H3Kqβ1  H3β1KB0gtan. (4.7)
We assume the initial configuration of the interface H0  Hp0, q being given, whereby the whole
surface is wetted. We finally consider the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition
(p∇ΓHq nlBΓ  0) at the boundary BΓptq; nlBΓptq being the unit outer conormal to the substrate. The
Dirichlet boundary condition can be easily integrated in the model; of course, if the surface has no
boundary, there will be no need to specify any. The functions, operators and tensors defined here
are either explicitly or implicitly defined on the substrate Γptq through the parametric domain; we
will be seeing them as functions defined in the domain N ptq via an extention as constant in the
normal direction ∇dp,Γptqq, where dp,Γptqq is a signed distance to the substrate Γptq.
The above mentioned problem has not yet acquired a careful analysis of existence and regularity of
a solution. Meanwile the existence of the solution of a slightly modified problem has been recently
studied by Uwe Fermum in his PhD thesis [48]. We will nevertheless assume the existence of a
sufficiently regular solution which confere a reasonable meaning to our equations.
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4.3 Derivation of the scheme
4.3.1 Reformulation of the problem
As usual in the discretization of fourth order operators, we start by splitting our operator into two
second order operators (cf. [6, 34, 59, 61]). First we consider the operator P  ∆ΓH to which we
associate the boundary condition p∇ΓHq  nlBΓ  0 on the boundary BΓ of the substrate Γ. Next P is
taken as variable in (4.2) and (4.7); and our problem is transformed into a system of second order
equations. This is clearly the reason of the extensive development of finite volumes for second order
operators in the first two chapters. Our discretization problem will be divided into three coupled
discretization problems:
The pressure problem:
" ∆ΓH = P (4.8)
p∇ΓHq  nlBΓ = 0 on BΓ (4.9)
The mean curvature of the free surface is redefined by KFS  K   HK2 P.
The thin-film problem:
The thin-film problem is defined by (4.6) and the boundary condition rD5∇ΓpΦ  C 1γPqs nlBΓ  0
on BΓ withD5 

H2β1   13H3
 
Id 3Kβ1 13H4  K Id 12K. Here again, one should replaceKFS with its new expression in the complementary term F defined in (4.7).
The Surfactant problem:
This problem is defined by (4.1), (4.5) and the definition of vFS in which (4.2) and (4.4) are important.
Let us group some terms appearing in the fluid velocity (4.2) and in the flux function (4.7).
D1 :
 
Id 3Kβ1 , D2 :  K Id 12K ,
D3 :
 
Id 3Kβ1  3β1K , D4 :  K Id  12K , D5 : H2β1   13H3D1  13H4D2 ,
D6 :
 pC 1K   C 1HK2q H2β1   13H3D1  13H4D2  Hβ1   12H2D1  23H3D2 ,
D7 :
 
C 1γK2

H2β1   13H3D1  13H4D2
  B0gν H2β1   13H3 Id ,
D8 :

Id  pK Id  2Kqβ1 , D9 : pK Id Kq , D10 :   Id  Kβ1   2  β1K  Kβ1 ,
D11 : pK Id  4Kq , D12 :
 
Hβ1   12H2D8  16H3D9

,
D13 :

C 1 pK   HK2q
 
Hβ1   12H2D8  16H3D9
  β1   H   Id D9β1 12H2K Id
D14 :

C 1γK2
 
Hβ1   12H2D8  16H3D9
  B0gν  Hβ1   12H2 Id .
In the sequel, we will assume  being chosen such that D1 and D3 are strictly positive definite; D5
too will be assumed strictly positive definite if H is not zero. The flux function F defined in (4.7)
can now be rewritten as
F  D5∇Γ
 
φ  C 1γP D6∇Γγ  D7∇ΓH  C 1γ 13H3D1  13H4D2   H2β1

∇ΓK
  C 1γH

1
3
H3D1  13H
4D2   H2β1

∇ΓK2  

1
3
H3D3  13H
4D4   H2β1

B0gtan (4.10)
and the component of the interface fluid particle relative velocity tangent to the substrate is trans-
formed to
vRFS,tan  D12∇Γ
 
φ  C 1γP D13∇Γγ  D14∇ΓH  C 1γ Hβ1   12H2D8  16H3D9


∇ΓK
  C 1γH

Hβ1   1
2
H2D8  16H
3D9


∇ΓK2  

Hβ1   1
2
H2D10  16H
3D11


B0gtan.
(4.11)
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Let us notice that (4.1) can be written as
BΠ
Bt  ∇FS  rΠpvΓ  H p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanq   pvRFS  pν  RH∇ΓHqqνqs
  ∇FS  rΠp Id ν b pν  RH∇ΓHqqvRFS,tans  1Pe∇FS  pDFS∇FSΠq  0. (4.12)
Let us remark that the free surface normal is given by νFS  pν  RH∇ΓHq{}ν  RH∇ΓH} and
the operator PFS,ν : p Id  ν b pν  RH∇ΓHqq is the projection operator onto the free surface
tangent plane in the direction of the surface normal ν. Thus vFS,pt : pvΓ  H p∇ΓvΓ,ν  KvΓ,tanq 
pvRFS  pν  RH∇ΓHqqνq is the velocity of the free surface material point Mpt, s1, s2q parameterized
by rpt, s1, s2q  Xpt, s1, s2q   νpt, s1, s2qHpt, s1, s2q. Now, plugging (4.10) into (4.6) and (4.11) into
(4.12) gives together with (4.8) the following system of PDEs
$''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''%
P  ∆ΓH (4.13)
BΓη
Bt   η∇Γ  vΓ  ∇Γ 

D5∇Γ
 
φ  C 1γP D6∇Γγ  D7∇ΓH
 C 1γ

1
3
H3D1  13H
4D2   H2β1


∇ΓK   C 1γH

1
3
H3D1  13H
4D2   H2β1


∇ΓK2
 

1
3
H3D3  13H
4D4   H2β1


B0gtan

 0 (4.14)
BΠ
Bt  ∇FS  pΠvFS,ptq  ∇FS 

ΠPFS,ν
D12∇Γ
 
φ  C 1γP D13∇Γγ  D14∇ΓH  C 1γ Hβ1   12H2D8  16H3D9


∇ΓK
 C 1γH

Hβ1   1
2
H2D8  16H
3D9


∇ΓK2  

Hβ1   1
2
H2D10  16H
3D11


B0gtan

 1Pe∇FS  pDFS∇FSΠq  0. (4.15)
The following boundary condition is associated to this system of PDEs:$'''&'''%
p∇ΓHq  nlBΓ  0 on BΓ (4.16)D5∇Γpφ  C 1γPq  nlBΓ  0 on BΓ (4.17)
pDFS∇FSΠq  nlBFS  0 on BFS. (4.18)
Reformulated in this way, the discretization process will be similar to the one of a convection
diffusion and reaction problem and therefore we need to properly identify the role of each term in the
concerned equations before applying the well known operator splitting commonly used in the finite
volume methodology. Thus, the discretization of the above system will depend on how the substrate
advection term ∇Γ  puDΓ∇Γ$q, the free surface advection term ∇FS  pup Id νFS b νFSqDΓ∇Γ$q,
the surface diffusion operator ∇Γ  pDΓ∇Γuq, the free surface diffusion operator ∇FS  pDFS∇FSuq,
the mixed free surface diffusion operator ∇FS  pp IdνFSbνFSqDΓ∇Γuq, the substrate gradient ∇Γu
and the free surface gradient ∇FSu are approximated. u represents a scalar variable, $ represents
a geometric scalar variable such as K, DΓ and DFS represent second order tensor on the tangent
bundel of Γptq and FSptq, respectively. We recall that any scalar variable or tensor here is viewed as
defined in the entire domain N ptq via an extention as constant in the normal direction ∇dp,Γptqq,
where dp,Γptqq is a signed distance to the substrate Γptq. Let us now introduce an appropriate
geometric setting for the finite volume discretization of the system of PDEs (4.13), (4.14), (4.15).
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4.3.2 Geometric setting
We will restrict our presentation to a two dimensional surface in R3. The generalization of the
numerical method presented here is straight forward. Let us consider the same setup as in Chapter
II which consist of a family of uniformally admissible polygonal surfaces tΓkhuk0, ,kmax , with Γkh
approximating Γk : Γptkq for tk  kτ and kmax τ  tmax (cf. Figure 4.1). h represents the
maximum diameter of cells on the whole family of polygonizations, τ the time step size and k the
index of a time step. Successive polygonizations share the same grid topology and given the set of
vertices p0j on the initial polygonal surface Γ
0
h, the vertices of Γ
k
h lie on motion trajectories; thus
they are evaluated based on the flux function Φ, i.e., pkj  Φ

tk, p0j
	
. Upper indices denote the
explicit geometric realization at the corresponding time step. Different from Chapter II, we assume
Figure 4.1: Sequence of polygonizations Γkh approximating an evolving surface.
our polygonizations to be uniformly admissible p4, hqpolygonizations. This globally means that
there exists a uniform constant C such that the maximum distance between a point X on a polygonal
surface Γkh and the surface Γ
k is less than Ch2 while the maximum distance between a vertex pkj
and Γk is less that Ch4. We refer to Definition 2.3.5 in Chapter II for the extensive definition of
this notion. This main assumption will allow for consistency of the fourth order operators, as well
as for the consistency of the geometric operator K, computed from the meshes using an algorithm
which combines polygonal fitting and least square method similar to the algorithm described in [22].
Let us now denote by Sl,k : PkSk the orthogonal projection of the cell Sk  Γkh onto Ωk  Γk.
With a slight misuse of notation, we also denote by PkFS,ν the affine projection onto the free surface
FS
k
in the direction of the substrate normal ν. Let us define Sl,kFS : PkFS,νSl,k  PkFS,νSk the
projection of Sl,k and Sk onto FS
k
; here, the free surface is extended continuously after the triple
line (Substrate-Fluid-Air interface) to allow for the definition of this cell near the boundary BFS. We
should notice that m

FS
kzSkpS¯l,kFS X FSkq	 ¤ Ch2; mpq denotes the two dimensional Hausdorff
measure and S¯l,k the closure of Sl,k. Our finite volume scheme for the discretization of the above
mentioned problem will be based on a suitable approximation of the height H on the substrate curved
cells Sl,k via the discretization of (4.13) and (4.14) on the approximated surfaces Γkh and a suitable
discretization of the surfactant concentration Π on the curved free surface cells Sl,kFS via a direct
discretization of (4.15) on FS
k
using the local parametric description rpt,Xpt, s1, s2qq of the free
surface from the substrate local parameterization Xpt, s1, s2q. In the same way as in Chapter II,
we subdivide cells Sk into virtual subcells Skpi attached to vertices p
k
i (cf. Chapter II, Figure 2.4)
in such a way that the edges of cells are subdivided into two subedges and the subcells Skpi form a
conformal mesh of Γkh (cf. Chapter II, Figure 2.5). Next, we denote by S
l,k
pi : PkSkpi the orthogonal
projection of the subcell Skpi onto Ω
k  Γk and by Sl,kFS,pi : PkFS,νSkpi  PkFS,νSl,kpi the projection of
Skpi and S
l,k
pi onto FS
k
in the direction of ν. Finally, as in Chapter II, our approach will be based
on defining a suitable interpolation of scalar functions u as well as the approximation of the surface
gradient operator ∇Γu and the free surface gradient operator ∇FSu around the vertices pki from the
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value of u at cell centers. We will then consider the linear interpolation presented in Chapter II
for any approximation on the substate Γk and the procedure that leads to this construction will be
reproduced on the free surface subcells using the local parameterization rptk, Xptk, s1, s2qq of the
free surface and a proper use of Proposition 2.4.1, Chapter II.
4.3.3 Discrete gradient operators
The procedure of reconstructing the gradient operator is the same as in Chapter II up to slight modi-
fications due to the adaptation of the results to special use (surface flow or interface flow). Let us then
consider a vertex pki . As in Chapter II, we locally order the subcells S
k
pi,j
around pki counter clockwise
around the substrate normal ν through pki and rename the center points X
k
Sj
by Xkpi,j . The subedges
σkpi,j1{2 around p
k
i inherit the same order and we assume σ
k
pi,1{2
and σkpi,3{2 being edge segments
of Skpi,1. Here too, “j   1” will be used in a cyclic way for closed system and therefore j   1  j   1
mod npi in that case; npi denotes the number of cells around pki . We define on each subedge σ
k
pi,j1{2
a virtual point Xkpi,j1{2 and on each subcell S
k
pi,j
, we define the covariant vectors ekpi,j|j1{2 :
Xkpi,j1{2Xkpi,j and ekpi,j|j 1{2 : Xkpi,j 1{2Xkpi,j which are used to approximate the tangent plane
T kpi,j : Spantekpi,j|j1{2, ekpi,j|j 1{2u to points of S
l,k
pi,j
(cf. Figure 2.6 Chapter II). Next we construct
the contravariant (dual) basis pµkpi,j|j1{2, µkpi,j|j 1{2q on T kpi,j such that ekpi,j|j1{2, µkpi,j|j1{2  1,
ekpi,j|j1{2, µ
k
pi,j|j 1{2
 0, ekpi,j|j 1{2, µkpi,j|j1{2  0 and ekpi,j|j 1{2, µkpi,j|j 1{2  1. Let us define the
curved segments σl,kpi,j1{2 : ty P Γk|y  argmin dpx,Γkq, x P σ
l,k
pi,j1{2
u and the approximate normal
νkpi,j : pekpi,j|j 1{2 ^ ekpi,j|j1{2q{}ekpi,j|j 1{2 ^ ekpi,j|j1{2} to points of Skpi,j ; the approximate unit
outer conormals to σl,kpi,j1{2 and σ
l,k
pi,j 1{2
will be taken as the unit vectors nkpi,j|j1{2 and n
k
pi,j|j 1{2
of T kpi,j normal to σ
k
pi,j1{2
and σkpi,j 1{2 respectively and pointing outward from S
k
pi,j
. We again
refer to Figure 2.6 Chapter II for this setup. Finally, given a substrate tensor Dk defined such that
Dk∇Γptkqu has a weak surface divergence in L2

jpSl,kpi,j X Γkq
	
, we define the gradient
∇kD,pi,ju : pUkD,pi,j1{2  Ukpi,jqµkpi,j|j1{2   pUkD,pi,j 1{2  Ukpi,jqµkpi,j|j 1{2, (4.19)
where the virtual values UkD,pi,j1{2 at subedge virtual points X
k
pi,j1{2
are related to values Ukpi,j
at cell centers Xkpi,j by
rUkD,pi,σ  CoefkD,pi rUpi . (4.20)
The vector rUkD,pi,σ : pUkD,pi,1{2, UkD,pi,3{2,    qJ represents the subedge virtual values, the vectorrUkD,pi : pUkD,pi,1, UkD,pi,2,    qJ the cell center values and the matrix CoefkD,pi is defined by
CoefkD,pi 
b
Bkpi
	1 
MkD,pi
b
Bkpi
	1
: 
NkD,pi MkD,pi
 
Bkpi
1
Ckpi
	
   Bkpi1Ckpi . (4.21)
The matrices involved here are sparse matrices whose nonzeros entries are given by
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 
Bkpi

j,j
 mkpi,j1 }µkpi,j1|j1{2}2  mkpi,j }µkpi,j|j1{2}2, 
Bkpi

j 1,j
  Bkpij,j 1  mkpi,j µkpi,j|j1{2  µkpi,j|j 1{2, 
Ckpi

j,j
 mkpi,j

}µkpi,j|j1{2}2   µkj|j1{2  µkpi,j|j 1{2
	
, 
Ckpi

j 1,j
 mkpi,j

}µkpij|j 1{2}2   µkj|j1{2  µkpi,j|j 1{2
	
, 
MkD,pi

j,j1
 mkpi,j1{2 λkpi,j3{2|j1|j1{2, 
MkD,pi

j,j
 mkpi,j1{2 pλkpi,j1|j1{2   λkpi,j|j1{2q, 
MkD,pi

j,j 1
 mkpi,j1{2 λkpi,j 1{2|j|j1{2, 
NkD,pi

j,j1
 mkpi,j1{2 pλkpi,j1|j1{2   λkpi,j3{2|j1|j1{2q, 
NkD,pi

j,j
 mkpi,j1{2 pλkpi,j|j1{2   λkpi,j 1{2|j|j1{2q,
where mkpi,j is the two dimensional Hausdorff measure of S
k
pi,j
, mkpi,j1{2 the one dimensional Haus-
dorff measure of σkpi,j1{2,
λkpi,j|j1{2  nkpi,j|j1{2 Dkpi,jµkpi,j|j1{2, λkpi,j 1{2|j|j1{2  nkpi,j|j1{2 Dkpi,jµkpi,j|j 1{2,
λkpi,j1{2|j|j 1{2  nkpi,j|j 1{2 Dkpi,jµkpi,j|j1{2, λkpi,j|j 1{2  nkpi,j|j 1{2 Dkpi,jµkpi,j|j 1{2,
with Dkpi,j 
 
Id νkpi,j ^ νkpi,j
DkpXkpi,jq   Id νkpi,j ^ νkpi,j . Mkpi bBkpi	1
: is the Moore-
Penrose inverse of Mkpi
b
Bkpi
	1
. We refer to Chapter II for details on the construction of these
matrices.
Now let us define Sl,kFS,pi,j : PkFS,νS
l,k
pi,j
and assume being given a free surface tensor DkFS such
that DkFS∇Γptkqu has a weak free surface divergence in L2

jpSl,kFS,pi,j X FS
kq
	
; the approxima-
tion of ∇Γptkqu will then require a slight modification to satisfy the Proposition 2.4.1 in Chapter
II on the free surface. For this purpose, we introduce some geometric approximations on the free
surface. To begin with, we notice that, given a covariant basis pe1, e2q of the tangent plane at
the point Xpt, s1, s2q P Γptq, the corresponding contravariant basis at the point rpt,Xpt, s1, s2qq :
Xpt, s1, s2q   νpXpt, s1, s2qqHpt,Xpt, s1, s2qq P FSptq reads
pp Id HKqe1   rp∇ΓHq  e1sν, p Id HKqe2   rp∇ΓHq  e2sνq . (4.22)
Thus, if pµ1, µ2q is the contravariant basis of pe1, e2q, the contravariant basis of (4.22) reads
pRHµ1  rpRHµ1q  νFSsνFS, RHµ2  rpRHµ2q  νFSsνFSq . (4.23)
We recall that RH : p Id HKq1 and the free surface normal is given by νFS : ν  RH∇ΓHa
1  2}RH∇ΓH}2
.
Next we denote by Hkpi,j  HkSj  Hptk, XkSj q the height at the center point XkSj  Xkpi,j and we
approximate the curvature tensor at points on the subcells Sl,kpi,j by KpXpt, s1, s2qq  Kkpi,j :
PkFS,νKpXkpi,jqPkFS,ν . The free surface tangent plane at points rpt,Xpt, s1, s2qq on Sl,kFS,pi,j can then
be approximated by
T kFS,pi,Sj : Span
!
p Id Hkpi,jKkpi,jqekpi,j|j1{2   rp∇kId,pi,jHq  ekpi,j|j1{2sνkpi,j ,
p Id Hkpi,jKkpi,jqekpi,j|j 1{2   rp∇kId,pi,jHq  ekpi,j|j 1{2sνkpi,j
)
,
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where ∇kId,pi,jH is determined by the formulae (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21). We conclude using (4.23)
that the contravariant basis of the above mentioned basis of T k
FS,pi,Sj
is pµk
FS,pi,j|j1{2
, µk
FS,pi,j|j 1{2
q
defined by
µk
FS,pi,j|j1{2
: Rkpi,jµkpi,j|j1{2  rpRkpi,jµkpi,j|j1{2q  νkFS,pi,jsνkFS,pi,j , and
µk
FS,pi,j|j 1{2
: Rkpi,jµkpi,j|j 1{2  rpRkpi,jµkpi,j|j 1{2q  νkFS,pi,jsνkFS,pi,j ,
where Rkpi,j : p Id  Hkpi,jKkpi,jq1 approximates R1H and νkFS,pi,j :
νkpi,j  Rkpi,j∇kId,pi,jHb
1  2}Rkpi,j∇kId,pi,jH}2
approximates νFS. Let us now denote by qkpi,j1{2 and q
k
pi,j 1{2
the points that satisfy
σkpi,j1{2  rpki , qkpi,j1{2s and σkpi,j 1{2  rpki , qkpi,j 1{2s (cf. Figure 2.4, Chapter II). We define the
vectors %kpi,j|j1{2 : qkpi,j1{2  pki , %kpi,j|j 1{2 : qkpi,j 1{2  pki and approximate the unit conormal
to σl,k
FS,pi,j1{2
and σl,k
FS,pi,j 1{2
outward from Sl,kFS,pi,j by the respective unit vectors n
k
FS,pi,j|j1{2
P
T k
FS,pi,Sj
and nk
FS,pi,j|j 1{2
P T k
FS,pi,Sj
perpendicular to
%k
FS,pi,j|j1{2
: p Id Hkpi,jKkpi,jq%kpi,j1{2   rp∇kpi,jHq  %kpi,j1{2sνkpi,j and
%k
FS,pi,j|j 1{2
: p Id Hkpi,jKkpi,jq%kpi,j 1{2   rp∇kpi,jHq  %kpi,j 1{2sνkpi,j , respectively,
and which point outward from Sl,kFS,pi,j . We also denote by
mk
FS,pi,j 1{2
:

}%k
FS,pi,j|j 1{2
}   }%k
FS,pi,j 1|j 1{2
}
	
{2
the approximation of the one dimensional Hausdorff measure of σl,k
FS,pi,j 1{2
.
Now, on subedges σl,k
FS,pi,j1{2
, we apply a discrete version of Proposition 2.4.1 in Chapter II, namely
mk
FS,pi,j1{2
DkFS,pi,j1∇kDFS ,pi,j1u  nkFS,pi,j1|j1{2
  mk
FS,pi,j1{2
DkFS,pi,j∇kDFS ,pi,ju  nkFS,pi,j|j1{2  0, (4.24)
where DkFS,pi,j1 : p Id νkFS b νkFSqDkFSpXkpi,jqp Id νkFS b νkFSq and as in formula (4.19),
∇kmix,DFS ,pi,ju : pUkmix,DFS ,pi,j1{2Ukpi,jqµkpi,j|j1{2 pUkmix,DFS ,pi,j 1{2Ukpi,jqµkpi,j|j 1{2. (4.25)
The subedge virtual values Ukmix,DFS ,pi,j1{2 and U
k
mix,DFS ,pi,j 1{2 approximate uptk, Xkpi,j1{2q and
uptk, Xkpi,j 1{2q respectively. The equations defined by (4.24) together with the boundary conditions
can be written in a matrix form as
Mkmix,DFS ,pi rUkmix,DFS ,pi,σ  Nkmix,DFS ,pi rUkpi , (4.26)
where rUkmix,DFS ,pi,σ : pUkmix,DFS ,pi,1{2, Ukmix,DFS ,pi,3{2,    qJ and the matrices involved here are
sparse matrices with nonzero entries defined by 
Mkmix,DFS ,pi

j,j1
 mk
FS,pi,j1{2
λkmix,pi,j3{2|j1|j1{2, 
Mkmix,DFS ,pi

j,j
 mk
FS,pi,j1{2
pλkmix,pi,j1|j1{2   λkpi,j|j1{2q, 
Mkmix,DFS ,pi

j,j 1
 mk
FS,pi,j1{2
λkmix,pi,j 1{2|j|j1{2, 
Nkmix,DFS ,pi

j,j1
 mk
FS,pi,j1{2
pλkmix,pi,j1|j1{2   λkpi,j3{2|j1|j1{2q, 
Nkmix,DFS ,pi

j,j
 mk
FS,pi,j1{2
pλkmix,pi,j|j1{2   λkpi,j 1{2|j|j1{2q
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with
λkmix,pi,j|j1{2  nkFS,pi,j|j1{2 DkFS,pi,jµkpi,j|j1{2,
λkmix,pi,j 1{2|j|j1{2  nkFS,pi,j|j1{2 DkFS,pi,jµkpi,j|j 1{2,
λkmix,pi,j1{2|j|j 1{2  nkFS,pi,j|j 1{2 DkFS,pi,jµkpi,j|j1{2,
λkmix,pi,j|j 1{2  nkFS,pi,j|j 1{2 DkFS,pi,jµkpi,j|j 1{2.
We should mention here that the first and the last line will be readjusted for boundary points
according to boundary condition. Here, if u  H, we have an homogeneous Neumann boundary
condition and if u is a substrate intrinsic variable such as mean curvature K for example, we have a
Dirichlet boundary condition since the values are computed from data as already mentioned. As in
Chapter II, we require the solution to guarantee the minimum substrate H1 norm to ∇kDFS ,pi,j1u;
namely$'''''&'''''%
Find rUkmix,DFS ,pi,σ in Bkpi : !rV kpi,σ : pV kpi,1{2, V kpi,3{2,    qJ | Mkmix,DFS ,pi rV kpi,σ  Nkmix,DFS ,pi rUkpi)
such that
rUkmix,DFS ,pi,σ  arcminrV kpi,σPBkpi
¸
j
mkpi,j
V kpi,j1{2  Ukpi,jµkpi,j|j1{2   V kpi,j 1{2  Ukpi,jµkpi,j|j 1{22 .
Again, similar arguments as in Chapter II leads torUkmix,DFS ,pi,σ  Coefkmix,DFS ,pi rUpi . (4.27)
where the matrix Coefkmix,DFS ,pi is defined by
Coefkmix,DFS ,pi 
 
Bkpi
1
Ckpi
 
b
Bkpi
	1 
Mkmix,DFS ,pi
b
Bkpi
	1
: 
Nkmix,DFS ,pi Mkmix,DFS ,pi
 
Bkpi
1
Ckpi
	
. (4.28)
The substrate gradient ∇Γu is then fully approximated using (4.25) (4.30) and (4.31) to obtain a
discrete gradient whose DkFS∇Γu satisfies Proposition 2.4.1 in Chapter II as requested in this work
in the discrete setup.
Let us now have a look at a free surface gradient operator ∇FSu, defined such that DkFS∇FSu has a
weak divergence in L2

jpSl,kFS,pi,j X FS
kq
	
. Here the free surface gradient is approximated by
∇kFS,DFS ,pi,ju : pUkFS,DFS ,pi,j1{2  Ukpi,jqµkFS,pi,j|j1{2   pUkFS,DFS ,pi,j 1{2  Ukpi,jqµkFS,pi,j|j 1{2,
(4.29)
where the virtual values Uk
FS,DFS ,pi,j1{2 and U
k
FS,DFS ,pi,j 1{2 approximate the values
uptk,PkFS,νXkpi,j1{2q and uptk,PkFS,νXkpi,j 1{2q, respectively. Following the same reasoning on FS
k
as in Chapter II on Γk we obtainrUkFS,DFS ,pi,σ  CoefkFS,DFS ,pi rUpi , (4.30)
where rUk
FS,DFS ,pi,σ : pUkFS,DFS ,pi,1{2, UkFS,DFS ,pi,3{2,    qJ and
CoefkFS,DFS ,pi 
 
BkFS,pi
1
CkFS,pi
 
b
BkFS,pi
	1 
MkFS,DFS ,pi
b
BkFS,pi
	1
: 
NkFS,DFS ,pi MkFS,DFS ,pi
 
BkFS,pi
1
CkFS,pi
	
. (4.31)
The matrices involved here are also sparse and the nonzero values are given by
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 
BkFS,pi

j,j
 mkFS,pi,j1 }µkFS,pi,j1|j1{2}2  mkFS,pi,j }µkFS,pi,j|j1{2}2, 
BkFS,pi

j 1,j
  BkFS,pij,j 1  mkFS,pi,j µkFS,pi,j|j1{2  µkFS,pi,j|j 1{2, 
CkFS,pi

j,j
 mkFS,pi,j

}µk
FS,pi,j|j1{2
}2   µkj|j1{2  µkFS,pi,j|j 1{2
	
, 
CkFS,pi

j 1,j
 mkFS,pi,j

}µkpij|j 1{2}2   µkj|j1{2  µkFS,pi,j|j 1{2
	
, 
MkFS,DFS ,pi

j,j1
 mk
FS,pi,j1{2
λk
FS,pi,j3{2|j1|j1{2
, 
MkFS,DFS ,pi

j,j
 mk
FS,pi,j1{2
pλk
FS,pi,j1|j1{2
  λk
FS,pi,j|j1{2
q, 
MkFS,DFS ,pi

j,j 1
 mk
FS,pi,j1{2
λk
FS,pi,j 1{2|j|j1{2
, 
NkFS,DFS ,pi

j,j1
 mk
FS,pi,j1{2
pλk
FS,pi,j1|j1{2
  λk
FS,pi,j3{2|j1|j1{2
q, 
NkFS,DFS ,pi

j,j
 mk
FS,pi,j1{2
pλk
FS,pi,j|j1{2
  λk
FS,pi,j 1{2|j|j1{2
q,
where,
λk
FS,pi,j|j1{2
 nk
FS,pi,j|j1{2
Dkpi,jµkFS,pi,j|j1{2,
λk
FS,pi,j 1{2|j|j1{2
 nk
FS,pi,j|j1{2
Dkpi,jµkFS,pi,j|j 1{2,
λk
FS,pi,j1{2|j|j 1{2
 nk
FS,pi,j|j 1{2
Dkpi,jµkFS,pi,j|j1{2,
λk
FS,pi,j|j 1{2
 nk
FS,pi,j|j 1{2
Dkpi,jµkFS,pi,j|j 1{2
and mk
FS,pi,j
:

1 Hkpi,jKkpi,j   122pHkpi,jq2
pKkpi,jq2  pK2qkpi,j	b1  2}Rkpi,j∇kId,pi,jH}2 mkpi,j
is the approximation of the two dimensional Hausdorff measure of Sl,k
FS,pi,j
. The variables Kkpi,j
and pK2qkpi,j , respectively, approximate K and K2 at PkXkpi,j . With this preliminaries at hand, we
can now introduce the finite volume discretization of the coupled surfactant driven thin-film flow
(4.13)-(4.14)-(4.15)-(4.16)-(4.17)-(4.18).
4.3.4 Finite volume discretization
In this section, we derive the finite volume formulation of the above mentioned problem. This is
done by giving a discrete integration of equation (4.13) on each cell Sl,k XΓk, a discrete integration
of equation (4.14) in the domain tpt, aq|t P rtk, tk 1s, a P Sl,kptq X Γptqu and a discrete integration
of equation (4.15) in the domain tpt, aq|t P rtk, tk 1s, a P Sl,kFSptq X FSptqu. We approximate the
integration of (4.13) on the cell Sl,k X Γk»
Sl,kXΓk
Pda  
»
Sl,kXΓk
∆ΓH da
by
mkSP
k
S  mkS ŊkΓ,Sp Id,Hq, (4.32)
where mkS : mpSkq, PkS : Pptk, XkSq and mkS ŊkΓ,Sp Id,Hq given through equation (4.37) below
approximates the integral
³
Sl,kXΓk
∆ΓH da. Let us now split the Van der Waals potential φ into an
increasing function φinc and a decreasing function φdec as proposed in [5, 62] (i.e. φ  φinc   φdec).
In this simple case, φ  AH3  φinc if A is negative and φ  AH3  φdec else. We also split the
tensor D7 into a positive semi definite tensor D7,  and a negative semidefinite tensor D7, (i.e
D7  D7,   D7,). For this purpose, given a scalar function u we denote by u  : pu   |u|q{2
and by u : pu |u|q{2. We then define
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D7,  : 
 
C 1γK2

H2β1   13H3D1  13H4D2
  B0gν, H2β1   13H3 Id ,
D7, : 
 
C 1γ K2

H2β1   13H3D1  13H4D2
  B0gν,  H2β1   13H3 Id ,
where gν,  : pgν   |gν |q{2 and gν, : pgν  |gν |q{2. The discretization of operators involving
φinc or D7,  (φdec or D7,) will be implicit (explicit). A similar operation, usually called convexity
splitting has already been used to solve second and fourth order diffusion on surface (see [57, 126] and
references therein). In these papers, the authors require the splitting to be such that the matrices
D7,  and D7, are respectively strictly positive definite and strictly negative definite tensors. This
would be achieved here by simply adding c Id to D7,  and subtracting c Id to D7,; c being a
small strictly positive constant. Let us mention that the aim in the context of their work was
to obtain a stable scheme and to avoid the implicit discretization of the nonlinear operator; thus
they would choose to have D7,   C Id where C is a positive constant and D7,  C Id  D7.
Unfortunately, the advantage of doing so is not always certain as reported in [57] in the context of
solving a fourth order parabolic problem on a surface having area of very high curvatures. One needs
for such a geometry a very small time step and the computation time is even increased compared
to the fully explicit discretization of the problem. Also, the numerical viscosity introduced in the
system might be very important since, as reported again in [57], big value of C slow down the
process and the positivity is not guaranteed for problems having positive solutions. In the context
of a thin film on a moving surface, it is difficult to avoid an implicit nonlinear term. Our main
concern here is to separate diffusion from backward diffusion caused by the discretization, without
adding too much numerical viscosity in the scheme and preserve at the same time the structure
of the problem. If the surface is flat for example, the terms containing the curvatures should
dissapear so that we remain with a typical discretization on a flat surface. It is clear that a wrong
discretization of diffusion or backward diffusion will lead to instabilities. Let us remark here that the
tensors D7,  and D7, might be degenerated; this will not affect our method since the optimization
procedure used to construct the fluxes remains consistent in these cases. The integral of (4.14) on
tpt, aq|t P rtk, tk 1s, a P Sl,kptq X Γptqu» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
BΓη
Bt   η∇Γ  vΓ


da dt 
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
∇Γ 
D5∇Γ  φ  C 1γP da dt
 
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
∇Γ  rD6∇Γγ  D7∇ΓHs da dt
 
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
∇Γ 

C 1γ

1
3
H3D1  13H
4D2   H2β1


∇ΓK

da dt
 
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
∇Γ 

C 1γH

1
3
H3D1  13H
4D2   H2β1


∇ΓK2

da dt
 
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,kptqXΓptq
∇Γ 

1
3
H3D3  13H
4D4   H2β1


B0gtan

da dt  0
is then approximated using a semi-implicit scheme as follows
mk 1S η
k 1
S  mkS ηkS
  τ
»
Sl,kptk 1qXΓk 1
 ∇Γ  D5∇Γ  φinc   C 1γ P∇Γ  rD7, ∇ΓHs da
  τ
»
Sl,kXΓk
∇Γ 
D5∇Γ  φdec   C 1γP da  τ »
Sl,kXΓk
∇Γ  rD6∇Γγ D7,∇ΓHs da
  τ
»
Sl,kXΓk
∇Γ 

C 1γ

1
3
H3D1  13H
4D2   H2β1


∇ΓK

da
  τ
»
Sl,kXΓk
∇Γ 

C 1γH

1
3
H3D1  13H
4D2   H2β1


∇ΓK2

da
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  τ
»
Sl,kXΓk
∇Γ 

1
3
H3D3  13H
4D4   H2β1


B0gtan

da  0. (4.33)
The detailed discretization of the space integrals appearing here is presented below in Section 4.3.4
(Discretization of the substrate diffusion operator ŊΓpDΓ, uq  ∇Γ  pDΓ∇Γuq) and Section 4.3.4
(Discretization of the substrate advection operator ŊΓ,1pDΓ, $, uq  ∇Γ  puDΓ∇Γ$q). Finally, we
approximate the integral of (4.15)
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,k
FS
ptqXFSptq
BΠ
Bt  ∇FS  pΠvFS,ptq

da dt
 
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,k
FS
ptqXFSptq
∇FS 
 
ΠPFS,ν
D12∇Γ  φ  C 1γP D13∇Γγ  D14∇ΓH da dt
 
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,k
FS
ptqXFSptq
∇FS 

ΠPFS,ν

 C 1γ

Hβ1   1
2
H2D8  16H
3D9


∇ΓK

da dt
  C 1
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,k
FS
ptqXFSptq
∇FS 

ΠPFS,ν

γH

Hβ1   1
2
H2D8  16H
3D9


∇ΓK2

da dt
 
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,k
FS
ptqXFSptq
∇FS 

ΠPFS,ν

Hβ1   1
2
H2D10  16H
3D11


B0gtan

da dt
 1Pe
» tk 1
tk
»
Sl,k
FS
ptqXFSptq
∇FS  pDFS∇FSΠq da dt  0 (4.34)
by
¸
piPBSk

mk 1
FS,pi,J ppi,SqΠ
k 1
S mkFS,pi,J ppi,SqΠkS
	
  τ
»
Sl,k
FS
XFS
k
∇FS 
 
ΠPFS,ν
D12∇Γ  φ  C 1γP D13∇Γγ  D14∇ΓH da dt
  τ
»
Sl,k
FS
XFS
k
∇FS 

ΠPFS,ν

 C 1γ

Hβ1   1
2
H2D8  16H
3D9


∇ΓK

da dt
  C 1τ
»
Sl,k
FS
XFS
k
∇FS 

ΠPFS,ν

γH

Hβ1   1
2
H2D8  16H
3D9


∇ΓK2

da dt
  τ
»
Sl,k
FS
XFS
k
∇FS 

ΠPFS,ν

Hβ1   1
2
H2D10  16H
3D11


B0gtan

da dt
 1Pe τ
»
Sl,k
FS
ptk 1qXFSptk 1q
∇FS  pDFS∇FSΠq da dt  0. (4.35)
By J ppi, Sq we denote the local index of Sk around pi and we recall that the approximation of the
free surface virtual cell Sl,k
FS,pi,j
X FSk is given by
mk
FS,pi,j
:

1 Hkpi,jKkpi,j   122pHkpi,jq2
pKkpi,jq2  pK2qkpi,j	b1  2}Rkpi,j∇kId,pi,jH}2 mkpi,j . The
detailed discretization of the space integral involved here is presented in Section 4.3.4 (Discretization
of the free surface mix advection operator ŊFS,2pDFS, uq  ∇FS  pΠDFS∇Γuq) and Section 4.3.4
(Discretization of the free surface diffusion operator ŊFS,1pDFS, Πq  ∇FS  pDFS∇FSΠq).
Let us now introduce the discretization of the substrate diffusion operator ∇Γ  pDΓ∇Γuq. This in-
cludes ∆ΓH,∇ΓrD7, ∇ΓHs,∇ΓrD7,∇ΓHs,∇ΓrD5∇Γ pφinc   C 1γ Pqs,∇ΓrD5∇Γ pφdec   C 1γPqs.
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Discretization of the substrate diffusion operator ŊΓpDΓ, uq  ∇Γ  pDΓ∇Γuq
We integrate the diffusion operator ŊΓ on the curved domain Sl,k X Γk, thus»
Sl,kXΓk
ŊΓpDΓ, uq da 
»
Sl,kXΓk
∇Γ  pDΓ∇Γuq da

»
BpSl,kXΓkq
pDΓ∇Γuq  nBpSl,kXΓkq dl, (4.36)
where nBpSl,kXΓkq is the unit outer conormal to the boundary BpSl,k X Γkq of Sl,k X Γk. An approx-
imation of (4.36) is given by
mkS Ŋ
k
Γ,SpDΓ, uq 
¸
piPBSk

mkpi,J ppi,Sq1{2

Dkpi,J ppi,Sq∇kDΓ,pi,J ppi,Squ
	
 nkpi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq1{2
  mkpi,J ppi,Sq 1{2

Dkpi,J ppi,Sq∇kDΓ,pi,J ppi,Squ
	
 nkpi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2

, (4.37)
where ŊkΓ,SpDΓ, uq is the value of ŊΓpDΓ, uq at the cell center point XkS and time instant tk. The
discrete gradient operator ∇kDΓ,pi,J ppi,Squ is determined by the formulae (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21).
Let us introduce Vkh , the set of piecewise constant functions on cells,
Vkh :
 
Uk : Γkh Ñ R | @ Sk  Γkh, Uk|Sk  const
(
. (4.38)
As already mentioned here, elements of this set too will be seen as defined in the entire domain
N ptkq via the extension as constant in the direction of ∇dp,ΓptkqXPkΓkhq, where dp,ΓptkqXPkΓkhq
is a sign distance function to the surface Γptkq X PkΓkh. Our solution at the time step tk will then
be seen as an element of this set. We wish to build a seminorm on Vkh . For this purpose, we first
multiply each equation of (4.37) by the corresponding cell center value UkS and then sum the
resulting equations over all cells and use (4.20) to obtain

¸
Sk
mkS Ŋ
k
Γ,SpDΓ, uqUkS 
¸
piPBSk
rUkpi	JAkDΓ,pi rUkpi , (4.39)
where AkDΓ,pi : AkDΓ,pi,cAkDΓ,pi,σCoefkDΓ,pi with AkDΓ,pi,c being a diagonal matrix and AkDΓ,pi,σ a
sparse rectangular matrix whose nonzero elements are given by
pAkDΓ,pi,cqj,j : mkpi,j1{2pλkpi,j|j1{2   λkpi,j 1{2|j|j1{2q
  mkpi,j 1{2pλkpi,j|j 1{2   λkpi,j1{2|j|j 1{2q,
pAkDΓ,pi,σqj,j : mkpi,j1{2λkpi,j|j1{2  mkpi,j 1{2λkpi,j1{2|j|j 1{2,
pAkDΓ,pi,σqj,j 1 : mkpi,j1{2λkpi,j 1{2|j|j1{2  mkpi,j 1{2λkpi,j|j 1{2.
For boundary points, the first and the last lines of these matrices will be readjusted according to
the boundary condition. The submatrices AkDΓ,pi satisfy A
k
DΓ,pi1pi  0pi , where 1pi : p1, 1,    qJ
and 0pi : p0, 0,    qJ. This is due to the minimization procedure introduced in the interpolation
of the virtual values on subedges. The procedure forces the system to pick the solution of minimum
gradient. This is particularly important at the flow front since the spatial variation in cells diffusion
tensor is important and the local system solved for the interpolation of virtual values around front
vertices can become noninvertible. Furthermore it may happen that some of the discrete diffusion
tensors in cells around a vertex are identically null (Dkpi,j  0 Id); for example in the transition
region “from curved to flat region” when the diffusion tensor depends only on the curvature tensor.
In this case too, as already said, the minimization procedure allows to obtain a good interpolation of
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virtual unknown and therefore a consistent approximation of fluxes. Let us also remark that if the
submatrices AkDΓ,pi   p1pi b 1piq{npi are positive semi-definite respectively strictly positive definite
for all vertices, then the right hand side of (4.39) defines a seminorm respectively a norm when the
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition is considered at the boundary. We recall that npi denotes
the number of cells around the vertex point pi. Since the submatrices A
k
DΓ,pi basically depend on
the choice of the subedges virtual points and the discrete cell tensor DkΓ,pi around pki , we assume
the virtual points being chosen such that the submatrices AkDΓ,pi  p1pi b1piq{npi are positive semi-
definite if these diffusion tensors around pki are positive semi-definite and strictly positive definite if
the diffusion tensors are strictly positive definite.
We will now introduce the discretization of substrate advection operators involving the substrate
gradient operator. These operators are of the form ŊΓ,1pDΓ, $, uq  ∇Γ  puDΓ∇Γ$q, where u is a
power of H, DΓ is a matrix which does not depend on H and $ is either the surfactant concentration
Π or a geometric quantity (K, K2 or the third Cartesian coordinate z of points). Noticing that
gtan : ∇Γz and ∇Γγ  11  Elnp1 xq
x
1 xΠ∇ΓΠ, the relevant terms here are ∇Γ  pD6∇Γγq,
∇Γ 

C 1γ
 
1
3H
3D1  13H4D2   H2β1
∇ΓK, ∇Γ  C 1γH   13H3D1  13H4D2   H2β1∇ΓK2,
∇Γ 
 
1
3H
3D3   13H4D4   H2β1
B0gtan.
Discretization of the substrate advection operator ŊΓ,1pDΓ, $, uq  ∇Γ  puDΓ∇Γ$q
Here, the discretization is based on a second order upwind method similar to the one described in
Chapter II, Section 2.7. First, we define a unique slope limited gradient operator on each cell, next
we define an upwind value of u at each edge midpoint and finally we integrate ŊΓ,1pDΓ, $, uq using
appropriate approximation of variables. Let us start with the definition of the slope limited gradient.
Considering a cell S, we define a local R3 basis made of the pseudo unit normal
ek3,S : νkS 
°
pk
i
PSk
 ppki  pk1q ^ ppki 1  pk1q {}°pk
i
PSk
 ppki  pk1q ^ ppki 1  pk1q } of S, the vector
ek1,S :
 ppk1 XkSq   ppk1 XkSq  ek3,S ek3,S {}ppk1 XkSq   ppk1 XkSq  ek3,S ek3,S} and
ek2,S : ek3,S^ek1,S ; then, we define∇kSu :
 p∇kSuq  ek1,S ek1,S  p∇kSuq  ek2,S ek2,S  p∇kSuq  ek3,S ek3,S
the slope limited gradient as follows:$'''&'''%
p∇kSuq  ekj,S : sign

p∇kId,p1,J pp1,Squq  ekj,S
	
minpk
i
PSk
p∇kId,pi,J ppi,Squq  ekj,S 
if sign

p∇kId,pi,J ppi,Squq  ekj,S
	
 const @ pi P BSk,
p∇kSuq  ekj,S : 0 else,
for all j  1, 2, 3. Here, ∇kId,p1,J pp1,Squ is determined by the formulae (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21) usingDΓ as the substrate identity tensor that we denote with a slight misuse of notation Id. Also the
induced matrices AkId,pi should be such that A
k
Id,pi
  p1pi b 1piq{npi is strictly positive definite for
interior points and boundary points around which a Neumann boundary condition is defined. For
boundary points around which a Dirichlet boundary condition is defined, we assume AkId,pi to be
strictly positive definite. Next, we define an upwind value Ukσ, pDΓ, $q at edge midpoints. In fact,
considering an edge σk : Sk|Lk  rpki , pki 1s shared by two cells Sk and Lk, we first assume j, j 1
being respectively the local index of Sk and Lk around pki and m, m 1 being respectively the local
index of Sk and Lk around pki 1; i.e. S
k
pi,j
 Skpi , Skpi,j 1  Lkpi , Skpi 1,m  Skpi 1 , Skpi 1,m1  Lkpi 1
(cf. Figure 4.2). Also we denote by
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X
k
pi 1,
m3
{2
X
k
p, i 
1,m
 1
{2
pki
pki 1
Skpi,j Xkpi,j1{2
Xkpi,j 3{2
Skpi 1,m1
Skpi 1,m
Skpi,j 1 Xkpi,j 1{2
Xkpi 1,m1{2
X k
L  X k
Sj 1  X k
Sm1
XkS  X
k
Sj
 XkSm
Figure 4.2: Subcells across the edge σk  rpki , pki 1s and virtual points around pki and pki 1.
F kS,σpDkΓ, $q : mkj 1{2
 DkΓ,pi,j∇kDΓ,pi,j$  nkpi,j|j 1{2
  mkm1{2

DkΓ,pi 1,m∇kDΓ,pi 1,m$
	
 nkpi 1,m|m{2
the discrete flux from Sk through σ. Let us recall that for $ being the geometric quantities K, K2,
or z, one can compute the value at edge virtual points; thus the interpolation for the computation of
above mentioned fluxes can be done only on interior edges using the Dirichlet boundary condition.
In case the Neumann boundary condition is known for these variable such as in the first and second
examples of Section 4.4, it is preferable to consider the last to preserve the numerical conservation
of fluid. We now define the upwind value Ukσ, pDΓ, $q at the edge midpoint pkσ :
pki   pki 1
2
by$&%U
k
σ, pDΓ, $q : UkS   p∇kSuq  ppkσ XkSq if F kS,σpDkΓ, $q ¡ 0,
Ukσ, pDΓ, $q : UkL   p∇kLuq  ppkσ XkLq else,
for interior edges. For boundary edges with Dirichlet boundary condition, we define$&%U
k
σ, pDΓ, $q : UkS   p∇kSuq  ppkσ XkSq if F kS,σpDkΓ, $q ¡ 0,
Ukσ, pDΓ, $q : Ukσ else
and for boundary edges with Neumann boundary condition, we define
Ukσ, pDΓ, $q : UkS   p∇kSuq  ppkσ XkSq.
By Ukσ we denote the value of uk at pkσ. Finally, we integrate ŊΓ,1pDΓ, $, uq  ∇Γ  puDΓ∇Γ$q on
the curved domain Sl,k X Γk as follows:»
Sl,kXΓk
ŊΓ,1pDΓ, $, uqda 
»
Sl,kXΓk
∇Γ  puDΓ∇Γ$q da

»
BpSl,kXΓkq
u pDΓ∇Γ$q  nBpSl,kXΓkqdl

¸
σk:Sk|Lk
Uk, σ F
k
S,σpDkΓ, $q. (4.40)
Let us now introduce the discretization of a free surface diffusion tensor
ŊFS,1pDFS, Πq  ∇FS  pDFS∇FSΠq.
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Discretization of the free surface diffusion operator ŊFS,1pDFS, Πq  ∇FS  pDFS∇FSΠq
We approximate the integral of ŊFS,1pDFS, Πq on the curved free surface cell Sl,kFS X FSk as follows»
Sl,k
FS
XFS
k
ŊFS,1pDFS, Πq da
»
Sl,k
FS
XFS
k
∇FS  pDFS∇FSΠq da

»
BpSl,k
FS
XFS
k
q
pDFS∇FSΠq  nBpSl,k
FS
XFS
k
q
dl

¸
piPBSk
mk
FS,pi,J ppi,Sq 1{2p∇kFS,DFS ,pi,J ppi,SqΠq  nkFS,pi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq 1{2
  mk
FS,pi,J ppi,Sq1{2p∇kFS,DFS ,pi,J ppi,SqΠq  nkFS,pi,J ppi,Sq|J ppi,Sq1{2, (4.41)
where ∇k
FS,DFS ,pi,J ppi,Squ is given by (4.29), (4.30), (4.31). Since Vkh is viewed as a set of functions
defined in the entire domain N ptkq, a piecewise constant function on free surface curved cells Sl,kFS
can be viewed as the trace of a function from N ptkq on FS; therefore the surfactant concentration
Πk, solution of the surfactant equation (4.15) which originally stays on the free surface will be
considered as element of Vkh . We now wish to define an H1 seminorm in Vkh which will be used to
measure the trace of elements on the free surface. For this purpose, we multiply the equations (4.41)
by the corresponding free surface cell value ΠkS , sum over all the cells and use (4.30) to obtain

¸
S
ΠkS
»
Sl,k
FS
XFS
k
ŊFS,1 da 
¸
S
 rΠkpi	JAkFS,DFS ,pi rΠkpi , (4.42)
where Ak
FS,DFS ,pi is defined as in the Section 4.3.4 (Discretization of the substrate diffusion op-
erator ŊΓpDΓ, uq  ∇Γ  pDΓ∇Γuq); AkFS,DFS ,pi : AkFS,DFS ,pi,c  AkFS,DFS ,pi,σCoefkFS,DFS ,pi with
Ak
FS,DFS ,pi,c being a diagonal matrix and A
k
FS,DFS ,pi,σ a sparse rectangular matrix whose nonzero
elements are given by
pAkFS,DFS ,pi,cqj,j : mkFS,pi,j1{2pλkFS,pi,j|j1{2   λkFS,pi,j 1{2|j|j1{2q
  mk
FS,pi,j 1{2
pλk
FS,pi,j|j 1{2
  λk
FS,pi,j1{2|j|j 1{2
q,
pAkFS,DFS ,pi,σqj,j : mkFS,pi,j1{2λkFS,pi,j|j1{2  mkFS,pi,j 1{2λkFS,pi,j1{2|j|j 1{2,
pAkFS,DFS ,pi,σqj,j 1 : mkFS,pi,j1{2λkFS,pi,j 1{2|j|j1{2  mkFS,pi,j 1{2λkFS,pi,j|j 1{2.
Here again, the first and the last lines of these matrices at boundary points will be adjusted accord-
ing to boundary condition. The matrix Ak
FS,DFS ,pi too, satisfies A
k
FS,DFS ,pi1
k
pi  0pi . Similar as
in the above mentioned section, we assume the virtual points on subedges being chosen such that
Ak
FS,DFS ,pi   p1pi b 1piq{npi is positive definite for all interior vertices and all boundary vertices
around which a Neumann boundary condition is stated. For boundary vertices around which a
Dirichlet boundary condition is stated, we assume Ak
FS,DFS ,pi to be strictly positive definite.
Let us finally introduce the discretization of free surface mix advection operators. These opera-
tors are of the form ŊFS,2pDFS, uq  ∇FS  pΠDFS∇Γuq. With the knowledge that gtan : ∇Γz,
γ  1  Elnp1 xΠq
1  Elnp1 xq and ∇Γγ 
1
1  Elnp1 xq
x
1 xΠ∇ΓΠ, we conclude that DFS is a free
surface tangential operator which might depend on the height H, the surfactant concentration Π,
the geometric variables K, K, K2 and z. The variable u represents Π, H, K, K2, or z.
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Discretization of the free surface mix advection operator ŊFS,2pDFS, uq  ∇FS  pΠDFS∇Γuq
Let us first notice that the relative velocity of the free surface particle tangent to the free surface is
given by
PFS,νvRFS,tan
 PFS,ν

D12∇Γ
 
φ  C 1γP D13∇Γγ  D14∇ΓH  C 1γ Hβ1   12H2D8  16H3D9


∇ΓK
 C 1γH

Hβ1   1
2
H2D8  16H
3D9


∇ΓK2  

Hβ1   1
2
H2D10  16H
3D11


B0gtan

. (4.43)
Thus we compute the fluxes induced on edges of cells by the terms of this expression (DFS∇Γu) in
the continuous manner using the appropriate gradient reconstruction and only the surfactant con-
centration Π is advected using a second order upwind on the free surface similar to the one described
above. Let us consider a cell S and the same setup as above in the Section 4.3.4 (Discretization of
the substrate advection operator ŊΓ,1pDΓ, $, uq  ∇Γ  puDΓ∇Γ$q). In the same way as before, we
define with ∇k
FS,SΠ :
 p∇k
FS,SΠq  ek1,S

ek1,S  
 p∇k
FS,SΠq  ek2,S

ek2,S  
 p∇k
FS,SΠq  ek3,S

ek3,S ,
the slope limited gradient on the free surface as follows:$'''&'''%
p∇kFS,SΠq  ekj,S : sign

p∇kIdFS ,p1,J pp1,SqΠq  ekj,S
	
minpk
i
PSk
p∇kIdFS ,pi,J ppi,SqΠq  ekj,S 
if sign

p∇kIdFS ,pi,J ppi,SqΠq  ekj,S
	
 const @ pi P BSk,
p∇kFS,SΠq  ekj,S : 0 else,
for all j  1, 2, 3. By ∇kIdFS ,pi,J pp1,SqΠ we denote the free surface gradient of Π determined using
the formulae (4.29), (4.30), (4.31) and the free surface identity tensor IdFS (i.e. DFS  IdFS). Here
too, the induced matrix AkIdFS ,pi are supposed to be such that A
k
IdFS ,pi
  1pi b 1pi{npi is strictly
positive for interior points and boundary points around which the Neumann boundary condition is
stated. For boundary points around which the Dirichlet boundary condition is stated, we assume
AkIdFS ,pi to be strictly positive. Next, we define an upwind value Π
k
σ, pDFS, $q at edge midpoints.
For this purpose, let us consider as in the above mentioned section an edge σk : Sk|Lk  rpki , pki 1s
shared by two cells Sk and Lk. We adopt the same setup by assuming that j, j   1 respectively are
the indices of Sk and Lk around pki and m, m 1 respectively are the indices of Sk and Lk around
pki 1; i.e., S
k
pi,j
 Skpi , Skpi,j 1  Lkpi , Skpi 1,m  Skpi 1 , Skpi 1,m1  Lkpi 1 . Let us denote by
F kFS,S,σpDFS, uq : mkFS,pi,j 1{2
 DFS,pi,jp∇kFS,pi,juq  nkFS,pi,j|j 1{2
  mk
FS,pi 1,m1{2

DFS,pi 1,mp∇kFS,pi 1,muq
	
 nk
FS,pi 1,m|m1{2
the flux from Sl,kFS through σ
l,k
FS and define the upwind value Πkσ, pDFS, $q at the edge midpoint
pk
FS,σ : PkFS,νpkσ  PkFS,ν

pki   pki 1
2

by
$''''&''''%
Πkσ, pDFS, $q : ΠkS   p∇kFS,SΠq 

p Id HkSKkSqppkσ XkSq   
 p∇kSHq  ppkσ XkSq νkS
if F kFS,S,σpDFS, uq ¡ 0
Πkσ, pDFS, $q : ΠkL   p∇kFS,LΠq 

p Id HkLKkLqppkσ XkLq   
 p∇kLHq  ppkσ XkLq νkL else,
for interior edges. For boundary edges on which a Dirichlet boundary condition is stated, we define
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$'''&'''%
Πkσ, pDFS, $q : ΠkS   p∇kFS,SΠq 

p Id HkSKkSqppkσ XkSq   
 p∇kSHq  ppkσ XkSq νkS
if F kFS,S,σpDFS, uq ¡ 0
Πkσ, pDFS, $q : Πkσ else
and for boundary edges on which a Neumann boundary condition is stated, we define
Πkσ, pDFS, $q : ΠkS   p∇kFS,SΠq 

p Id HkSKkSqppkσ XkSq   
 p∇kSHq  ppkσ XkSq νkS .
By Πkσ , we denote the value of Πk at PkFS,νpkσ. The approximation of the integral of
ŊFS,2pDFS, uq  ∇FS  pΠDFS∇Γuq on the curved cell Sl,kFS X FSk is then given by»
Sl,k
FS
XFS
k
ŊFS,2pDFS, uq da 
»
Sl,k
FS
XFS
k
∇FS  pΠDFS∇Γuq da

»
BpSl,k
FS
XFS
k
q
pΠDFS∇Γuq  nBpSl,k
FS
XFS
k
q
dl

¸
σkPBSk
Πkσ, pDFS, $qF kFS,S,σpDFS, uq. (4.44)
Let us define the following entities of Vk: 1kV : p1, 1,    qJ, mkΓ : pmkS1 ,mkS2 ,    qJ, Hk :
pHkS1 ,HkS2 ,    qJ, Πk : pΠkS1 , ΠkS2 ,    qJ, Kk : pKkS1 ,KkS2 ,    qJ, Kk2 : ppK2qkS1 , pK2qkS2 ,    qJ,
ηk : pηkS1 , ηkS2 ,    qJ, γk  : pγkS1, , γkS2, ,    qJ, γk : pγkS1,, γkS2,,    qJ andPk : pPkS1 ,PkS2 ,    qJ.
For a generic element Uk : pUkS1 , UkS2 ,    qJ P Vk we denote by IkhpUkq the square diagonal ma-
trix with diagonal Uk. We also denote by LkhpDΓq the matrix obtained from the discretization
of the substrate diffusion operator ŊΓpDΓ, uq  ∇Γ  pDΓ∇Γuq in Section 4.3.4 (Discretization
of the substrate diffusion operator ŊΓpDΓ, uq  ∇Γ  pDΓ∇Γuq) by writing (4.37) for all cells in
the matrix form (i.e. pmkS1ŊkΓ,S1pDΓ, uq,mkS2ŊkΓ,S2pDΓ, uq,    qJ  LkhpDΓqUk). Similarly, we de-
note by LFS,hpDFSq the matrix of diffusion on the free surface obtained from the discretization of
ŊFS,1pDFS, Πq  ∇FS  pDFS∇FSΠq in Section 4.3.4(Discretization of the free surface diffusion op-
erator ŊFS,1pDFS, Πq  ∇FS  pDFS∇FSΠq) by writing (4.41) for all cell in the matrix form. Finally,
we denote by fΓpHk, Πkq and fFSpHk, Πkq the vectors which correspond to the explicit discretization
of the substrate advection operators and the free surface advection operators respectively.
From these notation, it follows that
Pk  Ikp1{mkΓqLkhp IdqHk, (4.45)
where 1{mkΓ : p1{mkS1 , 1{mkS2 ,    q and we conclude that our problem is reduced to$'''''''''''''''''''&'''''''''''''''''''%
Find Hk 1 P Vk 1 and Πk 1 P Vk 1 such that
Ihpmk 1Γ q ηk 1
 τ

Lk 1h pD5q

Ih

φk 1inc {Hk 1
	
 C 1 Ihpγk 1  q Ihp1{mk 1Γ qLk 1h p Idq

  Lk 1h pD7, q
ff
Hk 1
 τ

LkhpD5q

Ih

φkdec{Hk
	
 C 1 Ihpγkq Ihp1{mkΓqLkhp Idq

Hk  LkhpD7,q
ff
Hk
  IhpmkΓq ηk  τ fΓpHk, Πkq (4.46)
Ihpmk 1FS qΠk 1  τ
1
PeL
k 1
FS,hpDFSqΠk 1  IhpmkFSqΠk  τfFSpHk, Πkq, (4.47)
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where

φkdec{Hk
	
:

φkdec,S1{HkS1 , φkdec,S2{HkS2 ,   
	J
and

φk 1inc {Hk 1
	
are defined similarly. The
system (4.46)-(4.47) can be rewritten as
$''''''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''''''%
Find Hk 1 P Vk 1 and Πk 1 P Vk 1, such that
Ihpmk 1Γ q Ihp1k 1V 
1
2
pHk 1qKk 1   1
6
2pHk 1q2 pKk 1q2  pK2qk 1q
 τ

Lk 1h pD5q

Ih

φk 1inc {Hk 1
	
 C 1 Ihpγk 1  q Ihp1{mk 1Γ qLk 1h p Idq

  Lk 1h pD7, q
ff
Hk 1
 τ

LkhpD5q

Ih

φkdec{Hk
	
 C 1 Ihpγkq Ihp1{mkΓqLkhp Idq

Hk  LkhpD7,q
ff
Hk
  IhpmkΓq ηk  τ fΓpHk, Πkq
Ihpmk 1FS q  τ
1
PeL
k 1
FS,hpDFSq
	
Πk 1  IhpmkFSqΠk  τfFSpHk, Πkq.
Let us denote byMk 1Γ pHm, Πmq andMk 1FS pHm, Πmq the matrices
Mk 1Γ pHm, Πmq :

Ihpmk 1Γ q Ih

1k 1V 
1
2
pHmqKk 1   1
6
2pHmq2 pKk 1q2  pK2qk 1

 τ

Lk 1h pD5pHmqq
Ih pφincpHmq{Hmq  C 1 Ihpγ pΠmqq Ihp1{mk 1Γ qLk 1h p Idq
  Lk 1h pD7, pHmqq
ff
MFSpHk, Πkq :

Ihpmk 1FS pHmqq  τ
1
PeL
k 1
FS,hpDFSq
	
,
where Hm, Πm are elements of Vk 1, the variables D5pHmq, D7, pHmq, φincpHmq, mk 1FS pHmq are
functions of Hm and γ pΠmq is a function of Πm. We also denote by FΓpHk, Πkq and FFSpHk, Πkq
the vectors
FΓpHk, Πkq : τ

LkhpD5q

Ih

φkdec{Hk
	
 C 1 Ihpγkq Ihp1{mkΓqLkhp Idq

Hk  Lk 1h pD7,q
ff
Hk
  IhpmkΓq ηk  τ fΓpHk, Πkq
FFSpHk, Πkq : IhpmkFSqΠk  τfFSpHk, Πkq.
The system (4.46)-(4.47) is finally written as
$'''''''&'''''''%
Find FΓpHk, Πkq P Vk 1 and Πk 1 P Vk 1 which satisfies
Hk 1 

Mk 1Γ pHk 1, Πk 1q

1
FΓpHk, Πkq
Πk 1 

MFSpHk 1, Πk 1q

1
FFSpHk, Πkq. (4.48)
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We solve the above mentioned system using the fixed point iteration$''''''&''''''%
Hk 1,j 

Mk 1Γ pHk 1,j1, Πk 1,j1q

1
FΓpHk, Πkq
Πk 1,j 

MFSpHk 1,j1, Πk 1,j1q

1
FFSpHk, Πkq, (4.49)
Hk 1,0  Hk, Πk 1,0  Πk (4.50)
which converges for small τ . Practically we have found that the iterations converge for τ ¤ Ch2 and
the stop criterion for our numerical examples was }Hk 1,jHk 1,j1} }Πk 1,jΠk 1,j1} ¤ 1010.
Let us remind that the }Hk} 
b°
SpHkSq2.
4.4 Numerical results
In this section, we present the numerical results of some simulation on triangular domain. Here, we
adopt the configuration described in Chapter II, Remark 2.4.2, Item a, Part i. In fact, the center
points are chosen to be the center of gravity of triangles. For a given triangle Sk and a vertex pki of
Sk, the subcell Skpi is delimited on the triangle edges incident at p
k
i by the midpoints q
k
pi,j1{2
and
qkpi,j 1{2 of the respective edges; j being the local index of S
k around pki . Finally the edge virtual
points Xkpi,j1{2 and X
k
pi,j 1{2
on the subedges incident at pki are placed such that
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
pki X
k
pi,j1{2

p2{3qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑpki qkpi,j1{2 and
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
pki X
k
pi,j 1{2
 p2{3qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑpki qkpi,j 1{2. We refer to Figure 4.3 for the illustration
of this setup. The present setup ensures that the discretization of a substrate diffusion operator,
pk1
pk2
pk3
qkp1,1{2
qkp1,3{2
Xkp1,1{2 Xkp1,3{2
Figure 4.3: Subdivision of triangle cell using isobarycenter and the middle of edges.
respectively of a free surface diffusion operator, involving a strictly elliptic substrate diffusion tensor,
respectively a strictly elliptic free surface diffusion tensor, leads to local elliptic submatrices around
vertices as required for the above described algorithm in the Sections 4.3.4 (Discretization of the
substrate diffusion operator ŊΓpDΓ, uq  ∇Γ  pDΓ∇Γuq) and 4.3.4 (Discretization of the free surface
diffusion operator ŊFS,1pDFS, Πq  ∇FS  pDFS∇FSΠq). Also, if the diffusion tensors involved here
are elliptic and degenerated, the local matrices around the vertices become automatically elliptic and
degenerated, again as prescribed in the above mentioned sections. Furthermore, the matrix LkhpDΓq
obtained from the discretization of the surface diffusion operator ∇Γ  pDΓ∇Γuq is symmetric if DΓ
is symmetric and if DΓ is not strongly anisotropic and the mesh not too stretched, ∇Γ  pDΓ∇Γuq
is also an M-matrix. On the free surface, we obtain the same properties for the matrix Lk
FS,hpDFSq
obtained from the discretization of the free surface diffusion operator ∇FS  pDFS∇FSuq if we replace
the flux continuity condition (4.24) on free surface subedges σl,k
FS,pi,j1{2
around pki by
}%k
FS,pi,j1|j1{2
}DkFS,pi,j1∇kDFS ,pi,j1u  nkFS,pi,j1|j1{2
  }%k
FS,pi,j|j1{2
}DkFS,pi,j∇kDFS ,pi,ju  nkFS,pi,j|j1{2  0, (4.51)
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where }%k
FS,pi,j1|j1{2
} and }%k
FS,pi,j|j1{2
} defined in Section 4.3.3 represent the approximate mea-
sure of σl,k
FS,pi,j1{2
from the subcells Skpi,j1 and S
k
pi,j
respectively. We should mention here that the
choice of center points as center of gravity improves the consistency of the quadrature rule used for
the integration of functions. This was an aim of the algorithm proposed in Chapter II Section 2.4.5.
Let us now introduce our simulation results. On the first example depicted on Figure 4.4 we study
the flow of a thin-film with an initial constant height H0  0.5 in the inner part of an alveolus that
we stretch and slightly change the form. At the pole of the alveolus, we place on top of the film, a
concentration of nonsoluble surfactant whose the configuration is a hat function with the maximum
value 1 at the pole. The support can be seen on Figure 4.4, second line, first picture. The surfactant
concentration is assumed to diffuse isotropically with the free surface diffusion tensor DFS  Id and
the Peclet number Pe  104. At the substrate-fluid interface, we assume the presence of repulsive
Van der Waals forces of potential φ  1014H3 and we consider a slip boundary condition with
the slip tensor β1   Id, where   0.00125 is effectively the ratio between the height length
scale and the horizontal length scale. We also consider the inverse capillary number C 1  10002,
the Bond number B0  40, the surfactant elasticity constant E  0.9354, the surfactant coverage
x  0.6 and the time interval r0, 2s. We do not take the effect of gravity into account.
Figure 4.4: Thin film and surfactant distribution on an expanding and then contracting alveolus.
The first line shows the evolution of the thin film height and the second line the evolution
of the surfactant concentration. The alveolus surface is made up of 8052 triangles and
contains 4072 points. The initial minimum and maximum diameter of triangles are 0.0043
and 0.0588, respectively and at t  1 (fourth picture of the first and second lines), the
minimum and maximum diameter of triangles are 0.0056 and 0.0933, respectively. The
small triangles are located in the region of higher curvature to resolve the geometric
features. The time step is τ  1{4000.
In the first line of Figure 4.4, we depict the evolution of the thin film height and on the second
line, the evolution of the surfactant concentration. The color shading ranges from blue to red
representing minimum to maximum values. This will be the same for all numerical results in this
part. We observe that the fluid is pushed from places, where the surfactant concentration is high to
places having low surfactant concentration (see figure 4.4 first line). In fact, the substrate gradient of
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the surface tension gives rise to Marangoni forces which dominate the advection due to the gradient
in the substrate curvature and then initiate the motion of the fluid which at its turn transports
the fluid particles along its way. Similar observations have already been made for simulation of
surfactant driven thin film flow on a line segment in [9]. On the tail of the alveolus, we observe
that the fluid moves to regions of higher curvature. At the neck of the alveolus in the first line for
example, the fluid quits the region of very height negative curvature; the flow is then driven by the
curvature. This is in adequation with the result on flow around corners presented in [107] (Example
5). Let us mention the green band near the pole on the second picture of the first line of Figure 4.4
which has a maximum diameter of two triangles and represents the bubble at the fluid front due
pressure difference between the front and the tail of the fluid. We also notice the sharp transition
from maximum values to smaller values at the fluid front which represent the sharp front interface
of the fluid. This proves that the method is less dissipative and very sharp feature, of the flow can
be resolved even on relatively coarse triangulation. This observation will be confirmed in the next
simulation results.
In a second experiment, we simulate the flow of the above described thin film in the same alveolus
which also expands and then contracts during the process. Different from Figure 4.4, where the
scaling is pronounced, we adopt a movement where the upper part of the alveolus tends to become
spherical (compare picture 1 to picture 4 of Figure 4.5 for the evolution in the expansion phase).
The surfactant concentration is removed (Π0  0) and the surface tension is therefore constant
γ  6.9978. Figure 4.5 shows the evolution of the film height. Here the main observation is that
Figure 4.5: Thin film driven by surface tension on an expanding and then contracting alveolus.
The setup is similar to the one in first experiment (see Figure 4.4), but the alveolus
expands in a way that the upper part becomes almost spherical (picture 4).
the fluid flows toward region of higher curvature. We can clearly notice (picture 7, Figure 4.5) an
inflow at the pole which creates a region of maximum height in accordance with the flow of thin
film inside an ellipsoid presented in [107]. In comparison with the simulation above, the absence
of surfactant leaves room to the substrate gradient of the substrate’s curvature to control the flow.
Again, important features such as the local extrema at the tail of the alveolus are resolved though
the substrate discretization is not fine.
Now, in the third example (Figure 4.7), we study the flow of a gravity driven thin film through
a surfactant obstacle on an expanding and then, contracting sphere. As above, we consider the
parameters   0.00125, C 1  10002, B0  40 and β1   Id. We assume the presence of repulsive
Van der Waals forces of potential φ  1018H3. As initial film height we consider a pertubed
Gaussian function with the maximum height being 0.995 at the pole to which we add 0.005 which
represents the thickness of the initial precursor layer. The support of the Gaussian function can
be seen from above on the first picture of the first line of Figure 4.5. At the equator, we place
six localized spots of surfactant, of which three are at the front side of the sphere as can be seen
on the first picture of the second line of Figure 4.7. The rests are placed at the back side of the
sphere symmetrically to the ones in the front. We should also mention that the middle surfactant
concentration at the front and the back of the sphere are on the trajectory of the front main flow
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and the back main flow, respectively. The shape of each surfactant concentration is Gaussian,
its maximum is 1.995 and its support is elliptic. Let us now consider the three band depicted
on the rescaled initial sphere on Figure 4.6, the initial surfactant concentration are respectively
centered in each band; thus their support do not intersect. The bands in fact represent the support
Figure 4.6: SCF (surfactant coefficient function).
of a piecewise linear pseudo hat function “SCF ” (surfactant coefficient function) which takes the
value 3 on the ring center of each band and the value 0 outside of the bands. Let us consider
a point p  pcospθ1q cospθ2q, cospθ1q sinpθ2q, cospθ1qq on the initial unit sphere; θ1 and θ2 being
respectively the elevation and the azimuth at p. We denote by ν the normal at p and by e1 :
p sinpθ2q, cospθ2q, 0q a unit tangent vector at p parallel to the pX,Y q plane. We define the tensor
DFS  p3   106qp Id  ν b ν  e1 b e1q   pSCF ppq   106qe1 b e1 if p is not a pole and DFS 
p3   106qp Id  ν b νq else. The free surface tangential part of DFS that we still call DFS is
incorporated in the model. With this setup, the surfactant concentrations diffuse in such a way
that the path of the blocs do not intersect far from the poles. We should notice that the diffusion
is almost one dimensional out of the bands of Figure 4.6. We assume the surfactant parameters
Pe  500, E  0.9354, x  0.48. The first line of Figure 4.7 shows the evolution of the thin film
while the second line presents the evolution of the surfactant concentration. We should mention
that the first two pictures on the first line of Figure 4.7 are seen from above and the two last
pictures on both lines are seen from a perspective of 50 below. Here we observe that the surfactant
Figure 4.7: Gravity driven thin film flowing around surfactant obstacles on an expanding and then
contracting sphere.
The sphere is made of 6426 triangles and 3215 points. The initial minimum and maximum
diameter of triangles are 0.0249 and 0.1061, respectively and at t  1 (fourth picture
of the first and second lines) they are 0.0498 and 0.2122, respectively. The time step is
τ  1{3000 and the time interval r0, 3s.
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deviates the fluid flow which goes around the concentration (see picture 3, first line, Figure 4.7).
This creates more fingering as can be seen on pictures 3-8 of the first line of Figure 4.7. While
going around the surfactant, the fluid transports surfactant particles along (see pictures 3-6, second
line, Figure 4.7) which quickly occupies the front of the film flow (see pictures 6-8, second line,
Figure 4.7). The combined effort of gravity and Marangoni forces created by the surface gradient
of the surfactant concentration accelerates the flow of the fluid front toward the south pole. When
an important amount of surfactant is gathered in the front of the film and the Marangoni forces
balancing the gravity pressure, the fluid gets accumulated just behind the surfactant as can be seen
through the comparison of pictures 7-8, first line of Figure 4.7. Following computations only confirm
this through an increase of height at the fluid front which is equivalent to the formation of drops.
Since the lubrication approximation that we used to model the flow does not take into account the
formation of drops, we had to stop the simulation.
The fourth example is devoted to the above mentioned fluid in the absence of surfactant. On Figure
4.8 we report some sequences of this simulation. The first two pictures are seen from above and the
last pictures are seen from a perspective of 50 below. Here we observed the fingering conform to
Figure 4.8: Flow of gravity driven thin film on an expanding and then contracting sphere.
The setup is the same as the one of Figure 4.7.
the simulation done in [57] example 9.2. As for other examples, one will notice the steepness of the
front which is resolved. This again confirms that the method is less dissipative.
Let us now introduce a fifth example in which we study the flow on a static bumpy sphere (Figure
4.9) of a gravity driven thin film. We consider as initial value, a localized Gaussian function which
Figure 4.9: Rescaled bumpy sphere.
has a maximum value of 1 at the north pole and whose support can be seen from above on picture
1, Figure 4.10. To this Gaussian function, we add 0.005 which represents the height of the precursor
layer. On Figure 4.10, we present some sequences of this simulation. The two first pictures are seen
from above and the last picture is seen in the perspective of 50 from below. Here the irregularity
of the surface creates a competition between advection by gravity and advection by gradient of
curvatures. This leads to the creation of fingering as can be seen on pictures 3-8.
We introduce a sixth example which deals with the gravity driven thin film on a moving plane
in the presence of surfactant. In fact, we consider the planar domain r0, 1s  r0, 1s which moves
perpendicularly (in the Z-direction) to fit an area of an ellipsoid. At the end of the process, the
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Figure 4.10: Flow of gravity driven thin film on a bumpy sphere.
The bumpy sphere is made up of 9794 triangles and 4899 points. The minimum and
maximum diameter of triangles are 0.0267 and 0.1650, respectively, the time step is
τ  1{2500 and the time interval is r0, 2s.
segment r0, 1st0umaps onto the circular equator of the ellipsoid. On this substrate, we consider the
evolution of a thin film and a surfactant concentration which have the property of the first example.
Different from other examples, we assume a nonexistence of Van der Waals interfacial forces (i.e.
φ  0) and we consider a partially wetted substrate. Thus we assume at the initial instant, a liquid
film of local support above which a surfactant concentration of local support too is placed. The
third picture of the first line of Figure 4.11 clearly presents the support of the film height and the
diameter of the support of the thin film is taken to be the double of the diameter of the support of the
surfactant concentration. The initial film height and the surfactant concentration are functions of
Gaussian shape with respective maximum 1.5 and 0.75 at the center of the surface. The free surface
diffusion tensor considered is DFS  Id if H  0 and DFS  0 Id else. The first two lines of Figure
4.11 show a sequence of the evolution of the fluid while the two last lines give the corresponding
sequence of evolution of the surfactant concentration. Similar as in the first example, the gradient
in the surfactant concentration gives rise to Marangoni forces which initiate the movement of the
fluid from regions of height surfactant concentration to regions of lower surfactant concentration.
This can be seen by looking at the crater that appears in the middle of picture 4 in the first line of
Figure 4.11. Also a competition is installed between Marangoni forces, gravity and advection due
to the gradient of curvatures. Similar to the third example above (Gravity driven thin film around
surfactant obstacle), when the gravity becomes dominant, the fluid which has been pushed in the
northern part tries to find a way around the surfactant (see picture 2-3 on the second line of Figure
4.11). On its way down, the fluid transports surfactant particles along as already reported in the
third example. Once the surfactant reaches the front, it causes the fluid to spread. This observation
was already done in [9] for simulation of a surfactant driven thin film on a planar line segment.
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Figure 4.11: Flow of gravity driven thin film in the presence of surfactant on a deforming plane.
The surface is made up of 9728 triangles 5009 and points. The minimum and the
maximum diameter of triangles at the initial time is 0.0088 and 0.0316, respectively,
the time step is τ  1{8000 and the time frame is r0, 0.75s.
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Conclusion and perspectives
In this work, we have developed finite volume schemes for direct simulation of second and fourth or-
der equations on evolving curved surfaces and interfacial surfaces. We have, in particular, described
a method for computations on a very broad range of polygonal surfaces, which takes into account
the major advances in the finite volume community nowaday: computation on unstructured meshes,
computation on non conformal meshes, high order upwinding amongst others. The stability of the
methods have been proven for the second order problems and we have provided several simulation
results to support the theory. As usual in moving mesh methods, it can happen that cells degen-
erate during the evolution. One can nevertheless handle this issue by combining our method with
an appropriate mesh optimization strategy which will reposition the vertices at each time step. As
a byproduct, the gradient reconstruction method developed here can be used as an approximation
tool on the curved surface to reallocate values to cells, in case of remeshing for example. We should
also mention that the method can be extended to higher order finite volumes. In this case, quadra-
ture rules used for integration would be different, the surface approximation would be done through
polygonal fitting and the gradient reconstruction would be improved too. We plan to deal with these
issues in future work.
We have also presented a model reduction method for thin film equations using lubrication approx-
imation. Our model allows the easy incorporation of additional effects, like inertia. This model
allows also the easy coupling of interfacial flow, since the height of the film parameterizes already
the free surface on the beneath substrate. This parameterization can be used together with lubri-
cation approximation to pull back the free surface flow equation on the substrate as it has been
the case for surfactant driven thin film flow on flat surfaces, or one can take advantage of it for a
direct computation on the free surface as we have presented in this thesis. This second alternative
is suitable for computation of more complicated flows on the free surface.
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